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DIE SPÄTSSASSANIDISCHEN UND SCHIITISCHEN
MAHDI-ERwartungen*

K. CZEGLÉDY

Die verschiedenen apokalyptischen Schriften der spätssassanidischen und frühislamischen Zeit verfolgen die persische Geschichte bis zum Ende des sechsten Jahrhunderts in der Form einer vaticinatio ex eventu. Es handelt sich um die apokalyptischen Schriften Zand i Vahman Yasn (gewöhnlich Bahman Yast genannt), um das Žāmāsp nāmak, um die erweiterte Version des letzteren, des Ayātkār Žāmāspīk, weiterhin um den entsprechenden Abschnitt das Bundahišn und um einige späte Literatur-Werke der Parsen, wie des Zarašt nāma, das Ulamā-i Islām und die persischen Rivāyats.


Die letzten historischen Ereignisse die diese Apokalypsen darstellen, sind diejenigen der grossen Revolution des Bahram Čobin um 590 u.Z. Im Mittelpunkt dieser Ereignisse stand der glänzende, beinahe übermenschliche


Man hat also an dem Tode des ungewöhnlich populären Usurpators nicht glauben können, überdies hatte man offenbar keine zuverlässigen Berichte über die Geschehnisse in der weit entfernten türkischen Hauptstadt. Nach dem mysteriösen Verschwinden der legendenumwobenen Figur Bahram Čobins setzte sich die Legendenbildung sofort ein, und es knüpften sich an seine Figur Vorstellungen von seiner bevorstehender Wiederkunft.

Bahram wurde der Held der Endzeit, der wie der Messias Pišiyotan 4 aus seiner mysteriösen Burg Kangdeż einst zurückkehren wird, um die Sache
des Guten zum Sieg zu verhelfen. Das Verborgensein der unsterblichen Held
nen in ihren wunderbaren Palästen war ein altes, wohlbekanntes Motiv der iranischen Heldensage. 5

Was nun den Zufluchtsort des Bahram Čōbin betrifft, stimmen unsere Quellen samt und sonders überein darin, dass Bahram nach der türkischen Hauptstadt geflohen sei. Der Name der letzteren wird zwar in den meisten Quellen nicht angegeben, wir wissen jedoch aus der späten, auf Grund von Bahrams Geschichte überarbeiteten Quellen der Isfandiyār-Spandiyāt-legende, dass die türkische Hauptstadt die Namen Diž .Temp ı röyın, Röyın diz, Madinatu-l-şufr und Madinatu-l-nuḥās, oder Madinatu-l-tuğgar (Stadt der Käuflute) trug, die alle von dem letzten Namen abgesehen, soviel wie 'Kupferstadt' bedeuteten.


der Kupferstadt am Ostrande der Oikumene identifiziert.

Das Interesse der Araber für die „Kupferstadt“ wird auch durch Geschichten bezeugt, wie diejenige über eine Karawanenreise, welche man unter dem Chalifen ʿAbd al-Malik ibn Marwān unternommen haben soll. Diese Geschichte war schon Ibn al-Faḍīh und Masʿūdī bekannt und wird ausführlich auch in der 1001 Nacht erzählt.¹³

Noch viel wichtiger erwies sich aber für die äthiopische Literatur die Geschichte des Besuches Alexanders des Grossen in der Juwelenburg, wo diese Episode in der Alexanderlegende eine geradezentrale Stellung einnimmt. Aber auch aus den verschiedenen arabischen Hadītan über Alexander—Dū-ʿl-Qarnayn geht deutlich hervor, dass die berühmte koranische Lebensquellsage ursprünglich untrennbar mit der Episode über die Juwelenburg verbunden war, es wäre also gar nicht übertrieben zu behaupten dass die Juwelenburg-Episode aus dem Koran nur zufällig fehlt.¹⁴

Die sunnitischen Traditionisten befassten sich wiederholt mit dieser Episode, Balʿamibespricht die Frage der Juwelenburg als ein interessantes Problem¹⁵ und noch im elften Jh. schrieb der bekannte Theologe Ḥabīb al-Baghdādī ein — wahrscheinlich nicht auf unse gekommenes — Werk über die „Geschichte der Kupferstadt und der bleiernen Kuppeln“.¹⁶ Derselbe Titel findet sich wörtlich so auch bei al-Masʿūdī, kann sich also wohl nur auf unsere Stadt beziehen. Überdies möchte ich noch auf ein armenisches Werk hingewiesen, das den Titel „Pamutīw nḥjē kʿāšakʿīn“. „„Geschichte der Kupferstadt“ trägt.¹⁷


Nun könnte man aber behaupten, das alles habe sehr wenig mit dem Islam zu schaffen. Denn diese Lehren von Sindbād sind eigentlich so weit von denjenigen des sunnitischen Islams entfernt, dass man hier vielleicht besser von einer synkretistischen Religion sprechen kann, in der sich neben spät-
zoroastrischen und mazdakischen Lehren auch islamische Motive beinhalten. Man könnte sich auch auf die Tatsache berufen, diese Lehre schon früher, um die achtziger Jahre des 7. Jahrhunderts aufgetaucht sei, als einige Anhänger des von Muḥtār propagierten Aliden Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥanāfiya nach dessen Tod behaupteten, er sei nicht tot, er habe sich nur verbor- gen und wird zurückkehren, um die Welt mit Gelächtert und Gerechtigkeit zu erfüllen. So könnte man sich auch auf die Lehren der Kaisānīya und auf die Gedichte Ibn Kuṭayyīr's berufen. Wir müssen jedoch nicht vergessen, einerseits, dass die Mahdī-Erwartungen die an die Gestalt Bahrām Čobīns geknüpft wurden, fast um ein Jahrhundert früher anzusetzen sind, als der Auftritt des Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥanāfiya, andererseits aber, dass das Vorhanden sein der erwähnten Erwartungen, durch die spätzoroastrischen Apokalypsen und Sindbads Lehren für Iran, d.h. für den Schauplatz von Muḥtārs Revolution, unwiderleglich erwiesen wird. Es ist also kaum anzunehmen, dass die Ver- göttlerung von Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥanāfiya und die nach seinem Tode auf- gekommene Lehre von seiner Verborgenheit, bzw. von seiner Rückkehr und von seinem eschatologischen Sieg ganz unabhängig von der derzeitigen, ge- nau entsprechenden spätzoroastrischen Lehren entstanden sein können. Denn was Sindbad und die Zoroastrier über das Verborgensein Vahrāms, bzw. über sein Zurückkehren gelehnrt hatten, ist doch im wesentlichen mit den schiitischen Lehren vom Verborgensein (gayba) und vom Zurückkehren(rağ'a) des Mahdī identisch.

nen und als Mahdī zurückkehrenden Imām in ihrem Ganzen aus den entsprechenden iranischen Lehren abzuleiten. Ich erinnere an Darmesteters und Blochets Versuche 24 und an die Rezension, die Ignaz Goldziher über Blochets Buch über die shiitischen Heterodoxien veröffentlichte. 25 Goldziher betonte in dieser Rezension auf eine sehr überzeugende Weise die innerislamischen Elemente, die in der shiitischen Mahdi-Lehre zu vermerken sind, und verwies auf die frühen Beispiele, in denen die Vergöttlichung des einen oder anderen alidischen Imāms auch ohne irgendeine Annahme eines fremden Einflusses befriedigend zu erklären ist.

Ich glaube aber nicht, dass diese an sich überzeugenden Beispiele als Beweis gegen jede Annahme bezüglich der Beeinflussung der shiitischen Mahdi-Lehren von aussen her anwendbar seien. Sindbād Beispiele zeugen vom Gegen teil, und wir dürfen nicht vergessen, dass Sindbād-Fall, also das Auftreten von nur halbwegs zum Islam gehörenden Extremisten keine vereinzelte Erscheinung während der abbasidischen Bewegung und nachher darstellt. Vor allen Dingen dürfen wir aber nicht aus den Augenverlieren, dass Sindbād-Lehren, gleichwie die ähnlichen, zoroastrisch beeinflussten Vorstellungen, die in Ostiran wucherten, zeitlich nicht nur den ersten alidischen Imamsprätendenten, sondern auch dem Islam selbst vorangetan.


Die Frage in wieweit die Identität gewisser Religionsgeschichtlichen Erscheinungen die Folge von äusseren Beeinflussung oder religionsgeschichtlichen Konvergenz zuzuschreiben ist, war während des letzten Jahrhunderts zu wiederholtenmalen untersucht. Am wichtigsten waren die glänzenden Werke von Mary Boyce, sich mit der Religion Zarathushtras in weitem Sinne des Vortes befasste. Die untersuchte auch die Probleme der spätzoroastrischen Apokalyptik and gab gegebenenfalls zu, dass es sich um um äussere Beeinflussung handelt.
ANMERKUNGEN

10. A. J. Wensinck: The ocean in the literature of the Western Semites, Amsterdam 1918.
14. Freidländers zitiertes Werk hat sich als Grundlage für die gesamte spätere Forschung bezüglich der arabischen Lebensquellsage erwiesen. Es war nur schade, dass Friedländer den inneren Zusammenhang zwischen den beiden Episoden über Alexanders Reise zur Juwelenburg und weiter zur Lebensquelle nur wenig beachtete.
THE TREATMENT OF CONDITIONAL SENTENCES BY
THE MEDIAEVAL ARABIC GRAMMARIANS
(Stability and Change in the History of Arabic Grammar)

KINGA DÉVÉNYI

1. Introduction

1.1 The Concept of Conditionality

There are two different and well-defined sets of problems in the field of conditionality (or conditional relationship). On the one hand, one has to deal with the syntactic aspects of the question, i.e. with so-called conditional clauses and conditional sentences. On the other hand, one cannot avoid investigating conditionality as an abstract entity or relationship. In the first case, the problems belong to the grammar of a particular language, e.g. Arabic, and the linguist confronts questions such as: which conditional particle is used when, and together with which form of the verbs? When do we have to deal with "real" conditional sentences and when with so-called "elliptic" sentences — and other similar, language-specific, formal empirical questions? All these and further syntactic problems are dealt with mainly by linguistics, or to be more precise, the grammars of the particular languages. Questions of a semantic nature, on the other hand, are treated in grammatical literature only per tangenterm, its interest not being focused on meaning as independent of its syntactic formulation. In the second case, however, we are faced with problems connected with what the relationships of contents are between the two halves of conditional expressions, how they reflect reality, and what their conceptual values are. These and similar logical-semantical questions are not (or, at least, were not, historically speaking) dealt with within linguistics proper but belong to the scope of logic. Recently, however, there have been trends within logically-based semantics, which have tried to give linguistic answers to these types of questions as well.

The problem of conditional sentences does not occupy, as a rule, a significant place in native Arabic grammar, since it deals first of all with formal
syntactic characteristics and variations of the "pure" or "perfect" conditional sentence, not covering the scope of conditionality even from a purely formal point of view. Here, however, we have to differentiate between the first extant Arabic grammar — Sibawayhi’s Kitāb — and all later grammatical works. This — as I intend to argue in my paper in detail — seems to be a crucial point for research. Sibawayhi, within his limits, tried to show the semantic — communicative values of formal linguistic structures. This comes from his linguistic methods and his notion of language. For him, syntactic variations have always got their semantic counterparts and he considers it one of the main tasks of the linguist to point to these relationships. Later grammarians, contrary to Sibawayhi, were not able and, 'Frankly', did not want, to follow this method which demands great discipline and supposes an overall insight into the basic characteristic of language. They inherited, of course, some general semantic principles (the communicative orientation of Arabic grammar had never ceased to be tangible) from the "great" generation of eighth-ninth century linguists, but on the whole they were mainly interested in syntactic phenomena from normative and pedagogic points of view.

Conditional sentences, as I mentioned before, occupy but an insignificant place in mediaeval grammars. Why, then do I consider it necessary to deal with the problem of "Conditional Sentences in Native Arabic Grammar" in such a detailed way? The answer can be summed up in two points: 1) Since conditional sentences form a comparatively restricted field of phenomena (as far as any separate syntactic field can be regarded as independent), in studying conditional sentences it is relatively easy to survey the methods of Arabic linguists and the historical changes occurring in them. 2) Nevertheless, conditional sentences are not completely without problems for mediaeval Arab grammarians and this is mainly due to two circumstances: a) A single conditional particle (as regent) governs, or is somehow connected to, the verbs in two clauses, while the usual pattern is one governing and one governed word — if there is no conjunction in the sentence. b) The number of elliptic (mahdūf) sentences among conditional sentences exceeds the usual average in other fields of Arabic grammar. The elliptic constructions raise further questions of formal analysis and interpretation, and grammarians felt compelled to answer them. The different answers they gave characterize their whole attitude to linguistic analysis. The same can be said of those who did not try to give an answer to a particular question.
1.2 The topics of the present paper

In the following pages I will try to shed some light on how the most famous representatives of mediaeval Arab grammarians treat questions of analysis relating to conditional sentences. I want to pay special attention now to changes in linguistic methods and attitudes of grammarians towards their data.

These changes are reflected in the way they analyse sentences. This latter seems to me all the more important to investigate because in the past both Arab and European scholars had always been inclined to an ahistoric representation in studying the works of Arab grammarians — i.e. one always feels a tendency towards the supposition of one single, indivisible Arabic grammar. How often one reads statements containing such references as "in Arab grammarians ... in Arabic grammar ...". This lack of a historic approach has given rise to a distorted picture of mediaeval Arabic linguistics.

In order better to understand the essence of conditionality and conditional sentences, it is necessary to analyse them in a complex and overall way. Such a complex analysis should contain at least the following main steps:

1) The semantic definition of the concept of conditionality.

Arab grammarians in this respect are content with a short definition. They rightly see the essence of conditionality in the fact of uncertainty, i.e. the uncertainty of the fulfilment of the condition and consequently the occurrence of the event subjected to the condition.

This is a non-formal aspect which roughly delimits the scope of conditional sentences and clearly differentiates them from temporal sentences. We can find this definition in the very first Arabic grammar, Sibawayhi’s Kitāb.\(^1\)

وسألته عن إذا، ما معهم ان يجازوا بها؟

إذا تجيء وقتاً معلوماً، الا ترى انك لو قلت: آتيك

إذا احمر البصر كان حسنًا، ولو قلت: آتيك ان احمر

البصر كان قبيحًا، فان ابدا مبهمة، وكذلك...

خروف الجزاء
2) The investigation of the implication.
   This issue is not dealt with by the Arab grammarians at all, because they are mainly interested in syntactic problems. ²
3) The study of the formal criteria of conditional sentences.
   Of these criteria three can be emphasized:
   a) the choice of the introductory particle in the protasis
   b) the verb forms used in the protasis and apodosis
   c) the manner of transition into the apodosis.

Since Arab grammarians focused their interest mainly on the above formal criteria, so I also turned my attention to them. In this paper, however, I shall deal only with the first two in some detail, the third (first of all the usage of the particle ʿa-) only being referred to in connection with the first two.

2. Some Terminological Problems

It would seem to be appropriate to start with an analysis of Arabic terminology used in connection with conditional sentences.

The commonest term is ʿṣazəḥ ("requital"). Sibawayhi interprets it as "involvement of a condition, supposition". The conditional particles (ḥurūf ʿṣazəḥ) are those that trigger a conditional relation (sentence) (mūṣṣazəḥ bihi). Sibawayhi calls the protasis "the first sentence" (āl-kalām al-awwal) and the apodosis the "answer" (ḡawūb or ḡawūb al-ṣazəḥ). The name of the apodosis refers to the fact that Sibawayhi sees similarities between the interrogative and the conditional sentence. He considers this similarity from several semantic and structural aspects at different places in his book. ³

وجوابها (حروف الاستفهام) كجوابه (الجزء) ⁶⁰⁰
وهي (حروف الاستفهام) غير واجبة كجالجزا،
(يعني غير واقع، يجوز أن يقع ولا يقع)
In later periods, terminology went through some changes. As for the protasis, the term šart ("condition") became almost uniformly used, while the earlier name, ǧazāʿ had come to mean apodosis and was used together with ǧawāb: 4

أذا وقع بعد جزاء الشرط فعل.

يجوز حذف جواب الشرط

Although both ǧazāʿ and ǧawāb were used for the apodosis, later grammarians still regard them as different to a certain extent: 5

وإذن جواب وجزاء، يقول الرجل أنا آتيك فتقول إذن أكرمه، فهذا الكلام قد أجبته به ومسيت اكراماك جزاء

له على إتيانه"
It is worth mentioning that the term ʿart was given the original meaning of ʿazāʾ as well:

وأما (آتًا) ففيها Meaning of the conditions
وأما فيها Meaning of the condition

There are three other terms that play important roles in the discussion of conditional sentences: ʿazm, ʿazim and maʿzum. Sibawayhi states two important things about conditional particles as regents (ʿāmil). One relates to the formal aspect of the sentence: (ḥurūf al-ʿart) tāzimī l-aʾāl, the other to its contents: mā yuḡaza bihi. Later, as we have already seen, the original meaning of ʿazāʾ was taken over by ʿart and so, related to this, the expression mā yuḡaza bihi was not used any more. But its place remained unfilled, because the verbal form of ʿart (ṣarata) was never used. This phenomenon is a good illustration of a later tendency to neglect the semantic aspects of the analysis. It was only the formal aspect that remained interesting – what formal (conjugational) consequences the introduction of a conditional particle such as ʿāmil has for the sentence.

3. Conditional Particles

In connection with conditional particles, we also find a multitude of terminologies. This situation, on the one hand, is the result of the terminological differences mentioned above, while on the other hand it follows directly from the fact that grammarians give different lists of the conditional particles, i.e. what they consider to be a conditional particle varies greatly from one grammarian to another.

Let us see first Sibawayhi’s opinion:

فما يجازى به من الأسماء غير الظروف: من وما، وائيتهم
These, then are the ḥurūf al-ğazā' in Sībawayhi's grammar. He states, furthermore, that the "mother" (umm) or "root" (asl) of all the other conditional particles is the in because it is the only one which has no other functions. 8 It might strike the reader at first sight that he makes no mention of law and its compounds (law anna, lawlā, laumā). This goes back to Sībawayhi's definition of the conditional sentence, viz. he considers ẓabāh ("uncertainty") to be the decisive factor in conditionality. As for the sentences beginning with law, their outcome cannot be considered "uncertain" because they contain an unreal condition — so it is impossible for the events they describe to occur.

Unreal conditional sentences do not seem to have caused problems for Sībawayhi because in another chapter, (باب عدة مایكمانون عليه الكلام), where he deals with law, he only has one sentence to say about them: 9

وأما (لاو) فلما كان سيعت لوقوع غيره

The 11th century grammarian, Ibn Ǧinnī, in his short compendium, gives a classification of conditional particles which is essentially similar to that of Sībawayhi's. According to him, in is the conditional particle par excellence (harf al-ṣawt) to which other "nouns and adverbs became similar (in use)". 10

Ibn Ǧinnī calls "the sisters of in" (ahlawāt in). This expression, not used by other authors, runs parallel to the expressions ahlawāt inna and ahlawāt kāna and refers to the basic similarity between the behaviour of the "sisters" to the "root," (asl).

Other authors show further differences in terminology. Ibn al-Haḡib, for example, wrote a separate chapter under the title "al-ğazimāt li-l-muḍārīc" and he placed the "conditional words" (kalim al-muḡāzah) among quite different kinds of particles, such as lam, lammā, lām al-amr and lā fi nahi. 11
Ibn Mālik uses the same groupings. That is, he places the conditional particles among the other ǧawāzim, differentiating between those "instruments" (adawāt) that put one verb into ǧazm (the "jussive") and others which put two.

We can see from this classification that these authors did not consider the conditional particles as ǧawāmil for conditional relationships, but only as formal ǧawāmil, i.e., particles which put verbs into ǧazm. It follows logically from this development that they drew a parallel between these and other particles which put the verb into ǧazm.

This categorization is not used by Sībawayhi. When he speaks about particles which put verbs into ǧazm (بَالْ مَا يَعْمَلُ فِي الأَفْعَالٍ فِيجْزِمْهَا) he means only those particles which later grammarians classified as the ones which put only one verb into ǧazm. So he did not draw a parallel between the ordinary ǧawāzim and between the ǧurūf al-ǧazāʾ for two reasons. First, as I have already mentioned, he defined the ǧurūf al-ǧazāʾ as semantic ǧawāmil as well. Moreover, Sībawayhi considered the even formal ǧamal reception relationship to be too complex in the case of conditional particles to be defined simply as ǧawāzim that put two verbs into ǧazm at one and the same time. According to his view, it is only the first of the two verbs that directly takes the ǧazm endings on account of the conditional particle. The second of the verb-pair is put into ǧazm by the particle and the first verb (already in ǧazm) together.

واعلم ان حروف الجزاء تجزم الافعال وينجزم الجواب بما قبله وزعم الخليل انك اذا قلت: ان تأتيني آتك، فآتك انجزمت بان تأتيني .

Graphically:

\[
\text{gazm} \quad \text{gazm} \quad \text{harf al-ğazāʾ}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{جزم} \\
\text{جزم} \\
\text{حرف الجزاء}
\end{array}
\]
By these arrows, I mean to emphasize the basic dependency of the relationships between the elements of the sentence, because it seems to me to be one of the fundamental traits of Sībawayhi’s grammar that he points to these dependent relationships and tries to explain the syntactic structures by having recourse to them.

That is why I do not find quite acceptable the view that it is the Bloomfieldian type of immediate constituent analysis that resembles, to a great extent, Sībawayhi’s descriptive methods.\textsuperscript{15}

However, the most significant alteration to Sībawayhi’s treatment of conditional conjunctions can be found in al-Zamah\textcyr{c}s Muf\textcyr{s}al. Dealing with his classification of the parts of speech, he discusses the problems connected with conditional sentences scattered over several chapters of his book: among the \textit{ḥuruf}, among the \textit{af\textcyr{c}āl (al-ma\textcyr{g}zūma)} and finally among the \textit{asmā’ (al-maw\textcyr{s}ūlāt, al-zūrūf)}. But the radical change in attitude and approach to the question is best reflected by the way he speaks about the conditional particles. He lists only two, \textit{in} and \textit{law} (not spoken of by Sībawayhi as conditional).\textsuperscript{16}

A similar definition can also be found in Ibn Mālik’s \textit{Alfiya}, notwithstanding the fact that he treats \textit{in} and \textit{law} separately.\textsuperscript{18}
The particle *law* also appears among the conditionals in Ibn al-Hāġib's work, which is all the more peculiar since he does not mention it among the *kalim al-muğazāt*. But this, after all, can be explained, because he lists the latter under the heading "*al-ğazimāt li-l-muṣāfīt*". What strikes me most, however, is that he does not say a word about *law* in the chapter *al-ṣarīt wa-l-ğazāt* either. 19

This change in the interpretation of *law* can already be gathered from the definition given for *law* by al-Mubarrad. 20

"*Law* توجب الشيء من أجل وقوع غيره"

Let us compare it with Sībawayhi’s definition: 21

وامًا (لأَنَّ) فلما كان سيقع لوقوع غيره

While in Sībawayhi’s definition *law* refers to certainty, i. e. the certainty of the non-occurrence of an event, in Mubarrad’s definition *law* expresses uncertainty to the same extent as *in* the so-called conditional particle proper.

Many grammarians had considered *law* in certain contexts as a substitute for *in*, i. e., as having the function of *in* that relates to the future. This circumstance might have played a part in the formulation of Mubarrad’s definition above. 22

This gradual change in the interpretation of conditional particles in Arabic grammars of the Middle Ages, briefly surveyed above, also points to the fact that in linguistic descriptions the formal approach, deprived of reference to meaning, gains more and more ground.

4. Verb forms in conditional clauses

The other formal criterion which Arab authors so often deal with is verb forms in conditional clauses. One of the general characteristics of conditional sentences is the temporal sequence of events in the protasis and the apodosis,
because of their logical interrelation. However, when Arab grammarians investigate verb forms in conditional clauses, they do not speak about implications. That is to say, they do not dwell on whether there are differences in meaning between the possible verb forms. This question is really only treated from a formal point of view: do the conditional particles work as formal regents (َāmol) (putting the verb into َgazm), or not.

The following tables present what verb forms are taken into consideration by five grammarians (Sībawayhi, Ibn Ğinnī, al-Zamahšārī, Ibn al-Hāǧib, Ibn Mālik). 23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sībawayhi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māḏī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġazm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raffect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ibn Ğinnī</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māḏī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġazm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raffect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zamahšārī</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māḏī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġazm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raffect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ibn al-Hāǧib</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māḏī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġazm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raffect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ibn Mālik</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māḏī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġazm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raffect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be concluded from the above tables that the only combination of verb forms allowed by all five authors is ġazm + ġazm. This is because it was regarded as the basic pattern of a conditional sentence. As Sībawayhi puts it: 24
4.1 Ibn Ḥinnī

Of the five, he alone mentions only this basic combination, but this may reflect the brevity of the chapter he devotes to this question. In formulating his rule, he adopts Sībawayhi’s view:

والشرط وجوابه مجزومان تقول ان تقم اقّم تجزم تقم بِنَّا
وتجزم أقّم بِنَّا تقم جميعاً وكذلك بقية اخواتها.

There is another possible reason why Ibn Ḥinnī mentions only this possibility — that although Sībawayhi lists other additional combinations, he considers only this one to be correct. He relates the others to this one and explains them through it.

4.2 Sībawayhi

If we disregard the table representing Ibn Ḥinnī’s view and compare the views of the others, it becomes conspicuous that it is only Sībawayhi who makes no mention of the combination māḏī + māḏī thus apparently excluding sentences with māḏī in their apodosis. This is explained by al-Sīnāfī in his commentary in the following way:

اَلَّذِينَ يَقُولُونَ لَنْ يَنفَعُانَ مَنْ سَأَلَهُمْ فَهُمْ أَجْمَأَرُهُمْ
اَذَا فَعَلَ الْشَّرْطُ أَوْ وَجْدٌ مَّجْزُوَمٌ مَّلْتَبِسًا بِمَا قَبْلَهُ مِنَ الْشَّرْطِ

At the same time we cannot disregard the fact that Sībawayhi also mentions this combination in another chapter (باب ما يترفع بين الجزومين) where he discusses his preference for the constructional parallelism:
I did not include this construction in the table because Sibawayhi does not deal with it in the chapter on conditional sentences and consequently does not build it into his system. From the above quotation, however, it becomes evident that he does not deny its existence and even its correctness in usage.

The most important statements of Sibawayhi with regard to verb forms in conditional clauses can be summarized in the following four points:

1. حروف الجزاء تجزم الأفعال وينجزم الجزاء بما قبله

This definition emphasizes the essential dependent relationship between the elements of a conditional sentence.

2. لا يكون جواب الجزاء إلا بفعل أو بالفااء
3. الجواب بالفااء في موضوع الفعل
4. أصول الجزاء الفعل

It becomes evident from points 2) and 3) that there are two kinds of apodoses according to Sibawayhi: one introduced by a verb and another introduced by fa-, this latter being of secondary importance compared to the first. As we can see from point 3) this secondary character is defined both from the point of view of the verb and that of fa-.
What also becomes clear from the above quotation is that Sibawayhi, as has already been mentioned, defines conditional particles as regents in two ways, once as semantic, (mā yuğāzā bihi) and once as formal, (ğazīm) regents. The two evidently cannot take over the other's function, since conditional sentences may contain verb forms other than ġazm, although this is the most usual form.

Later on, Sibawayhi evaluates and explains every conditional sentence collected in his book as examples of the above four fundamental statements. Here I want to deal only with the verb forms of the particle + verb + verb (harf + ỉt + ỉt) construction regarded by him as primary. The way Sibawayhi discusses these forms is characterized by a kind of arbitrariness. Contrary to later grammarians, he does not discuss each verbal form which can occur in conditional clauses in a previously defined order, but instead, he speaks about them rather at random, according to where his train of thought leads him, and so as to fit in with his arguments best. Therefore, he frequently falls into a vicious circle when trying to explain the occurrence of the verb form in a given clause by using the other, and then, in turn, explaining the other verb by the first one.

However, I do not want to follow here his course of argument, but to try instead examine what he says about each combination on the basis of my table.

What Sibawayhi had to say on the ġazm + ġazm and the māḏī + māḏī construction we have already seen. So I shall now concentrate only on the other possibilities:
\(\text{gazm + māḍī}\)

This construction is not mentioned by Sībawayhi at all. This may partly be the result of what I have already said about the \(\text{māḍī} + \text{māḍī}\) combination (see esp. the commentary of Sīrāfī) and partly of his fourth statement or rule, quoted above. This rule can be regarded as the cardinal point in his argument to which he likes to turn to when explaining conditional sentences.

\(\text{gazm + raf}\)

He states its inappropriateness and refutes it on the basis of the following explanation:

\[
\text{لا يحسن إن تأتيني آتيك } \text{من قبل} \text{ إن إن هي العاملة}
\]

For the same reason, says Sībawayhi, this construction cannot be used even if its constituent parts are inverted:

\[
\text{ولا تقول آتيك إن تأتيني } 000 \text{ لأنك آخرت إن وما عملت}
\]

\[
\text{فيه ولم تجعل } 000 \text{ إن جوابا ينجرم بما قبله.}
\]

So, in Sībawayhi’s opinion, it cannot alone satisfy the requirements of a conditional sentence if the \(in\) is to function properly as regent in the protasis — it is obligatory to have an apodosis in which \(in\) is recognised as formal regent.

\(\text{māḍī + gazm}\)

I put this construction into parentheses, pointing to the fact that Sībawayhi considers it as secondary compared to the basic \(\text{gazm + gazm}\) combination. Let us see Sībawayhi’s arguments on this question:

\[
\text{وقد يقال: إن آتيتني آتيك وإن لم تأتيني أجبرك، لأن هذا}
\]

\[
\text{في موضع الفعل المجزوم،} \text{وكانه قال: إن تفعل } 000 \text{ لافتغ}
\]
The key-word in his argument is to be found in the term *mawdi*[^37]. This is one of the most important terms used by Sibawayhi for the explanation of the functions of linguistic elements within the structure of language.[^37] *Mawdi* means the function of the elements in relation to their place within the structure. If one element takes over the function of another, it acquires, as a rule, part of the other's rights (*haqq*).[^38]

So this is why the verb in the apodosis may take *gaźm* in this combination — the *madi* form in the protasis does not only occupy the place of the original *gaźm* but it takes over its role, too, and has some of its rights, such as that connected with a conditional particle: it governs the verb in the apodosis in *gaźm*.

![Diagram of verbal combinations](attachment:diagram.png)

This combination, similarly is put within parentheses, referring to the fact that Sibawayhi does not accept it as a simple conditional sentence but as one requiring derivative explanation. In his opinion, if the verb form of the apodosis is *raf*, it cannot be regarded as a real *gawāb* but is clause existing independently of the conditional sentence. The real *gawāb* is omitted (*huḍifā*)[^39] in this case. That is:

\[
\text{إن أنتَني أن أتيك أن أتيك إن أتيك}
\]

\[
mādī \quad \text{raf} \quad \text{raf}
\]

Here the *gawāb* can be omitted only because the conditional particle does not play the role of a formal regent (*cāmil*), being followed by a verb in *mādī*,
and not in ǧazm. According to rule no. 4 (see above), Sibawayhi also accepts the construction mādī + raf[^c], but on the basis of the same rule he refuses to accept the structure of the following sentence-types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{raf[^c] + ǧazm} & \quad \text{Não permite} \\
\text{ǧazm + raf[^c]} & \quad \text{Não permite}
\end{align*}
\]

Through the above examples we can gain a better understanding of the essence of the term mawḍ[^c]. Let us examine the following four sentence types or condensed rules:

(1) mādī + ǧazm

(2) mādī + raf[^c]

(3) * ǧazm + raf[^c]

(4) ǧazm + ǧazm

We can see that although Sibawayhi explains (1) by resorting to the term mawḍ[^c] (i.e. the mādī takes the place of the ǧazm and its rights) he does not regard it as necessary to explain why the mādī in (2) does not also take over the obligations, of the ǧazm (i.e. that it cannot be followed by a verb in raf[^c]). That is why (3) is not a well-formed sentence. It seems to me that he uses the term mawḍ[^c] in quite an ad hoc way, — i.e. he resorts to it whenever he finds it difficult to explain a construction — but he does not use it in a systematic way.

After the above four examples, Sibawayhi deals briefly with four other types of construction. These are not counted among the true conditional sentences, and so Sibawayhi discusses them in more detail in a separate chapter (باب الجزا، إذا كان القسم في أول).
(3) mādī + mu'akkad
(4) lam + ǧazm + mu'akkad

The correctness or incorrectness of these four sentences is also decided on the basis of the much-quoted rule no. 4. According to this, (1) and (2) are not well-formed sentences, because the mu'akkad form (li-af'alanā) cannot be considered the apodosis of a true conditional sentence. But, on the other hand, as is known, a protasis with ǧazm cannot do without an apodosis. On the contrary, (3) and (4) can remain without a ǧawāb because the protases are not in ǧazm.

Here I should like to emphasize the significance of substitution in Sībayyhi's linguistic analysis. This is another of the methods he employs to accept or refuse a sentence-type.

In conclusion, Sībayyhi accepts only one combination of verb forms as "true" or "basic" conditional sentence, and he starts with this basic type when he explains the other acceptable versions. Following and simplifying his method, Ibn Ğinnī deals in his compendium only with the so-called fundamental case, ǧazm + ǧazm. However, he is justified in this by the brevity and the pedagogical motives of his work.

The other grammarians discussed here class more combinations as being well-formed and true conditional sentences. In the following pages we can see how they analyse and evaluate these sentence types.

4.3 al-Zamahšari

He does not dwell too much upon the analysis of verb-forms but only lists those combinations he considers possible: 

ولا يخلو الفعلان في باب إن من أن يكونا مضارعْين أو مضارعْين
أو أحدهما مضارعا والآخر مضارعا فإذا كانا مضارعْين فليس
فيهما إلا الجزم، وكذلك في أحدهما إذا
We can infer that he probably does not consider these structures to be on an equal footing only from the fact that he does not give examples of these combinations, except in the case of mādī + raf\(^c\), the existence of which he supports by citing a verse, the same one we encountered in Sibawayhi’s kitāb:\(^4\)

Other interesting points can also be found in al-Zamahšarī’s text. Let us examine the next paragraph:\(^4\)

1. Structurally, he draws a parallel between conditional and interrogative sentences.\(^4\)

2. He does not relate the structure َأَتَىَكَ إِنَّ تَأَتَّنِي َمِنْهُ (raf\(^c\) + ِذَم) to the َأَتَيْنِي أَتَيْنِي َمِنْهُ combination (żazm + raf\(^c\)) which he anyway, excluded in his previously quoted list as one of the possible structures.

4.4 Ibn al-Ḥāğıb

Let us see what he and his 15th century commentator, Molla Ğāmī, have to say on verb-forms occurring in conditional clauses. Here is the concise text
of Ibn al-Hāqīb:  

Although the examples given by Molla Ğāmī, do not seem to be much more than condensed rules, they do shed light on how the above rules are to be interpreted:

ad 1) -a) إن تزرينني آكرمك
"If you visit me (gazm) I treat you hospitably (gazm)"

-b) إن تزرينني فقد زرتـك
"If you visit me (gazm, it would be proper), as I have (already) visited you (faqad + mādi)"

Example b) is especially worthy of our attention since, although from Ibn al-Hāqīb’s text we may infer that he allows the gazm + mādī combination, from this example it becomes clear that no real conditional sentence is meant by this structure. What we find here is a conditional sentence with "shift", i.e. where the apodosis is not the logical outcome of the protasis. We can rightly suppose that al-Zamahšarī, in his concise formulation of this combination, was referring to the same type of conditional sentence. That is why I put a question mark in the place in the table relating to his views on possible verb forms in conditional sentences.

Concerning the same point, Molla Ğāmī supplies a reason for the necessary occurrence of gazm:

ad 2) -a) mādī + gazm

-b) mādī + raf'
Structure (a) is explained in a similar way to the previous explanation given for the occurrence of ġazm. The appearance of the ġazm in the sentence is stated as the cause of ġazm (الجزم لتعلق بالج Zamah وهمو إدادة الشروط). 47

Attention has to be drawn to the fact that, contrary to Sibawayhi, Molla Ğāmī does not consider it necessary to explain the appearance of mādī in the protasis. In his commentary on (2/b), Molla Ğāmī gives a reason only for the second verb's being in raf. He sees its cause as the appearance of mādī in the protasis, separating the ġāmil (in) from the second verb and "weakening" their inter-dependence. 48

No allusions are made to the effect that he would not consider it the ġawāb of the condition.

ad 3) a) إن خرجت خرجت - The apodosis is mādī in its form (lafzan).

b) إن خرجت لم أخرج - The apodosis is mādī only in its meaning (ma'nan).

We have already seen in (1/b) that according to Molla Ğāmī, the basic type of conditional sentence which has mādī in the apodosis, is the conditional sentence with "shift". That Ibn al-Hāģib held the same view is best proved by this 3rd point where he felt it necessary to explain the mādī - mādī combination. This he did by constraining it with the conditional sentence which contains mādī introduced by qad in the apodosis since this is the structure they considered natural. 49

Molla Ğāmī deems it necessary to explain why the use of fa- is not permitted in this case. He reasons as follows:

لم يجز الفاء في الجزاء لتعلق تأثير حرف الشروط فيه من جهة المعنى لقلب معناه إلى الاستقبال فاستغنوا فيه عن الرابطة الدالة على كونه جوابا

Here he explains the twofold role of fa- in conditional sentences which will serve as a starting point for his following explanations. But these are outside the scope of our present concern, i.e. the treatment of verb-forms.
He summarizes in two verses his teachings on verb-form in conditional sentences: 51

وَمَا ضِيْبِيْنَ ، أَوَّ مُضَارِعَيْنَ
وَبَعْدَ ما ضَرَعُتُ الْجُرَّاءَ حَسْنً
تُلْفَيِهِمَا - أَوَّ مُتَخَالَفْيَنَ
وُقَرْفَةُ بَعْدَ مُضَارِعَ وَهُنَّ

These brief lines show that Ibn Mālik, similar to Ibn Ḥimṣī, al-Zamahṣari and Ibn al-Ḫāqīn, does not argue but makes statements of seemingly incontestable facts. The reason for this similarity is because they had like aims, since all of them wrote their works with pedagogical intention.

On the basis of Ibn ǦAqīl’s commentary written on Ibn Mālik’s Alfiya, these two verses can be interpreted as follows:
Four combinations of verb-forms are possible:

1) māḏī + māḏī

إن قام زيد قام عمرو

It is remarkable that this combination, which is not emphasized by Siḥbawayhi, is mentioned as the first possibility by Ibn Mālik and consequently his commentator, Ibn ǦAqīl. Although Ibn ǦAqīl states that: 52

يكونان (الفعلان) في محل جزم

Although the exact meaning of the term mahall is not clear in grammatical literature, 53 we may infer from this remark that in Ibn ǦAqīl’s opinion ǧazm + ǧazm is the basic structure of a conditional sentence.

2) muḏārīc + muḏārīc

إن يقم زيد يقم عمرو

This combination means nothing more than ǧazm + ǧazm as is well shown by Ibn ǦAqīl’s examples. And since this is the case we find no explanations.

3) māḏī + muḏārīc

إن قام زيد يقم عمرو

Nor can we find any explanation for this structure, although it would be justified for two reasons: firstly the occurrence of māḏī in the protasis and,
secondly the occurrence of *rafa* in the apodosis — be it only in a verse cited by Ibn āqīl.

4) *muḍāri* + *mādi*

This structure is considered to be rare by Ibn āqīl, and that is why it is put in parentheses in the table. To support his claim that this combination occurs not only in poems but in prose, too, our author cites a hadīth, something which is otherwise only infrequently referred to by Arab grammarians:

\[\text{إن يقم زيد قام عمرو} \]

This was made necessary by the fact that the Koran does not contain such a structure. As I have already pointed out in my treatment of Ibn al-Hāqīb’s text, the *ṣaṣm* + *mādi* combination does not usually mean a real conditional sentence, but one with "shift", where the apodosis is introduced by *faṣad*.

Commenting on Ibn Mālik’s second verse, quoted above, Ibn āqīl writes as follows:

\[\text{إذا كان الشرط ماضيا والجزاء مضارعا - جاز} \]
\[\text{جزم الجزاء ورفعه ، وكلاهما حسن} \]
\[\text{قال زيد يقم عمرو ويدوم عمرو} \]
\[\text{وان كان الشرط مضارعا والجزاء مضارعا وجب} \]
\[\text{الجزم ( فيهما ) ورفع الجزاء ضعيف} \]

From these few lines we can see that, similar to his fellow grammarians quoted in this paper, who wrote after the time of Sibawayhi, Ibn āqīl in this work of his does not try to account for the correctness or the unacceptability of various structures: he does not aim at creating a system out of the formal or semantic criteria of conditionality, but merely lists these different structures without even relating them to one another or explaining them according to these criteria.
The views of Kufan grammarians are scattered in different sources. For our purposes, we confined ourselves to the use of al-Anbārī's work devoted to the treatment of controversies between the Arabs' two traditional grammatical schools.

In it, we find a great number of controversial points between the followers of these schools concerning conditional sentences. From the many, I should like to present only one that can shed light not only on the differences between Kufan and Basran views and explanations, but also on the point that we cannot speak of a unified Basran school, suggesting that the image of these schools was created retrospectively.

The question is why the apodosis of the conditional sentence is in ḡazm. According to Kufan views, this verb is in ḡazm because the neighbouring verb, i.e. the verb of the protasis, is in ḡazm, too (majzūm cuwā-l-ḡiwār). An evaluation of this analysis is beyond the scope of our present study but we have to remark that this is one of the techniques used by the Kufans, which the so-called Basran grammarians rarely employed.

Let us now examine what lies behind the Basrans' explanation according to which there is a regent (Cāmil) that governs the ending of the apodosis in ḡazm.

This regent is explained in three ways:

- most of the Basrans held the view that the regent is the conditional particle itself,
- according to others, the conditional particle and the protasis together form the regent,
- and according to the third group of these grammarians, the regent is the verb of the protasis alone.

We can see that the view of the third group differs only in its wording from the Kufan view, since both parties consider that the reason for the second verb's being in ḡazm is that the verb of the protasis has the same ending.

This is not the case with the first two views. These are the outcomes of two different linguistic analyses. The first is the view of those grammarians (like Ibn al-Ḥāṣib, Ibn Mālik, etc.) who saw in the particle in and in the other
conditional particles only a formal ġāmil, and as such they classed them with those particles that govern the verb following them in ġazm: but at the same time they contrasted them with these latter particles, since conditional particles govern two verbs at the same time.

Contrary to this, Sībawayhi, the first representative of the other view, and his followers, like Ibn Yaʿṣīs, make the explanations given to the ġazm form of the verb in the apodosis, fit into a much stricter formal system of analysis. This systematic approach is used by Sībawayhi, among others, in explaining the structure of the nominal sentence when he says that the mubtadaʿ (i.e. the factual part of a sentence) and ibrīḍaʿ (i.e. the abstract relationship between the two main parts of the nominal sentence) together act upon the ḫabar as its regent (ċāmil).  61
6. Az early compendium

We can regard the views expounded above on the history of mediaeval Arabic grammar-writing from a different angle if we consider a work, entitled Muqaddima fil-naḥw, traditionally attributed to the Basran grammarian Halaf al-Aḥmar (+796). Two remarks can be made even after a quick look into the book. The first is that law and lawlā are not treated by the author. The second is, and it is of a more general nature, that already the chapter-headings reveal the aim of the book, which is to explain and classify the different endings.

Conditional sentences are treated in a few lines in the chapter entitled hurūf al-ḡazm, i.e. words that put the verb in ḡazm.62

والشرط والجزاء هو مضاف للجزم، لأن الشرط جوابه مثله
قال الله تعالى في الشرط والجزاء، فإن تضفرني يرضاه
لكم، ولا الجزم لكان يقول: (يرضاه لكم) فقس على
هذا.63

On the basis of the few lines quoted above we can state the following. Examining the terminology used by Halaf al-Aḥmar we find that šart is used for protasis, and ḡazā; and ḡawāb together are used for apodosis. From his concise sentences, naturally, it cannot be elucidated whether he distinguishes between these two latter, nevertheless we can state, that his terminology, in this respect, does not coincide with that of Sibawayhi, his contemporary, but with that of later grammarians.

His text is too condense to find out which particles he considers to be conditional ones, but law is possibly excluded from them, since it is not mentioned here nor elsewhere, as it causes no formal problems. As the Koranic example for conditional sentences contains in, we can consider that Halaf al-Aḥmar, similarly to Sibawayhi, regarded it as the conditional particle par excellence.
As for the verb-forms in the clauses, ġazm + ġazm is emphasized by our author. This emphasis, similarly to later grammarians, is evident already from the chapter-heading (ḥurūf al-ġazm). This formal approach is not in the spirit of Sibawayhi, who — although also considers it to be the basic case — does not regard upon conditional particles as merely formal regents, but as semantic ones, as well.

It follows from the foregoing that the later grammarians did not want to reproduce in a condensed form the rules from Sibawayhi’s Kitāb, but rather aimed at a reformulation of earlier short compendia, like that of Ḥalaf al-Āḥmar, more or less expounding them and extending the formalization in them. This extension of formalization is reflected in the answers given to the question: Why are verbs in conditional clauses in ġazm? According to Ḥalaf al-Āḥmar — as far as we can judge it from his few lines — the conditional particle and the verb of the protasis together cause the verb of the apodosis stand in ġazm. This becomes clear from the emphasis with which he states the similarity of the verb of the apodosis to that of the protasis. He shares this view with Sibawayhi, his contemporary. Later grammarians, going further in formalization and regarding conditional particles only as formal regents, did not examine the explanations lying behind the above view, did not look for structural parallels like Sibawayhi did. They looked for a simple formal cause for the ġazm in the apodosis, and they found it in the conditional particle in. From that time on we encounter in as a word that puts verbs into ġazm. Since grammarians who follow this explanation does not debate with Sibawayhi in this question, it also strengthens our view that although Sibawayhi’s Kitāb was highly estimated among grammarians, they did not want to follow its complicated analyses but on the basis of early “Introductions”, looking for formal reasons, gave trivial explanations that seemed to be evident, were easy to remember and suitable for their pedagogical aims.
7. Quasi-conditional sentences

All the questions raised by Arab grammarians in connection with conditional sentences cannot be treated here, so only one further point is examined in the following paragraphs, which supports the existence of a linguistic framework in Sibawayhi’s Kitāb and its lack in the works of later grammarians treated above. It can also be stated that, as it has already been pointed out above, Sibawayhi’s linguistic analysis does not correspond to the Bloomfieldian Immediate Constituent analysis, but rather to the transformational grammar of Z. S. Harris, if we insist on finding a 20th century parallel for it, though being aware of the deficiencies of this kind of comparison.

Our question is in connection with structures containing two phrases, the first being an imperative (amr), a prohibition (nahy), a question (istifdhām), a wish (tamannī) or a proposition (qard), in which cases the verb of the second phrase is in ḡazm. This formal connection helped early Arab grammarians discover the nature of the semantic connection between the clauses.

According to al-Ḥamīsī, these two phrases, similarly to conditional sentences, form one structure, the protasis of which is a conditional clause (ṣarṭ). So the second phrase is the apodosis (ḡawāb) of this conditional clause, that acts as a formal regent governing the verb of the second clause in ḡazm. Sibawayhi illustrates this relationship with the following examples:

"the meaning of the sentence"

imperative: أَكْتَنِي أَتِّكَ إِنْ يَكُنْ مِنْكَ إِتِّيَانَ أَتِّكّ

prohibition: ْلاَ تَتَفَعُّلْ يِكُنْ خِيرًا لَكّ

question: أَيُّنَبِيْتَ أَنْ رَكًّا؟ إِنْ أَعْلَمُ مَكَانٌ بَيْنَكَ أَرْكَ

wish: لَيْتِهِ عَنْدَا يَحُدُّثْنَا، إِنْ يَكُنْ عَنْدَا يَحُدُّثْنَا

proposition: أَلَا تَتَنَزَّلْ تُصِبْ خِيرًا

Sibawayhi does not only interpret the meaning of the sentences containing imperative, prohibition, question, wish or proposition, as a condition but also alludes to that all of them may be substituted by an imperative. This statement of Sibawayhi leads us to the recognition that we can look for the original form of condition in imperative.
Summing up it can be said that through the remarks of Arab grammarians on the structural analysis of conditional sentences, on the one hand we can obtain an insight into the history of Arabic linguistics. On the other hand, these remarks lead us to the conclusion that the results of these linguists have significance also from a general linguistic point of view.

NOTES

8. ibid.: vol. III, pp. 63, 112.
9. ibid.: vol. IV, p. 224.
11. Ibn a l-Hağib: al-Kašiyya, in: Molla Ğāmī: al-Fawāʾid al-diyaʾīya, Molla Ğāmī c alā-ī-kāšiyya, Istanbul, n.d. pp. 227–229, According to Molla Ğāmī’s explanation (šarḥ), Ibn al-Hağib called conditional particles kalim („words”), because they are not homogeneous – some are asmāʾ („nouns”) and some are ḥurūf („particles”). This is a noteworthy explanation since originally ḥarf did not only mean a part of speech („particle”) but a function, too. This means that even an ism was allowed to occur in the function of ḥarf.
13. It might be for the same reason that Ibn Mālik used the expression adawāt that Ibn al-Hağib felt compelled to apply kalim.
16. This view then became generally accepted and is even followed in today's Arabic grammars. Nevertheless, we can read the opinions of grammarians, much later than al-Zamahšarī, that he committed a fault when he listed *law* among the conditional particles, cf. al-Murādī: *al-Ganā al-dānī fi ḥurūf al-maţānī*, ed. Tāhā Muḥṣin, Baghdād, 1976, p. 294:

فقال الزمخشري وابن مالك: "لو" حرف شرط، وأبى قوم تسميته حرف شرط، ( وغلط الزمخشري في عدها من ادوات الشرط)، لأن حقيقة الشرط انا تكون في الاستقبال، و"لو" انا هکی للتعليل في المضي، فليست من ادوات الشرط.

17. al-Zamahšarī, p. 150.
19. This strange controversy characterizes contemporary Arabic grammars as well.
22. Contrary to these grammarians, however, al-Zamahšarī regards *law* only as a conditional particle referring to past possibilities. So when he speaks about the uncertainty (*ibhām*) of conditional sentences, he includes only sentences introduced by *in*. Cf. for example al-Zamahšarī, p. 150:

ولا تُستعمل إن الا في المعاني المحتملة المشكوك في كونها ولذلك قيل إن أحمر البسر كان إذا وإن طلعت الشمس آتى الا في اليوم المفعم

23. These tables include only cases when:
   - both the protasis and the apodosis are verbal sentences;
   - the apodosis is the logical outcome of the protasis, without temporal shift, i. e. it is not introduced by *qad*;
   - there is no ellipsis (there is *gawāb*; it is not introduced by *fa*; the *šart* does not lack a conditional particle);
   - there is no inversion.
25. Ibn Ḫīmīṣī, p. 54.

28. Although he does not make it explicit, he may have regarded this latter construction as characteristic mainly of the language of prose and everyday speech. This view can be supported by the fact that the Koran and early poetry did not resort to it very frequently (cf. R. Tietz: *Bedingungssatz und Bedingungsausdruck im Koran*, Tübingen, 1963). Sibawayhi himself, however, uses exclusively this construction when writing conditional sentences in his own text, e.g.:

vol. III, p. 72.: "

فَانَ شَفَلَتْ هَذِهِ الْحَروُفُ بِشَيْءٍ جَازِيَتْ
وَانَ شَفَلَتْ جَزَمَتْ"

vol. III, p. 76.: ""

31. *ibid.*, p. 64.
32. *ibid.*, p. 91.
33. *ibid.*, p. 66.
34. *ibid.*, p. 67.
35. *ibid.*, p. 66.
36. *ibid.*, p. 68.

37. As mentioned above, he also uses this term to explain the relationship between two kinds of apodosis (ḏawāb): one introduced by fa- and the other by a verb.


39. This explanation can easily be accepted on a formal ground, but seems rather artificial, the direct result of the fact that this kind of sentence does not fit into his grammatical system.

40. al-Zamahshārī, p. 150.

41. al-Zamahshārī does not comment upon this combination, and, as I have already pointed out, the occurrence of a structure in a poem cannot be regarded as proof of the correctness of that form or structure in the actual language.

42. al-Zamahshārī, p. 150, Sibawayhi, vol. III, p. 66.

43. al-Zamahshārī, pp. 150–151.

44. The different aspects of this resemblance are treated by Sibawayhi, as well. (See above.)
45. Molla Ğānī, pp. 228–229.
46. ibid., p. 228.
47. The name Molla Ğānī gives to conditional particles is also significant: kalimāt al-sarīf wa-l-gazār "words relating to condition and requital" (protasis and apodosis), justifying by the choice of the terms the gazm in both clauses of the conditional sentence.
49. We can find the reason for it in the fact that in the Koran, the language of which was to be described by our grammarians, there is a fairly large number of conditional sentences with "shift", whereas the plain mādī + mādī combination is rare, as has already been pointed out.
50. Molla Ğānī, p. 229.
52. ibid., p. 371.
55. Cf. R. Tietz, pp. 8, 68.
58. ibid.
63. ibid., p. 50.
A POPULAR REPRESENTATION OF SOLOMON IN ISLAM
ALEXANDER FODOR

The aim of the present paper is to examine a coloured, printed picture of Solomon which I had the opportunity to buy several years ago in Morocco, in the city of Marrekesh. Actually the picture, 150x105 mm in size, appears as an independent piece of a whole series of popular representations with varying subjects which make up the contents of a big poster. The different parts such as those showing the Burāq, Ali and his two sons, Muslim saints, the Prophet's tomb in Medina, the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham and scenes with popular heroes, usually enjoy a wide circulation in the different parts of the Arab world.

1. The picture in question (Plate 1) bears the inscription Nabī Allāh Sulaymān wa ǧuyūṣuḥu ("The Prophet of God, Sulaymān and His armies") and can be divided into two parts. The upper part represents Solomon flanked by men and jinns, while the lower part shows a group of animals. Solomon, who is considered by popular belief above all a prophet, can be seen here attired like a real king seated on a throne and wearing a crown. His head is surrounded by a halo formed in a zigzag line, his right hand holds a drawn sword and his left hand is resting upon an unfolded scroll of paper placed on a small table. A bird, similar to a dove and holding a letter in its bill, is descending from the sky towards the king. The human figures and the jinns are in equal number but, curiously enough, the popular artist has upset the symmetry by placing three human servants and three jinns on the king's right, while we can see only two of each of them on his left. The attendants with drawn swords in their hands are seated, the jinns armed with axes (except for one who also has a sword) are standing behind them. The asymmetry of the arrangement is further emphasized by the fact that the jinn on the right side of the picture is standing on the earth while the king and his company take their seats on something like a carpet floating in heaven. The animals of the world at the bottom are represented by such wild beasts as an elephant, a lion, an ostrich, snakes and a big lizard. Among the domestic animals, a horse, cow, cock, lamb and — strangely, since it cannot be found in the Arab world — Bactrian, two-humped camel show up.
2. Although the poster and the different pictures which are also on sale separately in most of the Arab countries, are newly printed, their origin must be traced back to an earlier period, possibly the last century at the latest. This supposition seems to be corroborated by the outward form of the picture and the technique used by the artist. As is well-known, Islam prohibited the representation of human beings, but, in spite of this, Islamic art has been famous for its miniatures which embellished manuscripts. We can also find representations of Solomon among them, so, for example, the Mağalis al-Uşšaq shows him with a flame-halo in the company of two jinns and two attendants. Beyond the fact, however, that the king's entourage is divided into human beings and jinns, there are no other resemblances between this kind of portrayal and the popular figure of Solomon in our picture.

The most conspicuous difference between the two types is that the latter disregards the use of shadow and light, together with the desire to mould its figures. The artist actually made use of lines and planes only. The origins of this method must be looked for in the pieces of the so-called Hinterglasmalerei, paintings under glass, which were popular in Arab territories especially during the Ottoman period. Several ornamental elements of the picture reveal also the characteristic taste of that period.

3. If we are to look for an explanation for this picture, we must first see whether the Arabic sources of Solomon say anything relevant about the appearance of the king in this special form. As a matter of fact, these sources seemingly consider the description of Solomon's throne as a favourite theme in relating the events of the king's life. They actually say that Solomon, who, as is well-known, became Lord of the Demons with the help of his magic ring, ordered the devils to make a throne for him. They obeyed the order and made a throne from ivory, encrusted with red hyacinth, green emerald and precious stones, and surrounded by four golden palm trees. There were two golden peacocks and two eagles on the trees and two golden lions were standing beside the throne which was shaded by grape-vines and the palm trees. As soon as Solomon ascended a step leading to the throne, it turned around once, the birds stretched their wings and the lions beat the ground with their tails. Finally, a golden dove standing on one of the pillars of the throne brought the Torah and opened it for Solomon, who began to read it and to deliver judgements. The great ones of Israel and the jinns sat on the right and the left of the king. Whenever a witness was called upon to
give evidence, the throne would make one turn, the birds and lions would make the movements described above, and the frightened witness would tell only the truth.

These details, especially the description of the curious mechanism of the throne, can be traced back to a Jewish source, the Targum Šeni on the Book of Esther, but are of no avail in interpreting the scene in our picture.

4. There are, however, other pieces of information in Arabic sources which, to a certain extent at least, seem to explain the general frame of the composition. The relevant text runs like this:

"The devils wove a carpet for Sulaymān (Peace be upon Him!) which measured one parasang by one parasang and was made of silk shot with gold. A golden throne (minbar) for him would be placed in the middle of the carpet and he would sit on it and there were three thousand golden and silver chairs around it. The prophets would sit on the golden chairs and the scholars on the silver ones. Around them were the people, and around the people the jinns and the devils. The birds used to shelter them with their wings lest the sun reach them. The east wind used to lift the carpet on a month's journey from morning until nightfall and and on a month's journey from nightfall until morning."

Another version refers to a wooden board instead of the carpet:

"Whenever he wanted to make an attack, he gave his army the order, and a wooden board (hašab) was prepared for him. Then people, animals for riding and instruments of war were loaded onto it until he had everything he needed. Then he commanded the windstorm, and it went under that board and transported it. He had a thousand glass houses on the board in which there were three hundred thrones and seven hundred women. He commanded the strong wind and it lifted it, and commanded the east wind and it carried it away."

On closer inspection, it becomes clear that the picture portrays Solomon not in his well-known function of the wise judge, so familiar from Western representations, but shows Solomon, Lord of the whole world. The king is presiding over human beings, demons and animals. This idea naturally mirrors the different descriptions which relate how Solomon was given power over the earth, winds, demons and animals. One would expect that the famous ring which enabled Solomon to exercise his authority over the demons would find a place in the picture, but this is not the case, unless the small, romboid-shaped, bluecoloured formation on the king's left hand is destined to represent the ring.
On the other hand, greater importance seems to be given to emphasize Solomon's wisdom, symbolized by the unfolded scroll of paper. This might look strange, since the different sources seemingly do not discover a direct connection between Solomon's wisdom and a certain scroll or book containing secret knowledge, revealed to him. At least, none of the Arabic sources knows of such a thing, although they refer to the Torah.\textsuperscript{12}

5. In our view, Christian pictorial prototypes might have exercised a decisive influence in guiding the artist's hand,\textsuperscript{13} since the closest parallels to the arrangement of the picture can be found in the well-known representations of Jesus called Maiestas Domini or Rex Gloriae.\textsuperscript{14} These usually show Christ seated on a throne elevated above the earth and surrounded by four beasts (a lion, calf, man, and eagle i.e. the symbols of the Evangelists) or saints. Jesus holds a book in his left hand, wears a halo with his monogram, and his feet sometimes rest on the semicircular line of a rainbow. This representation originates in the heavenly scene in the Revelation of St John, of which Chapters 4–5 depict the enthroned Lord with his entourage of angels. Christian artists were always very keen on portraying Jesus as their "King and Lord" with his army of the saints,\textsuperscript{15} so it cannot be a mere chance either that the Muslim artist finds it necessary to emphasize the presence of Solomon's hosts by an inscription, too. The occurrence of this inscription in itself betrays the influence of Christian icons which never miss to produce the written forms of the figures' names in the picture. By this method, the spectator is practically forced to spell or pronounce the name of Jesus or a saint in addition to their visual identification.\textsuperscript{16}

The sword in Solomon's hand does not contradict the connection with the representations of Maiestas Domini since with the progress of time the figure of Christ, the Teacher became transformed to Christ, the Judge with the sword.\textsuperscript{17}

As far as the extent of the familiarity of Muslim circles with this characteristic scene in the Revelation is concerned we might refer to several pieces of Mi\textsuperscript{cro}rg\textsuperscript{y} literature which seem to be well acquainted with this part of the Revelation. A passage in a work even expressly states that Muhammad saw the Lord seated on a throne carried by four angels in the shape of a man, a lion, a bull and an eagle.\textsuperscript{18}

It is only too natural that Islamic popular belief made Solomon appropriate the place of Jesus in a representation which was in perfect harmony with its own ideas. To begin with, Islam regards Solomon as the precursor of
Muhammad due to certain references in the Koran which state that the king sent a letter to the Queen of Sheba with the formula "In the Name of God, Most Gracious and Most Merciful" and called upon her to come to him and embrace Islam.  

Jewish tradition might have also played a part in the formations of Solomon's preponderance to the debt of other Biblical personages. Namely, in its anti-Christian polemics, Judaism discovered in Solomon the most appropriate figure to counterbalance Jesus. Just as Jesus was the exorcist of demons, so Solomon came to be looked upon as the Lord of Demons. Similarly, Jesus was famous for his miraculous healings, and Solomon was invested by Josephus with the same ability.

So, between the 3rd and 6th centuries, Solomon must have appeared as an able adversary of Jesus, and the influence of this originally Jewish idea might have made itself felt in Islamic sources when they tried to find similarities between the two figures. Returning to the explanation of our picture, it seems to be a logical conclusion to say that replacing Jesus in a very characteristic form of appearance could demonstrate the superiority of Solomon over Jesus in a striking way.

The bearded Solomon with the long hair is also in conformity with the similar figure of Christ which became popular at first in the East and then later in the West. The halo in itself is, of course, not an essentially Christian motif, since it occurs quite frequently in various Arab and Persian representations. So, for example, Muhammad used to be distinguished by a round or a flame-halo. The zigzag-like form of the nimbus behind Solomon might be a combination of the two different types.

Given the identity of the main motifs in the enthroned figures holding the book or the unfolded scroll respectively, the similarities between the representations of Maiestas Domini and our picture of Solomon seem to be more than pure coincidence.

Moreover, in the same way as the portrayals of Jesus in the Maiestas Domini form are usually divided into a heavenly and an earthly sphere, the picture with Solomon also reveals a clearly-discriminable distinction between the earthly world and the scene in the skies. The likeness in the arrangement of the figures is further stressed by the oval-shaped curve in the carpet under Solomon's feet which seemingly can only be accounted for by the influence of the depiction of the rainbow under the throne of Jesus.
6. The bird with the letter deserves special attention. At first sight, one would naturally think that it was the hoopoe, the faithful messenger of Solomon who carried his letter to Bilqis, the legendary Queen of Sheba. The bird, however, bears greater resemblance to a pigeon, and besides, it is arriving with the letter and not parting with it. On the other hand, Arabic sources explicitly state that Solomon's letter was fastened to the wings of the hoopoe, and none of the descriptions claims that Bilqis sent her message to Solomon by the hoopoe.

Actually, there is a reference to a dove in the stories, according to which a golden dove standing on a pillar of the throne took the Torah and opened it for the king as he ascended his throne to read the Scripture for the people. Although the unfolded scroll on the small table might be interpreted as the Torah, the bird in its present appearance cannot be fitted into this explanation. The clue, I think again, is better sought for in Christian art where the figure of the pigeon as one of the most familiar symbols may stand for the Holy Spirit, the Apostles and the Disciples. In a mosaic, for example, in the Church of S. Maria Maggiore, the Virgin Mary appears seated and surrounded by saints on either side, while a white pigeon descends from above. An icon in the Coptic Museum in Cairo shows a raven holding a round piece of bread in its bill and flying to St Paul, the Hermit. Another icon in the Church of St Mercurius in Old Cairo presents the dove, again with a round-shaped piece of bread in its bill, symbolizing the Holy Sacrament. The bird here is seen sweeping down from Heaven towards Christ who is being baptized by St John in the presence of the four archangels.

On the basis of all these occurrences we might advance the conclusion that the artist of our picture might have considered the figure of the bird in its present form as a necessary prerequisite in the representation of prophets and saints.

7. As to the outer appearance of the figures in the picture, there is a definite effort on the part of the artist to present them in an archaic form which might look ancient or, at best, even evoke Solomon's age. Old times for the artist and his eventual customers, however, seem to stop at the Mamluk age, i.e., the period between the First Crusade and the Ottoman Conquest. This becomes evident mostly in the costumes and especially the arms worn by the king's attendants. Indeed, these pieces disclose some peculiarities which can be considered as characteristic of the Mamluk age. The tall, conical helmets particularly resemble those used by the military aristocracy during the
Mamluks, and the sleeveless waistcoats may eventually be taken for mail shirts or brigandines without sleeves.

The typical Mamluk sword was straight, but from the 13th century onwards, sabres, like those in the hands of Solomon’s entourage, became popular. The handles of the sabres present a pommel and two swordknots, so they correspond, even in this respect, to the form of Mamluk swords.

The tight, long trousers, together with the somewhat loose upper trousers fastened by wide belts and slit under the knees on both sides, reveal the common characteristics of an Arab or Oriental costume.

The demons in Solomon’s service hold axes in their hands. These axes (tabar in Arabic) were again among the characteristic weapons of the Mamluk army and were carried by the guards of the Mamluk sultans, too.

As for the outward appearance of the demons, they seem to have goats’ heads with horns, but in the case of the figure on the right side, we can observe that it has donkeys’ feet and a tail ending in an arrow. This conforms to the general idea about the peculiar traits of demons. Popular imagination claims that Bilqis, Queen of Sheba, had donkeys’ feet since her mother was a jinn, and as I was told, the arrowlike tail belongs also to the usual form of demons.

Understandably, Solomon, the central figure in the picture, does not reveal the characteristics of the Mamluk sultans. First of all, they never wore a crown, but a black turban, and were dressed in a black robe.

It is a fact, however, that the relevant sources depict Solomon as having plentiful hair, and this trait actually appears in our picture as we have already pointed out whilst looking for parallels with the representations of Maiestas Domini. To complete the idea of possible Mamluk reminiscences, reference must be made to the fact that Mamluk sultans also share this feature since they wore their hair long. Beside long hair which falls down to his shoulders, the bearded Solomon, similar to his attendants, also has a moustache.

Not too much is visible of the chairs on which Solomon and his entourage are seated, but they do not even look typically Oriental. The king’s throne, placed in a frontal position, stands on four legs and seems to be rather low and wide. Only one arm-rest can be seen on the king’s right side. On the other hand, the small table with four long legs appears as a typical piece of open-worked Arab furniture, encrusted with mother of pearl, which has been so familiar in the Islamic world.
8. Finally, the question arises whether the possession of such a representation of Solomon served only as a piece of decoration or was supposed to have other additional advantages. The answer must be in the affirmative, since there are several signs which show that it was thought to have some kind of magical power. Solomon’s picture was credited with apotropaic value and was used as an amulet among Christians.\textsuperscript{44} Owing to the presence of the swords in the hands of Solomon and his attendants, we may rightly assume that the same apotropaic effect was attributed by Muslims to this picture.\textsuperscript{45} Besides, the figure of Solomon in itself is also worthy of separate examination because it discloses some highly rewarding features in this respect.

First of all, Solomon appears here as a threefold character. The inscription above his head announces that he is a prophet, the crown clearly shows that he is a king, and the scroll in his hand must suggest that he is a sage. Through this threefold nature, Solomon came to take on the same characteristics which were attributed in Islamic tradition to Hermes who was also a prophet, king and sage (\textit{nabi}, \textit{malik} and \textit{hakim}).\textsuperscript{46} This motif, which became very popular in Arabic Hermetic literature, can be traced back to antique tradition.\textsuperscript{47}

In Islam, Shiites were the first to accept Hermetic teachings,\textsuperscript{48} so it is important perhaps to underline again the fact that our poster was bought in Morocco, once a Shiite stronghold and that the other parts of its representations, like those showing Ali and his sons, also reveal Shiite tendencies.

In Arabic Hermetic literature the repositories of secret revelation appear especially in the guise of and old man, a Šayh seated on a throne and holding a tablet in his hands. The chosen one gets initiation into occult sciences from this figure. The scene itself may take place in a temple, an underground cave or in heaven.\textsuperscript{49} By associating Solomon with the scroll in this peculiar way in a heavenly setting he is elevated (or degraded) into the ranks of Hermetic characters.

To indicate the possible connotations that the representation of Solomon with the scroll might have evoked in onlookers, we may allude to some magical practices in which similar figures are central characters. According to the famous work on astrological magic, the Picatrix, a prayer to Mercury should be said while wearing the clothes of a scribe, seated on a chair and holding a piece of paper to write on.\textsuperscript{50} Another similar passage claims that the seated figure with the book can assure the art of writing to its holder.\textsuperscript{51}
An incantation text attributed to a certain Indian Jewish monk, Šimʿûn, and supposed to be useful in achieving various aims like inciting love, gaining victory over enemies, making someone impotent, etc., addresses the servant spirits who are to fulfil the order in this way:

"Answer, o Qardamūš, Baqardamūš and you, o Maʿsūs, Master of the Bell, by the right of your great and glorious Sayh who is sitting on the throne, and has the crown on his head and the Gospel in his lap, and by the right of the Saytāns of death who set fire (to everything) without fire and heat it without charcoal, do (such and such) . . ." The same description of the enthroned Sayh can also be found in another incantation which is equally helpful in accomplishing bad and good intentions respectively, according to the kind of incense employed.

There can be no doubt as to the real origin of this seated Sayh with the Gospel: he must be Jesus in the usual position of the Maiestas Domini representations. With this, the circle closes. The scene proves that Solomon, too, is entitled to gain admittance to the ranks of the bearers of the revelation who, deprived of their original function as imparters of hidden wisdom, have degenerated to the media of magic where they play, however, an important role, mainly because of their outward appearance.

NOTES


3. The official view in modern Islam concerning the popular representations is expressed e. g. by Yusūf al-Qirḍāwī, al-Halāl wa-l-Ḥarām fi-l-İslām, Cairo 1985, p. 106 which liberally states that there are no authent- tic texts prohibiting pictures on placards, dresses, carpets and walls. The subject is amply dealt with by G. Canova," Nota sulle raffigurazioni popolari del pellegrinaggio in Egitto," Annali della Facoltà di Lingue e Letterature Straniere di Ca' Foscari 14 (1975), pp. 90 sqq.


10. See *e. g.* *Encyclopaedia Judaica* 2, p. 1130.


12. al-Ṭaʿlabī, *op. cit.*, 341, Sidersky, *op. cit.*, p. 117. It is well-known, of course, that the composition of several Biblical books is attributed to Solomon. See *e. g.* Muḥarram Beg, *Sulaymān al-Ḫākīm*, Cairo n.d. published by the Karīṣat al-ʿAḍrāʾ, pp. 28–39, which speaks about the Copts in this respect. Beside this, however, Solomon is credited with the authorship of many treatises on magic (*Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam*, p. 551.). According to al-Kisāʾī, *Qiṣṣa al-Anbiyāʾ*, Leiden 1933, pp. 295 sq. when ʿAbū Saḥr, the arch-demon usurped Solomon's throne, he composed also works on magic and hid them under the throne. Josephus had already stated that Solomon composed incantations (F. C. Conybeare, "The Testament of Solomon", *The Jewish Quarterly Review* 11 (1898), p. 12).

13. For Christian influence in Islamic painting, see *e. g.* Arnold, *op. cit.*, pp. 58 sq, 84.
14. See e. g. W. Molsdorf, Christliche Symbolik der mittelalterlichen Kunst, Leipzig 1926, pp. 104 sqq, Kirschbaum, op. cit. III, p. 139, s. v. Majestas Domini. Cf. also A. Fodor, "The Metamorphosis of Imhotep", Akten des VII. Kongresses für Arabistik und Islamwissenschaft: Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen, Philologisch-historische Klasse, Dritte Folge 98(1976), pp. 177 sq which tries to discover the influence of the familiar figure of Imhotep, the ancient Egyptian god of wisdom in the formation on the Majestas Domini representations.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE QADAR—CONTROVERSY

IN EARLY ISLAM

GYÖRGY FODOR

It is a well-known fact that the Qur'ān as the medium of Revelation constitutes a basic and decisive position in Muslim theological thought and civilization. At the same time it is also manifest, that the Holy Book of Islam does not give full and unequivocal answers to important problems in theology. We can perceive this in connection with the predestination — free will controversy, which of course poses a problem in the other religions as well\(^1\). It is known that the Qur'ān contains some verses that emphasize predestination and conversely there are some others which state the freedom of will in man, and his responsibility for his acts.

This duality in the Qur'ān may be understood by a familiarity with the historical background. It is obvious, that in Mecca, the Prophet would not expand on savage determinism since his aim was to convert — appealing to the responsibility of the individual — those Meccans who were adhering to their positions which was resting upon the very concept of fatalism. The aya-s stressing the idea of servum arbitrium with the strongest emphasis, have their origins in Medina, where the solid and strong umma had already come into being and its members had to be governed by apodictic Holy Laws\(^2\). We have to underline the fact that all this process was not premeditated, however it may well be understood within the scope of history.

The word qadar meaning predestination derives from the qdr root, which is used most frequently to signify the omnipotence of Allah. Although the Holy Book left the question open, we have to keep in mind that the determinism of the šahīliya period had already set the field for the acceptance of the Qur'anic qadar\(^3\).

The early hadīts regarded as authentic do not clarify this duality in the Qur'ān. Both the defenders and refutors of predestination quote various
haddīts in supporting their views. We have to note here, that the tendency of
tradition itself points to the strengthening and spreading of deterministic
doctrine⁴. We can see that the canonical hadīts collectors themselves devote
separate chapters to the theme of qadar, and this proves the importance of
the issue⁵.

The Umayyad Caliphs played a significant role in the process of the
strengthening of deterministic doctrines, for they used the qadar to legalize
their rule and their – quite often scandalous – life-style. The concept of
predestination was also backed by the pietistic folk religion, which was
represented by the largest Arab masses (of course all this was reflected in the
hadīts as well).

The first protest against severe predestination in Islam came from among
pious believers⁶. Shortly after, this was followed by theoretical support, and
Syria – a former part of the Byzantine Empire – was the province where it
came to be formulated. Muslim thought met with systematical Christian
theology first in Damascus, while Baghdad was the site for encountering
Greek philosophy⁷. With a few exceptions, the great Christian thinkers of
Damascus worked under Arab rule: St. Sophronios, St. Andrew of Crete, St.
John of Damascus⁸. This was the period when the extremely violent
monenergetic and monothelete controversy marred the Byzantine faith, and
this polemic centered around the very question of creatures’ free will in
Byzantine dogmatic history. It has been proved also that ”contacts between
Christians and Muslims were not limited solely to trade and administration;
there were also religious and intellectual exchanges. There were literary
borrowings (theological and ascetic terms), structural analogues (meditators
on hell and paradise, methods for the examination of conscience), fruitful
graftings. Muslim mystics used to consult the Christian hermits on religious
questions”⁹. The Christian-Muslim intellectual relations were marked in the
8th century by the figures of St. John of Damascus and his disciple
Theodore Abu Qurra¹⁰. We know from their works that came down to us,
that both of them discussed the problem of free will¹¹.

The non-Arab born neo-Muslims, the mawāli were the first to join the
eyearly ”pietistic” Qadarites. Many of them – Jews, Christians or any adherents
of the dualistic religions in Persia – were well trained in the theology of their
former religion. Their economic influence was great, but on the other hand
they were excluded from political life by the ruling Arab circles.
Consequently the qadariyya movement received a political color. The demands
of the mawali included justice and equality in government — in which they too would have their part —, and to be treated as equals with the other Muslims in the field of burdens (taxes)\textsuperscript{12}. In response to this the Umayyad Caliphs declared, that they have no power to do anything since "our deeds are determined by qadar\textsuperscript{13}. Consequently, they were those who formed the radical opponent wing to the qadarites, and this movement which emphasized predestination was later comprehensively termed ḡabarīya by later theologians\textsuperscript{14}.

By the second part of the 7th century, both the Byzantine and the Muslim Empire were shaken by a number of crises, even though these had their origins in different circumstances. Just to mention a few from the problems of the Umayyad Caliphate: by the slowing down of the conquests booty became less and less; the Arabian peninsula and the Eastern territories demanded rights for self-government in the form of various revolts; the mawālī strived for more share in the ruling power, the whole economy was calling for a stable establishment, etc.\textsuperscript{15}.

The Byzantine Empire had been totally exhausted in the Persian wars, and had to face a new disaster: the "Christian Empire" flowing into God’s kingdom was decisively shaken by the Arab and Slav attacks, and all the attempts of the Heraclian dynasty proved to be in vain — the overall historical picture remained apocalyptically dark\textsuperscript{16}. The prolonged Christological debates reached a new phase: after the establishment of the Chalcedonian dogma (451), the new issue was whether Christ had one or two energies and wills corresponding to the two natures united in Him. The Emperors of the 7th century tried to win the Monophysites who had broken away from Constantinople after the Synod at Chalcedon by their act that they tried to interfere in theological issues: they declared one, the Divine will for Christ. This issue was the theme for discussion all throughout the East.

Beyond the fact, that this controversy influenced the thinkers of the Syria-centered Umayyad Caliphate and that certain problems may occur in the same phase of thinking, we may discover a surprising analogy in the maintaining of power and its theological references in the two opposing Empires. According to the teaching of Orthodox Islam, the right of the ruler may be sanctioned only by the icrous\textsuperscript{al-’umma}\textsuperscript{17}. The famous caliphelecting council of the early times, the sura, which represents the community — including the Muslim army as well —, is a very good example for the mode of exercising power coming from below in Orthodox Islam, and this fact was
emphasized throughout by Orthodox scholars. According to Kremer, the origins of this theory may be found in the tribal society of the ancient Arabs\textsuperscript{18}.

It is a surprising fact that the Byzantine Empire, which had its institutions based on the Roman Empire, had to face the very same problem as Islam in the concept of exercising power: the ruling power was determined legal again by the "consensus omnium", which was jointly realized by the Senate, the people and the army in the Christian Empire\textsuperscript{19}. It is worth noting that the concept of dynasty, namely the legitimacy of a certain family, was realized for a relatively longer period first by the Heraclian dynasty during the 7th century (up till 711). This term is more or less identical with the period of the Umayyad Caliphate\textsuperscript{20}.

As regards the religious power of the Caliph and the Emperor: the Caliph is the existing leader of the Muslim Community (umma), the is the governor of the Prophet (\textit{hâli\textasciitilde}jâi rasûl Allah), who unites in his hands all religious and political power\textsuperscript{21}. The Emperor is similarly acclaimed by the community, and after the coronation ceremony he sits on his throne as one who is chosen by God, who is the plenipotentiary owner of power, who may refer to God at any need, the charismatic ruler, the governor of Christ, the equal of the Apostles (isapostolos), who is the specially loved son of God (theophilës)\textsuperscript{22}. He is the one who has the right to summon the oecumenical councils, who has the power to realize their proclaimed decrees. He has the right to de-throne patriarchs and bishops in case of their disobedience.

On the basis of the above said, it seems logical that both the Emperor and the Caliphs begin to interfere more intensively in religious problems, and accordingly they strive to strengthen the air of the sacred around themselves\textsuperscript{23}.

Beyond the phenotypical resemblances we may discover the regular occurrences in two theocratical empires existing in a relatively simultaneous period, which two empires not only meet on a common border, but which mutually amplify each other’s problems arising from the principle of power.

Let us examine the direction to which the Muslim society turned in order to find an answer to this problem: it is very difficult to formulate the concrete principles for the earliest period of the qadarite movement. Their views are known only from the \textit{Risâla} of Hasan al-Ba\textsuperscript{\textmacron}rî and from the works of later mu\textsuperscript{\textmacron}tazilite theologians, who embraced and developed the qadarite teaching\textsuperscript{24}.
The *Risāla* of Hasan al-Basrī (†728) is the earliest document to our knowledge dealing with Qur'ānic *qadar* systematically and exposing the moral responsibility of man. On this basis, we may think that the qadariya movement made its first appearance in Basra besides Syria.

We may comprehensively characterize Hasan al-Basrī's Qur'ān-exegetical work by the fact, that he delicately subdued those āyā-s, which his opponents cited as evidences for predestination, and at the same time effectively accentuated those which attested the freedom of will. Nevertheless, he did not reject the use of reason in his argumentation and so the muʿtazilites could deservedly see in him one of their forerunners.

It is debatable to what line of the qadariya Hasan al-Basrī may be ranked, for he did not join the militant branches, nevertheless he played an active role in society and tried to teach by a pious and sincere way of life piety and observance of Law to those who grouped around him.

As a consequence, the attitude of the defenders of free will was not at all homogeneous. The most militant trend was the Syrian qadariya, while the qadariite principle of Basra and Medina was more pietistical and more moralistic natured.

The largest part of the Syrian qadaries came from among the ranks of those mawāli, whose majority being formerly Christian, and because of the theological debates of the recent past, were very sensitive to the *qadar* proclaimed by the Umayyads. Besides, they did not forget the very favorable decrees ordained in connection with them by Umar II., which were later withdrawn.

The basic problem of course was constituted by the worsening of taxing conditions (with the exception of Umar II.), and by the fact that the mawāli were excluded from the governing power exercised by the Umayyads, during which all privileges were centered in the hands of the Qurayšite caliphal family.

The qadariya groups debating on the issue of *qadar* found their radical political program in the teaching of Ġaylān al-Dimāṣqī, who was executed for his views by Caliph Hišam ibn ʿAbd al-Malik (724–743). Though Ġaylān was a qadariite, his views strongly trespassed the concrete religious problem. The muʿtazilite heresiograph Muḥammad al-Nās (†906) in his *Kitāb al-uṣūl* al-nihal says the following about the teaching of Ġaylān: according to him, the leader of the community (imām), may be a Qurayšite, but may be of any other origin, and what is more, he may even be a non-Arab (*fāğam*), since not
the origin is important, but the fact that this person should be a pious, deeply religious Muslim, who has a profound knowledge of the Qur'ān and the Sunna, consequently he should be the most excellent candidate for leadership (afdal al-nās), in the eyes of those who have the right to vote. We may also assert that the Syrian adarite-aylānīyya movement had many elements of the later ucubiyya.

It follows logically from the gaylaniya teaching that the leader who does not correspond to these qualities of the ideal leader, may be expelled from power. Yazīd ibn al-Walīd ibn ʿAbd al-Malik searched for those forces which would unite the wide masses, to attain his aims. The qadarites were at hand ideologically, as for a political program — although he was a Qurayšite and Umayyad — he embraced ġaylān’s radical teachings. Consequently, the qadariyya-ĝaylānīyya rallied around him, and Yazīd III. ascended the throne with their support. The Arab supporters of Yazīd III. were the Kalbites, who were not only put out of the way, but were also exterminated by Walid II. as well as by many of his predecessors.

The Kalbites killed Walīd II., and Yazīd III. ascended the throne with the support of the qadarites. But hopes quickly vanished, since the seriously ill Yazīd III. died after a brief six month long reign (744).

Before his death, Yazīd III. had designated this brother, Ibrāhīm as his successor, but the Qaysites, as well as a significant part of the ruling Arabs did not acknowledge this. In 744 Marwān ibn Muḥammad (Marwan II) defeated the army of Ibrāhīm at cAyn al-Gār.

The qadarites were forced to flee after their being on the high point of their power. The majority went to Basra, and here the polemic on qadar continues, but only on a religious and moral level.

The qadariyya as a political movement had come to an end, because the igma of the community — which kept on existing, even though formally — did not acknowledge the legitimacy of the movement. The political murder performed by the Kalbites repudiated the office of the caliph. The winning of the Qaysites could not be achieved by Yazīd III., and this was prevented also by his untimely death. We have to take into consideration the aforesaid again: it was much more traditional and simpler for the wide masses to embrace predestination, qadar.

The debate over qadar did not cease with the downfall of the qadariyya in Syria, in fact free-will becomes the official dogma with the mu'tazilite
Caliphs. This vogue however, is not due to Christian dogma any more, but primarily to Greek rational philosophy, and to the new muslim sciences (kalām, grammar, etc.)

The Byzantine Empire was involved by this time in enduring Iconoclastic controversies, which are again in a certain way connected with Arab-Islam antecedents and influences, and these are again related to the problem of exercising of power.

NOTES

2. ibid, pp. 95–96
9. ibid p. 353.
10. The activity of the latter belongs already to the Abbāsid age. The fact that the influence of Christian theology is rather strong at times with the mu’tazilites is mainly due to the works of Theodore Abu Qurra.
M. Watt points out in his basic work (Free Will and Predestination in Early Islam, London 1984.) the compound nature of the name ġabriya among others when he discusses that although the ascarites made a much finer and defensible doctrine for kāsib, according to which the individual "receives" his deeds in such a manner, that while he is responsible for them, he leaves all power in the hand of God. But they could not convince with this the mu'tazilites, and they said that this was nothing else but ġabr.
17. I. G动力电池er. op.cit., p. 96.
18. J. Kremer (see in G动力电池er, op.cit., p. 409)
20. They could not decisively settle and stabilize the right for legitimacy (up till the fall of 1453), and neither could the caliphate achieve this aim.
21. The excercising of power on a dynastical basis came to be accepted in a manner, that the successor named by the Caliph was acknowledged by an oath of allegiance (bay'ā) on the part of the representatives of the Muslim community.
22. H.-G. Beck, op. cit. p. 78–79. and many others point out Hellenistic origins.
23. In Baghdad the Caliph is already the shadow of Allah on this globe. The basileus (βασιλεύς) becomes a god-like figure, whose duty is to imitate God (μιμησέως τοῦ Θεοῦ)
H.-G. Beck op. cit. p. 79.
24. As e.g. Ābd al-Ǧabbār from among the mu'tazilite theologians, whose works came down to us.
26. H. Ritter thoroughly examines the "letter".
27. Ḥasan al-Ǧasrī explains, that those persons get into a contradiction who believe that Allah is demanding good things from the people and at the same time prevents them to realize these.
The rationalistic ethics is brought to a level of perfection in the works of the above mentioned Ābd al-Ǧabbār.
28. It would be a mistake to state that all anti-Umayyad powers were qadarite. Gahm ibn Safwân who was persecuted by the Umayyads among others, was a great qadarite opponent, and he proclaimed deterministic teachings.


30. Later Yazîd III. himself interprets these in a similar way. Van Ess, op. cit 278–279.

31. The allied leaders of Yazîd III. pledged their oath of allegiance, but this was neither backed by practice nor by the approval of the wide masses.

32. G. Anawati, op. cit 353.

33. According to the results of recent research, we have to see the problem of exercising imperial power in the Iconoclastic controversy.
النور
واللغة
1. When searching for the origins of the medieval Arabic linguistics and on the motives of its formation, one inevitably meets the term \( \text{la\'hn} \) in the relevant Arabic sources.\(^1\) They tell us that it is \( \text{la\'hn} \) (interpreted as "grammatical mistake, fault of language")\(^2\), committed so often by speakers, that made it necessary to show the norm and create a grammar (\( \text{na\'hw} \)) for the pure Arabic language.\(^3\) The high frequency of the occurrence of grammatical mistakes is considered as the direct consequence of the mixture of the conquering Arabs with the conquered non-Arab populations (mainly in the big cities).\(^4\) Whether it happened this way or not, the \( \text{la\'hn} \) appears to me to have beared great significance in the development of the Arabic linguistics.\(^5\)

The precise meaning and interpretation of the word \( \text{la\'hn} \) may have been modified between the 7th century (beginnings of Arabic linguistic activities) and the 10th century (the first extant historical books on linguists and linguistics),\(^6\) but its occurrence in the texts as an explanation for early linguistic thinking surely reflects original ideas.\(^7\) Therefore it seems necessary to shed more light on the semantic development of the word \( \text{la\'hn} \) in its correlation with other important notions, relevant for the history of Arabic language and linguistic situation.\(^8\) In the next few pages I would like to say some words on \( \text{la\'hn} \), in its relationship with \( \text{luga} \).\(^9\)

2. The first lexicographic works (8–10th centuries),\(^10\) in summing up the the meaning of the root \( l - h - n \), start with the definition "turn, bend (\( m\ddot{a}la \))", then "deviate (\( m\ddot{a}la \; c\acute{a}n \))."\(^11\) Although there are some traits of its having once denoted a physical activity as well,\(^12\) its dominant shade of meaning is connected with the semantic field of "speech acts and intelligence or comprehension."\(^13\) E.g.: al-Azhar\(^1\)\(^4\) mentions, immediately after the \( m\ddot{a}la \) meaning, that \( \text{la\'hana} \) means "speak or utter a word (\( \text{na\'faq}a \))" as well,\(^15\) while we find at Ibn Durayd\(^1\)\(^5\) "manner of speaking, or individual particularity of speech (\( d\acute{a}lla \; c\acute{a}l\acute{a}y\acute{h}i \; k\acute{a}l\acute{a}m\acute{u}h\acute{u} \))."\(^17\) That means, that \( \text{la\'hn} \) may have denoted
at first the parlance or locution of an individual\(^8\) (one of the meanings of *lah\(\text{h}\)\(a\) in today’s Arabic), or a usage or pronunciation sounding strange for a community (tribe) or an individual deviation from their speech habits.\(^9\) Soon, however, it came to mean “a way of speech, usage” or characteristic of a special tribe (”pronunciation or words different from ours, strange for us”)\(^20\). Common speech habits within a tribe, and the strangeness of the speech of those belonging to another one have possibly always been an organic and important constituent of tribalism for the Arabs in the pre-islamic age.\(^21\)

In the Arabic dictionaries of the 8–10th centuries a slightly different shade of meaning follows generally all these mentioned above: ”intelligence and comprehension (*fa\(\text{t}\)\(i\)\(n\)a)”, the ability to understand at once what one is told, even if it were incomprehensible for everybody else.\(^22\) From ”the peculiarity and oddity of a speaker’s parlance” and ”the strangeness of the speech habits of the members of another tribe there is only one step to *lah\(\text{n}\) meaning ”allusion” and ”secret speech”, too.\(^23\) This sense is in accordance with meaning 1 ”*m\(\text{a}\)\(\text{l}\)\(a\)” and meaning 2 ”*na\(\text{t}\)\(\text{a}\)\(q\)\(a\)” and comes as a consequence of ”*\(\text{g}\)\(\text{\text{"a\)\(\text{r}\)\(i\)\(b\)\)” speech habits.\(^24\) And if *lah\(\text{n}\)a means ”deviate from the normal usage” (and later from the norms), *lah\(\text{h}\)\(\text{n}\)a may be considered with reason as its derivative having the meaning ”make allusions, do unusual and rather incomprehensible talk.”\(^25\)

The semantic development of the words *lah\(\text{n}\) and *lah\(\text{n}\)a\(^26\) can only be understood in taking into consideration the social situation in Arabia of the 6th–7th centuries, where there were several tribes and tribal conglomerates speaking dialects, different from each other for a lesser or greater extent— but maintaining close contact with each other through peaceful means and ceaseless tribal feuds, wars of retaliation, and experiencing difference and identity at the same time.\(^27\)

The tribal Arabs, the members of a given tribe, just because their regular contact with tribes living in their neighbourhood or in remote parts of the Peninsula, were well aware of linguistic variance in Arabia which might caused misunderstanding and even incomprehension to a certain extent between members of different tribes and tribal groups.\(^28\) In these circumstances it is highly probable that only the other tribe’s way of speech was labelled a *lah\(\text{n}\), and in the sense ”allusive style of speech (whose meaning is hard to understand because it is not directly expressed) it was first meant to be ”the speech of the fellow from such—and— such tribe”.\(^30\)
Within the bundle of meanings of lahn/lahana we can find one special meaning which seems to be very ancient and has remained in use throughout the centuries up till now. This is lahn meaning "melody, tune" and "singing of birds". Then from this comes "melodic recitation of poems"; and later, from the early Islamic age on, talḥīn means a melodic reading (qirā'a) of the Qurān. This meaning does not contradict with the other meanings and is closely related to the "speak in a specific way, with a strange accent" meaning (always foreign languages and strange dialects seem to have a special tune or "melody" and never our mother tongue, or dialect). The smallest difference is, then, felt and understood as deviance from the right, proper usage, (mayl can al-ṣawāb) — and exactly that is what lahn means later on.

3. The verbal root lḡw (lāga) means basically "speak" (takallama) — but in a very much ordinary way. That means that lḡw is also a special way of speaking — speaking in an everyday language — it is an insignificant, unceremonial speech. It was said that if an oath (ḥāj) was lḡw it meant that it had not a compulsory power but it was only a speech habit or mannerism (like wa-llāhi). Consequently lḡw/lāga means "an invalid, useless and worthless speech" (lā ṭūmāna lahu). Stylistically it is considered "detestable and ugly" (kalima lāgiya = fāhiša wa-qabiha).

Though this summary judgement seems to be the product of later centuries, it surely has its roots in pre-Islamic age. According to a hadith, Meccan heathens tried to counterbalance the influence of the Prophet by clamouring and shouting while he was reciting the Quran (lāḡaw ʿāhtī). In a later development the lāḡa/lḡw root also received the shade of meaning "deviate from the right way" (cadala can al-ṣawāb), and this brought it again in a close relationship with lahana/lahn, while the noun lḡw, similarly to lahn, in a later development would mean faulty speech or speech error.

Following with attention the similarities and relations between the two roots l-ḥ-n and l-ḡ-w, it is by no means surprising that we meet the meaning "singing of the birds" in connection with l-ḡ-w as well (al-tayr talḡā, etc.).

The word luḡa is held by Arab lexicographers to be a derivative of the word lḡw or lḡwa. Luḡa always had a more specific meaning than lāḡa or lḡw, it is "the speech of a group of people (tribe) (qaum)", even though Ibn Acrahi derives it from a relatively later meaning of lāḡa, i.e. from "deviance".
Comparison between the semantic development of $L-H-N$ and $L-G-W$

Pre-islamic Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAHN</th>
<th>LAGW/LUGA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Diagram](image)

1. peculiar, strange character
   - connected with speech or intelligence
     - individual character
       - tribal character

2. tribal language ("dialect")
   - not having i'rāb endings
   - (strange, to a certain extent)
   - individual character
     - tribal character
     - tribal language ("dialect")
Representation of language varieties  
(according to medieval Arab grammarians)  
on the basis of case-endings and vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>characteristics</th>
<th>al–carabīya</th>
<th>lūğa (classical dialect)</th>
<th>∅</th>
<th>lahn faulty language or corrupted dial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>having i̯rāb endings</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>having generally accepted vocabulary</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>- *</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB.: The feature assignation marked with an asterisk was considered the basic attribute of the given variety.
All the meanings LAHN₁, LAHN₃, LAHN₄ and LAGW/LUGA₁, LAGW/LUGA₂, LUGA₃, LUGA₄ and LAGW₃,₄ are directly provable and well attested by documents, medieval sources.⁴⁹ The only exception is LAHN₂, which, being of a somewhat hypothetical character, needs some remarks and indirect proofs:

(i) First of all, the analysis of the meaning-sequence of lahn gives us some clues. According to our time-table, lahn had always meant something with a positive (or at least neutral) shade of meaning. Then all of a sudden the fact is established that it is "the opposite of the ʾcrāb",⁵⁰ and soon after it is blamed of being a simple "mistake in the ʾcrāb".⁵¹ So the question arises: why was just lahn chosen for this ungrateful role? And the only acceptable explanation at hand (at least for me) is: because it had already had in its meaning the connotation (in the form of a presupposition) that "if it is lahn, it is without ʾcrāb" or "with ʾcrāb but in a distorted form", which could easily be called the opposite of the solemn super-tribal language, the Caḥābiya.

(ii) If we compare the two sequences of meanings (those of lahn and lagw/luga), we find the following: The root l-ḡ-w starts with a rather low value of estimation, being ordinary or even invalid at a time when l-ḥ-n labels a bit perhaps strange but not unpleasant speech-act. In a later phase of their mutual development both LAHN and LAGW/LUGA came to mean something of "a tribal language, tribal characteristics", and so became, for a while, interchangeable. But because lahn was the primary term for "the dialect of a tribe or group of tribes", it became the main target, at first, of comparison with the high variety, and later on, of the censure and blame in its quality as the representative of the low variety. But, by then, tribal dialects had already been termed as "luḡāt", because only one aspect of "linguistic tribalism" was under heavy attacks, that of the "ʾcrāblessness".⁵² The other striking feature of the dialectal difference is the difference in the vocabulary. But in this field Arabic linguistics has never reached to such an unanimously accepted standardization as characterizes the syntactic-morphologic field,⁵³ under which basically the establishment or restoration of the ʾcrāb endings should be meant. That's why luğa, meaning now mainly this other side of dialectal difference (i.e., vocabulary), has never come under such stern criticisms as the other aspect of "dialectalism", lahn (referring to the chaotic situation ruling over word-endings).⁵⁴
(iii) The tradition of reading the Qurān with lahn (or with a later denomination, talīn) shows us well that lahn was not a totally negative term even at the time of the formative period of Islam.\textsuperscript{5,5}

(iv) The ḫadīt, urging to learn the lahn together with the Qurānic text itself,\textsuperscript{5,6} can best be interpreted if we suppose that lahn here means luga.\textsuperscript{5,7} The opposing view\textsuperscript{5,8}, according to which it is "error of speech" that is necessary to learn along with the correct form, is not only quite ridiculous but is untenable as well.\textsuperscript{5,9} It is the result of a much later interpretation, when lahn meant "error" in general.

(v) The use of the term malḥūn\textsuperscript{6,0} is a very important witness for our case, because it becomes clear and evident that 1. malḥūn has never been negatively labelled (showing its ancient usage), and 2. malḥūn was always been held to be an ʾiʿrābless form of poetry or sentences.\textsuperscript{6,1}

(vi) There is a cardinal point in the interpretation of the root ʿl-h-n both in the Arab lexicography and the European literature. It is the mūla ʿan al-sawāb meaning of laḥan, interpreted as the basis on which laḥan can mean later on "commit a speech error".\textsuperscript{6,2} But such is not the case. The mūla ʿan al-sawāb shade of meaning seems to have pertained to laḥana from a very ancient time, while the "commit a speech error (in general)" meaning is surely a very late development.\textsuperscript{6,3} Between the two there is big mass of evidence speaking about lahn as "the opposite of ʾiʿrāb"\textsuperscript{6,4} — so we have to accept this time-table.

The lahn al-ʾummā genre of linguistic literature is not really relevant to our topic, being of a much later development.\textsuperscript{6,5} It was created in a period when ʾiʿrāb had long become well regulated, and linguistic purist turned their attention towards stylistic and lexicographic problems.\textsuperscript{6,6}

5. In conclusion:

When we speak about ancient Arabic dialects or tribal dialects, we must be cautious. We can never know whether the Arabs of the 6–7th centuries had the same integrated notion of social and regional dialects as we have.\textsuperscript{6,7} They were certainly aware of regional and tribal differences in the more or less monolingual Arabian Peninsula, but they seem to have treated separately two main linguistic features. First, the solemn ending-system, differentiating low and high varieties,\textsuperscript{6,8} and secondly, the wide range of variation in the vocabulary, characterizing tribal speech usage.\textsuperscript{6,9} For the first century of Islam, it appears, lahn had become a widely used term for the first dialectal aspect,\textsuperscript{6,0} while luga had been the equivalent of lexical varieties.\textsuperscript{6,1}
It seems to me a convincing hypothesis that laḥn meant long before Islam a variety of language that lacked (totally or partially) case-endings called ḫrāb. This supposition must, however, be supplemented with two remarks. First, if one says that the whole thing was just the other way around, and tribal languages or dialects did not differ from the solemn language or ḥaribya in respect of ḫrāb — it may be true. But it is just another hypothesis, and is not at all a well proved truth. Secondly, when we say that laḥn meant "a tribal dialect" or only "an everyday speech act" without case-endings, we did not mean to say, that this language or speech act had not word-endings at all. Considering the "combining" character of Arabic language in its every phase — it could not possibly besaid. But that is another story — the story of ḫrāb.

NOTES

1. See e.g.: Abū Taṣyib: Marātib al-nahawīyīn, Cairo, 1974; and Zubaydi: Ṭabaqāt al-nahawīyīn wa-l-luḡawīyīn, Cairo, 1954.


4. This theory (or rather "fairy tale") is so often told and re-told in the relevant medieval and modern, Arabic and European literature that it is not easy to give a list on its appearances, so I give only some morsels here: Marātib, pp. 24–29; Ṭabaqāt, p. 13; J. Fück, op. cit., p.204–205; F. Coriente, "From Old Arabic to Classical Arabic Through the Pre-Islamic

5. It seems to me that the two heroes of the formative period of the Arabic native grammar were, beyond doubt, laḥn and iḥrāb, and it was not without struggle that iḥrāb (in its special way of interpretation) won and became the norm for poetry and Qurān as well. See, for instance Kahle, op. cit. or the whole qirā’a literature and the debate around endings. Cf. E. Beck: ”Studien zur Geschichte der kufischen Koranlesung in beiden ersten Jahrhunderten,” Orientalia 17/1948/, p. 339 ff.


7. The interpretation history of laḥn resembles to a certain extent that of qāfiya (as presented by I. Goldziher in his treatise on hīǧa’-poetry, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie, vol. I. Halle, 1896) in that in both cases it is the meaning developed much later that is projected back to an earlier usage.

8. Laḥn, as a technical expression, ”has been the object of a vigorous semantic study on the part of J. Fücker” (op.cit.), as Ch. Pellat puts it in EI², but one is compelled to confess that Fücker’s study cannot be considered more than a simple presentation of the material, found in the big Arabic lexicographic works of the Middle Ages, supplied with an apparatus of European style. All in all, it cannot be compared with the comparative semantic analysis carried out by Goldziher in his Abhandlungen, I. The main deficiency of Fücker’s analysis is that of his Arabic sources – he cannot explain, when and why the shift in the meaning of laḥn occurred, and what relationship existed between the various elements of the same semantic field. For him it is a sufficient explanation for the semantic changes of laḥn that ”De la ‘tournure propre a tromper’ il n’y a qu’un pas, . . . , pour aboutir a la notion de ‘faute de langage’ “, Fücker, op.cit., p.203. Besides, it is quite astonishing that he does not deal in his appendix with the ”opposite of iḥrāb” meaning of laḥn, although he mentions it several times in the main text of his book.

9. Naturally I do not find it sufficient to restrict the scope of investigation to only two semantic items and I want to examine later on the semantic development of other related words and expressions too, mainly that of iḥrāb, binā’, waqf and wasl.

11. al-Azhari, op.cit., vol. IV, p. 61:

الحن ما تلحن إلى بلسانك أي تميل إليه

Ibn Durayd, vol. II, p. 192: و الحن صرفك الكلام عن جهته


ورد فعل لا غير أنا صرف كلامه عن جهته

Cf. Fück, op.cit., p. 195 and fn. 5.


وقدح لحن إذا لم يكن صافي الصوت عند الافاضة وكذلك توس لحنة إذا انبضت وسهم لحن عند التنفيذ إذا لم يكن حنانا عند الإدامه على الاسم.


لحن بلحن، تكلم بلغته: اللحن الفطنة الخ.


15. ومهن قول الله جل وعز ولتعرفهم في لحن القول، وكان رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم بعد نزول هذه الآية يعرف المناقنين إذا سمع نطقهم وكلامهم.

16. Vol. II, p. 192:

وعرفت ذلك في لحن كلامه أي فيما دل عليه كلامه.

17. al-Azhari, op.cit., vol. IV, p. 161:

وروي سلمة عن الفرّاء: لحن القول يقول في نحو القول ١٠١٠١٠ وقال أبو اسحاق الزجاج: "في لحن التول" أي نحو القول (بالنسبة

دلة بهذا والله أعلم.

إن قول القائل وفعله يدلان علي نيته وما في ضميره.

Here Zağgâg evidently speaks about individual speech character.
19. Fück, *op.cit.*, p. 198, quotes Dūl-Rumma:

في لحنه عن لغات العرب تعجيم

20. al-Azhārī, vol. IV, p. 61., referring to Abū ʿUbayd:

لحن الرجل لحنه إذاتكلم بلغته

وقال الكلاهيون: لحن اللغة

In ʿOmar’s much disputed hadit, according to Abū Zayd, in Azharī, vol. IV, p. 62.

"أبى أقرؤنا وأنا النبرغ عن كثير من لحنه" قال لحن الرجل لغته


ومنهقول أبي ميمرة في قوله تعالى: فارسلنا عليهم سيل العرم.

21. It follows from what was said earlier, on *laḥna* meaning *māla*, that it should have been the other tribes’s speech that was first labelled *laḥn*, al-Azhārī, *op.cit.*, vol. IV, p. 62.


يقال للرجل الذي يعرض ولا يصرخ، قد جعل كذا وكذ لحنال الحاجته وعندانة.

*ibid.*, p. 63:

وتلاخن. أي تكلم بمعنى كلم لا يفطن له ويخفي على الناس غيري.


23. From modern sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic studies we can see how often people interpret foreign languages or dialects alien to them as nonsense or puzzle and take them by suspicion.

24. Once it is suggested that *laḥn* in connection with the Qurān means *garīb* of the Qurān: Zamahšāri: *Asās al-Balāga*, Beirut, 1975, p. 222, quoted by Ibn Manṣūr, too, *op.cit.*, p. 4013:

تعلموا الضرائب واللحن لآن في ذلك علم غريب القرآن ومعانيه.

25. Ibn Durayd, *op.cit.*, p. 192:

وإذا لحن كلمته فصرفه عن جهته كالافظ فهو لحن.
26. I am well aware, of course, of the fact that a real investigation of the semantic development of any Arabic word and expression would need a much wider, not to say comprehensive, scope of study in the semantic components of the Arabic lexicon.

27. How great were those differences we cannot tell now, but on the basis of classical dialects, Middle Arabic data and contemporary dialects one can guess that linguistic situation may have been similar to that existing in any modern Arabic country.

28. I do not want to refer here to a vast bibliography of modern history writing but I would like to emphasize two points: the significance of the markets and competitions of the poets, on one side, and the relevance of the usage of ārābī and ārābīya for this theme, on the other side.

29. Mutual understanding does not necessarily exclude temporary incomprehension and misunderstandings. It could be proved by examples taken from modern Arabic dialectal contacts.

30. Cf. al-Azharī, vol. IV, p. 61., where the quotation from Abū ārābīya, cited in note 20, continues as follows:


Ibn Manṣūr: Lisān al-ārāb, p. 4014:

واللحن الذي هو الفناء، وترجيع الموت والتطبيق شاهده قسول
يزيد بن النعمان:
لقد تركت فؤادك مستجنا
مطاقة على فنن تفانى
يرتدان لحناء ذات ألوان
يميل بها وتركبه لحنان
32. E.g.: Ibn Manżūr, p. 4014:
ويعادل: فإن لا يعرف لحن هذا الشعر أي لا يعرف كيف يغنينه
33. E.g.: Ibn Durayd, ibid.:
فما قولهم لحن في قراءته إذا طرب فيها وقرأ بالحـان
ولحون فهو المفاهنة للتغريد والتطريب كأنه لاحن بذلك موتـه
إي شبهه به
Ibn Manżūr, p. 4013:
لحن في قراءاته إذا غرّد وطرّب فيها بالحـان... 
وهو أألحن الناس إذا كان أحسنهم قرأ عفة أو غناء
34. When one can understand and appreciate every mo-
ment of a speech act, one concentrates on the "in-
side" elements of speech and cannot just listen to
it as if it were a melody or tune.
35. Ibn Manżūr, op.cit.
منطق صائب وتلحنه; أحياناً، أي تصبب وتتفطن وقيل تديرديشها
عن جهته... قال: وكان اللحن في العربية راجع إلى هذا لأنه
العدول عن الصواب.
Here it is interesting to note the absolute iden-
tity and substitutability of ۸ arabīya and ۸ rāb.
Ibn Durayd, p. 192:
فما قولهم لحن في كلامه فإنهم يريدون ضد الأعراب فكانه
مال بكلامه عن جهة الصواب.
وقول الناس قد لحن فلان تأويله قد أخذ في ناحية عـن
الصواب إليها.
Fück, op.cit., p. 203 seemingly states the same but
there is a great difference in judging this "faute
de langage" labelling. In my opinion it had not been
built on objective bases but on subjective judg-
ment. There was never such a thing that ۸ arabīya
- created for once and all in a standard form, from
which any deviation could be easy to detect and la-
belled as "error". It was on a subjective basis that this or that tribe's speech habit, otherwise being a vivid phenomenon of a dialect, would be rather arbitrarily called "error of speech". From these arbitrary judgements, through the activity of some vigorous linguists, the so-called ĺ Arabīya had taken form.

36. al-Azharī, vol. VIII, p. 197:

وفي الحديث من قال يوم الجمعة والأمام يخطب لصاحبه صه 
ف قد لغا ِ أم كلام

cf. Ibn Manẓūr, p. 4050, referring to al-Kisāʾī:

لغا في القول يلغو: تكلم

Zamaḥšarī, Asās al-balāğa, p. 410:

لغوت بكذا: لفظت وتكلمت

37. Ibn Manẓūr, p. 4049:

اللغو السقط ومالا يعتقد به من الكلام وغيره ولا يحصل منه على فائدة ولا نفع.

al-Azharī, vol. VIII, p. 197:

الغوت هذه الكلمة أي رأيته باطلا وفاضلا.

Its shade of meaning "superfluous" is shown by a physical denotation as well: al-Azharī, vol. VIII, p. 198:

ابو عبيد عن الكسائي: لغى فلان بالعربية: إذا أكتر منه

38. al-Azhari, vol. VIII, p. 197:

اللغو واللفوي: ما كان من الكلام غير معقود عليه

Ibn Manẓūr, p. 4050 quotes Al-Farrāʾ:

قالت عائشة: إن اللغو ما يجري في الكلام على غير عقد

39. al-Azhari, vol. VIII, p. 199 referring to Ibn Acrābī:

لغا يلغو إذا حلف بيمين بلا اعتقاد.

Zamaḥšarī, Asās al-balāğa, p. 411:

حلف يلغو اليمين.
Ibn Manẓūr, p.4050:
واللغو: ما لا يعتقد به لقلتله أو لخروجه على غير جهة
الاعتماد من فاعله قوله تعالى: لا يقولاذكم الله باللغو في
أيمانكم وقد تكرر في الحديث ذكر لغو اليمين، وقيل أن
يقول: لا والله ولى والله ولا يعتقد عليهقلبه، وقيل هي
اللتي يحلفها الإنسان ساهيا ناسيا، وقيل هو اليمين في
المعصية، وقيل: في الغضب الخ.


وقال الله: لا تسمع فيها لغة: أي (Qurān 88/11) 
كلمة قبيحة أو فاحشة.

The same at Ibn Manẓūr, p.4050 (referring to
al-Farrā’). Cf. al-Zamaḥšarī, Asās al-balāğa, p.410:

تكلم بالرفت واللغة

42. Ibn Manẓūr, p.4050:

قالت كفار قريش: إذا تلا محمد القرآن فالغوا فيه: أي
الغوا فيه:

Qurān 41/26:

لا تسمعوا لهذا القرآن والغوا فيه.

43. al-Azhari, vol.VIII, p.198:

لغا فإنان عن المواب أي مال عنه

Cf. Ibn Manẓūr, p.4050:

عدل عن المواب أي خاب

al-Zamaḥšarī, Asās al-balāğa, p.411:

ومن المجاز: لغا عن الطريق وعن المواب: مال عنه
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44. Ibn Manzūr, p. 4050:

النحو النحو هو الخطأ... ولغافي القول أخطأ وقال باطلًا

45. al-Azhari, Vol. VIII, p. 198:

اللغة التلقي في أسمائها أي تنغم

Cf. Ibn Manzūr, p. 4051


47. al-Azhari, Vol. VIII, p. 197:

اللغة اختلف الكلام في معنى واحد

Ibn Manzūr, p. 4050:

يا ابا خيرة سمعت لفظتهم

Cf. Ta'lab: al-Faṣih, p. 15.

48. See Ibn Manzūr, p. 4050:

لفا فلاغا عن العواب وعن الطريق إذا مال عن حاله ابن الاعرابي

قال: واللغة آخذت عن هذا لان هو لاإن تكلموا بكلم مالوا

فيه عن لغة هو لاإن الاخرين. يقال: هذه لفظهم التي يلفون

بها ايا ينطقون.

49. I am, of course, aware of the ad hoc character of this derivation and of the somewhat arbitrary division of the different styles of semantic development. But a more coherent and essential solution would need a more comprehensive semantic analysis than mine (i.e. dealing with a quasi total lexicon of the Arabic language).

50.

ضد الاعراب

خطأ في الاعراب

51. The difference between the two lies essentially in the temporal difference between their respective usage. Didd al-ī ṭāb can also mean an (accepted) ṭāb-less language while Ḥata’ means that the normative ṭāb has become the only accept-
ed version and one does not meet i\textsuperscript{rāb}-less speech (in scientific circles) but only erroneous use of the i\textsuperscript{rāb}.

52. Naturally, as every socio-linguistic phenomenon, this "fanatic" defence of i\textsuperscript{rāb} has also its reasonable causes which, however, lie outside the scope of the present article.

53. Normalization in the field of lexicon meant inclusivity (while with i\textsuperscript{rāb} it was the other way around).

54. This chaotic situation is not only made visible by the debate over i\textsuperscript{rāb} assignement but also by the various contradictory explanations given to a certain assignement. Perhaps ancient hypercorrections like šayāṭīn (instead of šayātīn) etc. shed light on the uncertainties, better than the simple errors made in i\textsuperscript{rāb} or its neglect.

55. This is such a deeply rooted habit that even the official Islam’s disapproval could not uproot it. See Th. Nöldeke, Geschichte des Qorans, 1926, vol. III, pp. 193-194.

56. Umar’s sayings:


"تعلموا اللحن في القرآن كما تعلموه"


57. Ibn Manṣūr, p. 4013

"الحن اللغة "بمعنى في قول عمر: "تعلموا كيف لغة العرب في الذين نزل القرآن بلغتهم."

58. Ibn Manṣūr, p. 4013:

"وقال أبو عبيدة في قول عمر رضي الله عنه: "تعلموا اللحن أي الخطأ في الكلام لتحترموا منه."
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59. Even if we accepted this explanation, we should suppose that ḥaṭa' here cannot mean "any mistake committed by anyone just by chance", but only well known varieties in the readings of the Qurān.

60. Meaning both "gayr muʾrāb" and a special genre of poetry.


62. See e.g. J. Fück, op. cit., p. 203.

63. That is why medieval Arabic dictionaries define lahn (as an error of speech) first of all as ḍidd al-ʾiʿrāb, and not as ḥaṭa' in general.

64. ḍidd al-ʾiʿrāb can mean two things: (i) simply ʾiʿrāb-lessness (a language variety not having ʾiʿrāb), and (ii) a language variety different from al-ʾarabīya (if we consider ʾiʿrāb as a synonym for al-ʾarabīya).

65. It is quite natural, however, that the lahn al-ʾamma literature, though irrelevant for the early development of the lahn in general, contains much data, taken over from older times, which do bear relevance for our subject matter.

66. Perhaps the first step towards this later "lahn al-ʾamma" notion was made when ḥaṭa' fi-ʾl-ʾiʿrāb was used instead of ḍidd al-ʾiʿrāb, cf. note 51.

67. That is why we must not start from 19-20th century European notions when we try to reveal what Arab philologists thought of their linguistic situation.


69. Comparing Classical Arabic words with their equivalents in modern dialects, we find that there are three main types: 1) The word is in use in (almost) all dialects 2) it is used in one (branch) of dialects but is totally unknown in the others (or
known but only as a classical word) 3) it does not seem to occur in any of the existing dialects. But one will most probably find type no. 2, the most common one proving that Classical Arabic vocabulary is nothing else than a collecting channel of words from different dialects.

70. For the differentiation between the ancient dialects and dialects of the 8th century onward, see: Corriente, op.cit., p.87.

71. There are other important instances of the narrowing of the meaning of a technical term, e.g. from qāfiya₁(a whole verse or line) to qāfiya₂(rhyme).

72. This hypothesis does at all not imply Vollers' statement, i.e. that ᶜʳāb was invented or reconstructed by later philologists, although for me it is as good a hypothesis as the "orthodox" view saying that Arabs were speaking with ᶜʳāb (as known by us from the linguistic compendia) in the 6th - 7th centuries.

73. In this respect one always has to be very cautious with not the data but - the views and opinions of native speakers about their native language. A native speaker knows how to speak his mother tongue but does not know how his mother tongue works.

74. Arabic dialects, even today have a word-ending system (serving the purposes of junction), with different vowel qualities, depending from its environment. And these endings appear and disappear at the same places where ᶜʳāb-endings do. (The so-called pausal and contextual forms.)

75. This is the title of my forthcoming paper ("The Story of ᶜʳāb - a new approach") in which I tried to investigate the ᶜʳāb system from the point of view mentioned in note 74, i.e. from a diachronic point of view.
JULIUS GERMANUS, THE ORIENTALIST*

ERNŐ JUHÁSZ

Julius Germanus was almost predestined by several circumstances to become an orientalist. Two very important starting points in his career as an orientalist were the following. His interest in the orient, which he got during his childhood, from his parents’ house (and which coincided with the vigorous opening of the Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy toward the Balkan Peninsula and the territories of the Ottoman Empire in Asia Minor in the last decades of the 19th and the first decades of the 20th centuries); and his proficiency in the German language (which in those days was much more the lingua franca of oriental studies, at least in Central and Eastern Europe, than it is today).

No less important, and fortunate, was the fact that Germanus got his knowledge at Budapest University from such world-famous professors as Ármin Vámbéry (1832–1913), the celebrated traveller, whose nickname, "the lame dervish" sounded familiar in the bazaars of Persia and in the court of Queen Victoria in London alike, together with Ignác Goldziher (1850–1921), who is rightly considered to have been the real founder of European islamology. Vámbéry’s scholarship and his scientific accomplishment were already being widely disputed in Hungary in his lifetime and he polarized scientists and public opinion as well. His pupil, Ignác Goldziher, for example, was rather critical of Vámbéry in his diary, which was published first in its original German version, and in its abridged Hungarian translation. Goldziher queried Vámbéry's scientific achievements, just as he did his human behaviour.

Not wishing to argue with all this here, I should like only to register that, because of his well publicized journeys in Central Asia, Vámbéry belonged to the unquestionable celebrities of the turn of the century. He exerted a deep impression and influence on his contemporaries and students, no less on the

*Based on a lecture given at a scientific session on November 22, 1984, of the Loránd Förcvös University of Sciences, Faculty of Arts, Budapest, commemorating the 160th anniversary of Julius Germanus’s birth.
young Germanus. Without so much as qualifying Germanus's accomplishment as an orientalist in advance, I should like to point to the fact that his career and oeuvre, in their entirety, meant much more the undertaking and continuation of the Vámbérian than the Goldziherian concept of orientalism.

Germanus, similar to his famed professor and predecessor, preferred the excitement, in its truest sense of the word, of gaining first-hand experience of journeys in, and of the deepest possible submersion into, Eastern cultures, to the thorough, philological and philosophical approach to, and interpretation of the facts and phenomena of the Orient. In my opinion, instead of counterposing the two approaches, it is better to emphasize the importance of both, since the Vámbéry-Germanus versus Goldziher parallel was characteristic of orientalism in other European countries, too.

Germanus's lucky star did not wane at all when he finished his studies at Budapest University. On the contrary, one could say that he was enviably lucky throughout his life. He lived almost a hundred years (from 1884 till 1979) and preserved all along his mental and physical faculties. And what a century was his, especially in Hungary! He survived two world wars, several upheavals and at least 4 or 5 social systems, each of them different from the next.

Soon after his graduation from Budapest University, Germanus could continue his studies at Leipzig, Germany. At that time the spirit and influence of the great German Arabist, H. L. Fleischer (1801–1888) were still alive at Leipzig. Goldziher, who in the late 1860s also studied at Leipzig, regarded Fleischer very highly and took his doctor's degree from him. As regards Fleischer, he got the mastery of his profession directly from Silvestre de Sacy (1758–1838), the great French Arabist, the founder of European Arabic Studies. So it can be laid down as a fact that Germanus was able to study Arabic, the subject which was to become so decisive in his subsequent scientific activity, in the best schools and under the supervision of the best scholars in Europe of that time.

After his university years, which were lengthened by his studies at Leipzig and Vienna, his stay in London examining the oriental collection of the British Museum between 1909–1911 was also decisive for Germanus, above all because there his previous and necessarily narrower, Central European way of thinking was broadened and he was able to gain a wider perspective of the Orient, including, of course, the Arab and Islamic world. It seems to be
a well-founded supposition that it occurred there and then that an idea came up in Germanus’s mind, even if it was not yet a conscious aim, that was India, where later, when he got there (between 1929–32) he gained decisive impulses for the rest of his life.

After Budapest, Leipzig, Vienna, London, Santiniketan and Delhi, i. e. the main stations of Germanus’s preparations and gathering of his knowledge, I ought to mention his extensive journeys throughout the Balkan Peninsula, Asia Minor and the Arab world, which also influenced the career of the Hungarian orientalist. But there were so many of them (well over 70: Germanus still undertook strenuous trips to India, Saudi Arabia and Morocco, not to mention his regular, yearly visits to Cairo, to take part in the winter sessions of the Arab Language Academy, of which he was a corresponding member) that it is almost impossible to give an accurate figure. I cannot help drawing attention to one particular trip of Germanus’s, however, namely to his first pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca in 1934–35. It was by this journey — and his accomplishment there — that Germanus rightly entered his name in the list of such European travellers and orientalists like Varthema, the 16th century, Bolognese and the 19th Century Briton, Sir Richard Burton.4

A scholar’s closed scientific career is best measured by reckoning his writings. The portrait can be coloured and completed by his correspondence and educational activities (in Germanus’s case I shall speak about these two areas later) but *verba volant, scripta manent*.

József Antall, his close friend, mentions 123 items in his selected bibliography of Germanus’s writings.6 Antall tries to give a brief biography of Germanus, too. In my opinion, Germanus’s life was much more colourful and richer in events and changes than this barely more than twenty-page summary of it would suggest. Nobody knows what to-morrow holds. A more shaded and detailed, inspired biography of Germanus could at once be either a successful doctoral thesis or a literary bestseller.

For a romantic treatment of the subject and for a dissertation, too the book by his second wife, Kató Kajari (in the East her well known name is Aysa) could be a starting-point.7 In the book, she deals mainly with the period she lived with Germanus (the 1940s, 50s, 60s and 70s).

An elaborate analysis, if only of the 123 selected items of Germanus’s writings cannot be my aim here. Over the next few pages I shall try, however, to establish certain tendencies in Germanus’s works, by analysing two or three of his writings, which I consider the most important and to find
out the secrets and reasons behind the author's popularity and widely-read books.

Surveying his selected bibliography, it may be the reader's first observation how wide Germanus's interest was and how many fields of orientalism he dealt with during his long tenure, even if his thoroughness and deepness considerably varied by turns. The writings from his youth were almost exclusively connected with the Turks and Turkish civilization. Later, however, he gradually gave up this subject and laid increasing stress upon the Arabs and Arab civilization. In the latter writings on the history, language and literary history of the Arabs, translations of ancient and contemporary Arab poets appear in the same way as travel books and philosophically — motivated essays on Ibn Haldun and on the renewal of Arab intellectualities. In addition to these two main fields of interest, Germanus was the first to publish an intelligible study in Hungary about Gandhi and Gandhiism, which was based on his experiences in the field and together with his first wife, he wrote a romantic travel book on India, called The Flame of Bengal. After more than four decades, and as a result of at least ten editions, this became the number one reference book of whole generations on India.

In addition to the spatial width of his subjects, Germanus, in his writings, moved rather freely in the different ages and centuries.

It is true that he was most familiar with 20th century historical, religious and literary subjects (his travel books, which amount to a considerable part of the oeuvre, also belong to this period), but every now and then we find among Germanus's works those which deal with subjects from the near or remote past. Thus, he translated into Hungarian the famous Turkish traveller, Evliya Celebi's account of the 17th century trade guilds in Turkey, wrote a study of the first Turkish-Hungarian military conflicts in the 15th century, another about Ibn Baṭṭūṭa the 14th century Arab globe-trotter, and a third about the 13th century great Persian mystic poet, Ibn Rūmī. The 11th century Muslim heretic, the blind poet Abūl-Cālā al-Ma'arrī also occupied him.

In my opinion, two works stand out from the oeuvre. In the first place, the Allah Akbar! (the first Hungarian edition appeared in 1936, quickly followed by German and Italian translations, both in 1938); the other, his monumental anthology of Arab poetry: Arabs Poets from Pagan Times Up to the Present.

Having read the Allah Akbar!, Germanus's chef-d'oeuvre, one can get closer to the secret of the author's unparalleled popularity, especially among
the general public. Worthy of attention by its size alone, the more than 500-page book is a comprehensive encyclopaedia about the Arabs and Arab civilization and, what is more, at times it reads like a novel or a travelogue! Germanus speaks about his subject-matter, the Arabs, who were, at least in the Hungary of the thirties, a relatively unknown people, in such a way that the reader gets acquainted with their faith, Islam, and its fundamental laws, their holy book, the Koran, the minute description of the ritual of Meccan pilgrimages etc., and, in the meantime, the author himself is always there, not only as a narrator, but as an active participant in the events. It is my opinion that, in addition to the choice of the subject, this rendering — together with the authenticity of his personal experience — explain the success of Allah Akbar! inside and outside Hungary alike.

In the case of the Arab poets... the selection, introduction and rough translation formed Germanus’s contribution, while the final translation of the poems was made by a group of literary translators, among them the well-known Hungarian poet, Zoltán Jékely. The volume spans a period of more than 1400 years and includes the poems of more than one hundred Arab poets, starting from the Beduin poets of the Ġahiliyya up to our contemporaries in the 20th century, like the Syrian Nazzār Qābbānī, the Iraqi ʿAbd al-Wahhāb al-Bayāṭī, and the Egyptian Ahmad ʿAbd al-Muṭṭaṣir Hīṭāṣī etc. The anthology is noteworthy even on an international scale, and in the Hungarian-speaking area only one other achievement can be compared with Germanus’s: the excellent Transylvanian translator, Zoltán Franyó’s anthology. Franyó translated into Hungarian, and published in his monumental three-volume collection, the poems of 37 Arab poets, mainly from classical period.

As is usual under such circumstances, the Hungarian translation of the poems in Germanus’s anthology is not of even artistic level. But even the relatively weaker translations are able to give the feeling of the poetical world of such remote epochs and lands, which would have been hardly known to the Hungarian readers without the arduous work of Julius Germanus.

I mention only as a fact Germanus’s book on the history of Arab literature, which was edited three times. I consider it inevitable, however, to speak about the beneficial and effectual efforts Germanus exerted to make Hungarian literature better known in the Arab world. As early as 1940, he wrote and published an essay in Arabic about the poetry of our great national
poet, Alexander Petöfi. In the 60s and 70s Germanus concentrated his
efforts very seriously on the Arabic translation and the publishing of one of
Hungarian literature’s works of world importance, the dramatic poem of Imre
Madách. The Tragedy of Man. His efforts were crowned with success and
Madách’s work was translated with great inspiration by the late ʿIsā al-Nāʾūrī
and was published under the Arabic title Maʾsat al-insān (Beirut, 1972). Hungarian literary work of greater importance has not been published in the
Arab world ever since.

Germanus was one of the best-known scholars in Hungary in his lifetime.
As for the Arab and Islamic peoples, he was practically the only Hungarian
scientist whom they bore in mind – and still bear to this day. As far as his
popularity here in Hungary is concerned, I attribute it, above all, to the fact
that he deliberately cultivated a relationship with the mass media: first with
the press and radio, later with television and even film. The majority of his
writings are that kind of romantic description of the Orient which can count
on the widest possible audience. His Indian travelogue, The Flame of Bengal
has so far run into its tenth edition, the Allah Akbar! was published six times,
not to mention its publications abroad, and In the Pale Light of the Crescent
and Towards the Light of the East, two of his romantic autobiographies were
published five and three times, respectively. All this means that the total
number of copies of his books amounts to well over a million, a number no
other orientalist and not that many belletrists in Hungary can boast.

For me, however, the most interesting task was to unravel the secret of
Germanus’s popularity abroad, from Rabat to Calcutta. Having personally
visited some of the great intellectual centers of the Arab and Islamic world
(Cairo, Damascus, Algiers, Rabat, Amman, New Delhi etc) in the 60s, 70s and
80s, I have satisfied myself about how widely Germanus’s name is known and
respected there, not only among the ulema, but among writers and poets and
even among natural scientists and engineers, too. For the majority of Arab
and Islamic intellectuals, the name of Germanus meant – and still means
- Hungary, too.

In solving what I called the “Germanus syndrome” I got valuable help
from two of Hungarian orientalists’ closest friends in the East, whom, thanks
to my fate, I personally got to know: one of them was Muḥammad Šawqī
Amin, the respected Arab linguist and member of the Arabic Language
Academy of Egypt, who died just recently, while the other was the already
mentioned ʿIsā al-Nāʾūrī, Secretary General of the Arabic Language
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Academy of Jordan, the well-known Arab writer, literary historian and translator, who also died two or three years ago.

Both of them — and others besides and others besides them, unanimously asserted that they liked and respected Germanus above all because he proved to be a true friend to them for decades and never let any of their gestures or letters go unanswered. It is a seemingly insignificant explanation, but let us consider, for example, to what extent Germanus’s professor, Ignác Goldziher, regarded it as almost a moral imperative to answer letters addressed to him.¹⁴

One can get an idea about the extensiveness of Professor Germanus’s correspondence from the letters addressed to him. The several hundred letters, for the time being unprocessed and unpublished, which he left us, spanning over half a century and we find among their senders well-known writers, poets and thinkers from the Arab and Islamic world, and even, from the al-mahğar, the Arab diaspora in North- and South-America.¹⁵

The publication of the correspondence in the Germanus Collection by an Arab or Islamic scientific institution would be a worthy homage to the memory and noble services of the Hungarian orientalist.

The whereabouts of Germanus’s own letters are naturally much less known. His literary letters, in which he reflected on new Arab novels, poetical diwans etc. were published quite regularly by the al-Adīb monthly in Beirut. In addition to that, his articles and essays appeared very often in the Arab language periodicals Rābiṭat al-‘Ālam al-Islāmī (Mecca), Mağallat Qāfilat al-Zayt (Zahran) and al-Asala (Algiers), as well as in the English language Islamic Culture, Muslim Digest and Islamic Review. The already mentioned ‘Isa al-Nauri presents a basis for the contents and style of Germanus’s personal letters, since he published all the 52 letters which the Hungarian orientalist sent to him between 1960 and 1979.¹⁵

A further component of the "Germanus Syndrome", firstly among the learned of the al-Azhar Mosque in Cairo and, in general, among Muslim intellectuals is the fact that — after mastering the Arabic language and acquiring a knowledge of Muslim culture — he himself embraced the faith of Islam and performed, more than once, the hajj, the pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca, a duty of every true believer.

Secular scholars, like the already mentioned Muhammad Ṣawqī Amīn, and others too, who knew Germanus closely, spoke to me almost enthusiastically about his sociability, his exceptional quality to establish human relationships and about his amazing command of languages. M. Ṣ. Amīn, in our talks in Cairo in 1975 or 1976, relived with me his walks in the stūqs of the
Cairo of the 30s with Germanus. The Hungarian orientalist was respected there as a real genius of languages; in addition to his mastering the major European languages of that time (English, German, French, Italian) and Arabic, he could also chat with the Turkish, Circassian, Kurd, and Persian merchants in their mother tongues.

As a secondary school student I first attended a public lecture of Julius Germanus in 1955 or 1956 at the then existing building of the National Casino, in the central part of Budapest. It happened in those years that I listened to his radio programmes, too. As university professor, Germanus taught me between 1958-1963, at the very end of his long university career, when he was almost 80.

During my university years Germanus no longer held regular classes on Arabic grammar, Arab history and Arab literary history and did not hold seminars either. These basic subjects were taught by his assistant, Dr Károly Czeglédy, who from 1964 took over the chair from Germanus. Germanus held two types of classes only: Arabic textual commentary and the history of Muslim civilization.

In the Arabic textual commentary lessons we used the 6-volume chrestomathy of the Lebanese Jesuit, Father Louis Cheikhho, Mağānī al-adab fi ḥarāʾiq al-ʿarab, the approximate English translation of which is: The Literary Yields of the Arabs’ Camp-Fires (Beirut, 1954–1957.) It is interesting to note that Father Cheikhho very much appreciated Ignác Goldziher, Germanus’s professor and predecessor. Recalling these classes after a lapse of a quarter of a century I remember to what extent we students admired Germanus’s enormous lexical knowledge and how much we enjoyed his plastic glossology which was very often based on his vivid common sense. Germanus, as a teacher, was more or less on a large scale, however, and mainly left it to his students to get on with their texts from the first centuries of the hijra. Thanks, to Allah and Father Cheikhho, the Arab texts which we read with Germanus were with haraka, i.e. they were vowelized. In order ro enliven the monotony of the Arab textual commentary lessons, Germanus very often inserted a story or an anecdote:

The Mağānī was read only by students specializing in Arabic studies. The audience in his lessons on the history of Muslim civilization, however, was more heterogeneous. In addition to would-be Arabists and Turkologists and students of other branches of oriental studies historians, art historians and even students of other faculties, amainly those of the Faculty of Law, regu-
larly participated in these lessons. Our number quite often reached 30 or 40 people.

It is difficult now to recall to mind the exact topics of Germanus’s lessons on Muslim civilization history. Nevertheless, I can say that an exceptionally long career and rich experiences formed the solid basis of Germanus’s lessons. A well-defined part was devoted to explain the šarī‘a, Muslim law, but besides that the great periods of the history of the Arabs, the Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphates were dealt with in the same way as contemporary Arab literature and poetry. Germanus usually read these lessons from his long, hand-written notes.

In my university years I did not belong to Germanus’s inner circle. Actually, at his advanced age, he hardly had any such circle. Later, however, our relationship became closer and more intimate. This was after my 9-month long trip to Egypt in 1964 and 1965 and it started as an official link. As a member of the then-existing Institute of Cultural Relations, in charge of Egyptian affairs, I regularly consulted Germanus, most often in such a way that I visited him at their flat in the evening hours.

These evening talks lasted one or one-and-a-half hours each time, during which I could see how strong and vivid a memory he had. Sitting behind his huge writing-desk, which he got from General Artur Görgey (1818–1916), one of the most tragic personalities of Hungarian history, who as the military leader of the Hungarian army, capitulated before the army of the Russian tsar in 1849, Germanus spoke uninterrupted for a long time about his favourite subjects: history, mainly 20th century history and history makers, above all those whom he met and knew personally. From the names, places and dates he mentioned one could rightly feel that he was always in the midst of the events. It was one of his special faculties accurately to follow the fate of his characters – and their children and grandchildren! – from birth to death, like a chain-reaction.

It is absolutely impossible for me now to give an inventory of all the Hungarian, European, Arab, Indian, and other personalities whom Germanus met in his life and whom he most often remembered during our evening sessions.

Some of them, however, occurred more often than others. With them, Germanus cherished real friendship and great memories till his last day. Those who belonged to this inner core were numerous. Let me mention a few of them only.
No doubt of his Hungarian contemporaries, Pál Teleki (1879–1941), the excellent geographer and the ill-fated politician made a deep impression on Germanus. From among his Egyptian friends, he most often mentioned Maḥmūd Taymūr (1894–1973), the noted writer and one of the pioneers of the short story in Arabic literature. In North-Africa he respected very much the Moroccan thinker, Muḥammad ʻAllāl al-Fāsī (born in 1906). His close Jordanian friend, ʻĪsā al-Nāṣirī has been already mentioned more than once before. From the many Saudis whom he met in his life, Germanus recalled most often the memory of the legendary King, ʻAbd al-Ṣalāḥ Ibn Saʻūd (1880–1953), the founder of the present-day Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. His Indian friends were numerous, too. Among them, Germanus appreciated very much his friendship with the Nobel Prize winner poet and thinker, Rabindranath Tagore (1861–1941), and with the eminent Muslim scholar and onetime President of the Republic of India, Zakir Husayn, (1897–1968).

Germanus was more closely connected with the culture of the Orient, and with Arab and Indian intellectuals with more threads than any of his Hungarian contemporaries. The spiritual leaders of the East respected him, and through him, they respected his country, too. In this respect his departure from among us is simply irreplaceable.

I was Germanus’s interlocutor till 1974 when I was sent to Egypt as cultural attaché. From there, however, I remained in touch with him, mainly through correspondence. I regularly informed him about the events of intellectual life in Egypt, and about his Egyptian linguist friends, like the above mentioned Muḥammad ʻAwāqī Amīn, or Ibrāhīm Maṭkūr, the President of the Arab Language Academy of Egypt and Muṣṭafā Wahba, the eminent scholar, who in spite of his younger age, was one of the most reliable friends of Germanus. I also notified Germanus of the new books and writings of the giants of Egyptian literature, Naǧīb Maḥfūẓ and Taǧfīq al-Ḥakīm, whom he respected very much and the translation of whose works into Hungarian he encouraged using all possible means.

In the second half of the 1970s, our personal meetings were limited to my visits to him during my summer holidays. This was the case in August, 1979 too. On that occasion, he and his wife, ʻĀyṣā, received me and my wife (she had been his student, too) in his hospital room where he was just undergoing a routine medical check-up. Our visit was just a few months prior to his
95th birthday. As for his mental capabilities, I found his as fresh and vivid as he had been a quarter of a century ago, when I first met him in my life. Just to show me that he was physically fit too, when he saw us off, he ran all along the long corridor of the hospital, to the great astonishment of his doctors, nurses and visitors. I would not have thought that it was our last personal time together...

***

As I have already mentioned, Germanus did not belong to those Hungarian orientalists who established their own philological schools. From among his predecessors and professors, not Ignác Goldziher, but Ármin Váméry was his real spiritual mentor. In this respect, he differed considerably from his renowned colleagues at Budapest University, the Turkologist Gyula Németh, and Lajos Fekete and the eminent Central Asian expert, Lajos Ligeti. Those of Germanus’s students, who later excelled themselves in the Arabic language and philology, in Koran Studies, in the history of Islamic Art or in the study of the oriental sources of Hungarian prehistory, may owe their achievements to the influence of other professors or scientific schools, or to their own efforts.

Nevertheless, Germanus, who exceeded almost all of his contemporaries in primary experiences, in his attachment to the Orient and in his ability to endear it to others and, last but not least, because of his good-humoured, optimistic view of life, did not leave anybody indifferent who ever got into touch with him.

In this sense, however, we may well say that Julius Germanus was a school creator scientist and personality. To his school belong all orientalists, historians, archeologists, linguists, jurists, men of letters and others, inside and outside Hungary, who in one phase of their lives or other were inspired by, or got impulses from, Germanus to immerse themselves in studying the Orient and to try to understand its message...
NOTES ON SOME FOLK MEDICINE PRACTICES IN LIBYA

ZSUZSA JURÁNYI

Folk medicine is widely practiced by beduins in Arabic countries beside scientific medicine. I have experienced in Libya mostly the practice of cauterization and cupping performed by the Beduins during my stay there between 1976 and 1980.

It is to be noted that also in the Pre-Islamic period both cauterization and cupping were the most frequent surgical operations performed.\(^1\) However, the Prophet Muhammad was definitely against the ever-spreading practice of cauterization, while several times mentions cupping as an effective treatment. He said, "Treatment consists of three things: cupping, the drinking of honey and cauterization, but I forbid cauterization in my community"\(^2\) He suggests the use of cauterization only in case of amputation of an organ.\(^3\) He said that those will enter the Paradise without forethought who "do not enslave, are not cauterized, do not see any evil omen and trust in God"\(^4\)

Suyuti in his work entitled *Al-rahma fīt-tibb*, which is frequently resorted to by city dwellers even today in case of sickness, only twice mentions cauterization as a beneficial treatment. He suggests it for treating dog bites. "The area around the bite should be cauterized, and then treated with a mixture of garlic, salt and honey."\(^5\) In case of snake bite, he suggests that after cauterization a "mixture of garlic and salt be put onto the wound, to neutralize the snake poison."\(^6\) Suyūṭī prefers the use of garlic, onion, olive-oil, honey and salt as medicine.

Cauterization is widely used by Libyan Beduins. It can only be carried out by a competent person, using the branch of a wild tree called *ākkūz mūsa* or with a nail that was first made white hot on an open fire and then placed on the skin surface to be treated to create a circular burned wound. This would be followed by placing a tree leaf onto the wound for the sake of slowing down healing to allow as much purulence *mādda fāsida* to escape as possible. In case of diarrhoea in infants cauterization is applied around the navel in a circle, whereas in case of bronchitis it is applied either on the chest or on
the back in a longitudinal direction. In case of a bad headache in adults, cautery is applied to the forehead. From this, a stronger pain will develop that will override the original pain for a couple of days. After treatment, the practice is to instruct the patient to carry out especially difficult tasks. For example, the burnt area can not be exposed to water for forty days, or "the patient has to remain in a darkened room for the space of fifty days, during which he must not approach his wife. Otherwise the benefit expected from the "treatment" ceases."

Before the application of cupping in Libya, longitudinal parallel cuts are first made with a razor on the skin surface. These will remain as scars on the forehead. Cupping was mainly used in the treatment of headaches resulting from a cold. Ash or sand was put into a clean cupping dish, and glowing embers placed on top of it. Wet material was twisted into the opening of the dish and placed on the right of the forehead. This was repeated three, five or seven times and the glowing embers were replaced so that they did not go out. Next day the same procedure was repeated on the left forehead.

A popular treatment in Libya is the so-called harrz. This is also based on the principle that once purulence escapes from the body, then the patient will be cured. It is employed in cases of pneumonia, bronchitis, and asthma. A green-coloured thread is stitched into the skin and the two ends hanging out are knotted. This will remain in the skin until it rots and comes out on its own.

Both cautery and cupping are widely practiced by the Beduins of North African Arabic countries, in addition to being used by Beduins of Arabia today. This can be explained by the fact that North African Arabs are closest to ancient Arabic Beduin traditions. This idea is supported by Ignác Goldziher's lecture on "The place of Spanish Arabs in the development of Islamic history compared with Arabs living in the East", where he writes: "The difference in clothing, writing and language, both spoken and literary, even today separates Eastern Arabs from Western ones. Numerous social habits which could also be mentioned in connection with these special features, can serve as proof that in the population of Western Arabia there exists a certain conservative attitude, a simplicity, a loyalty to nomadism against the features of the Eastern Arabs."
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3. ibid., p. 50.
4. ibid., p. 50.
6. ibid., p. 237.
Traces of cauterization

Pot used for cupping (55 x 50mm)
GOLDZIHER’S "BAHÁ’Í CORRESPONDENCE"

GYÖRGY LÉDERER

The thesis of the eminent American Bahá’í missionary, Martha Root, is difficult to prove, though cannot be excluded. According to it, Ignaz Goldziher was waiting at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, 9th April 1913, at the Budapest Western Railway Station for `Abdu’l-Bahá `Abbás Effendi, honored by the Bahá’ís as the "True Exemplar", the "Most Mighty Branch" and the "Center of the Covenant", or simply as the "Master". Even if Goldziher was there, it is doubtful whether they met on the same day, since the train arrived at the Eastern Station. Two days later, the great orientalist noted the following in his Tagebuch: "Abdelbehä ist hier. Der Prophet stattete mir in Begleitung seines sekretärs einen Besuch in meiner Wohnung ab und wir unterhielten uns über behaistische Dinge. Er kommt aus Stuttgart, wo er die dort bestehende deutsche Beha-Gemeinde (etwa 110 Personen), von denen ihn der eine, W. Herrigel, bisher begleitete, zu besuchen. Ich konnte dem Propheten in meiner Stube die Überraschung bereiten, ihm einen Band Rasā’il seines göttlichen Vaters zu zeigen, das er nicht kannte. Ich war auch bei seinen hiesigen Vorträgen anwesend."

Not counting His intimate meditations in the company of the local theosophists, the Master gave two lectures in Budapest: one on the 14th in the National Museum at the invitation of the Turanian Society, and another in the building of the Old Parliament in the evening of the 11th, as the guest of the Peace Society, the Association of Esperantists and the Ladies’ Club. The latter lecture ended as follows: "... when Dr. Giesswein was standing at the left of `Abdu’l-Bahá, the celebrated venerable Orientalist, Professor Goldziher ascended the pulpit and stood at his right hand side. When they both stood hand in hand with `Abdu’l-Bahá before the audience, they were tremendously applauded. It was a touching moment to see these three representatives of the great religions standing side by side, the high Catholic priest, the famous Jewish professor and `Abdu’l-Bahá (on the platform)."

Presumably, Goldziher’s respect for the Master was partly due to the noble thoughts the latter preached in the Hungarian capital and which resounded widely. The "True Exemplar" Himself must have esteemed the
excellent scholar highly, partly because of what he had written about the Bābī-Bahā’ī Faith.⁹

This is what Goldziher noted in his Diary on April 17th:

"Heute vormittag hat mir cAbdelbehā seines Abschiedesbesuch gemacht, wobei er in überschwenglichen Worten der Freude über seine Begegnung mit mir Ausdruck gab. لا أستطيع أبدا ما يقول. Er lud mich dringend ein, sein Gast in Palästina zu sein."

Next day, the "Center of the Covenant" left for Vienna, and Goldziher moved to his summer residence in Zugliget a few weeks later.

_Tagebuch:_

,,15. Juli.


13. August.

Arabisches Antwortschreiben an cAbbas Efendi."¹⁰

The two letters were dated July 2nd and August 17th. Enclosed in the first was an English version of disputable exactness, prepared by the Master’s secretary, Mirzá Ahmad Suhráb.¹¹ It is not clear why this was necessary. We know that Suhráb served as cAbdu’l-Bahá’s English interpreter in the United States and in Europe, but it was not because of translation errors that he was excommunicated from the Movement (seventeen years later) by cAbbás Effendi’s grandson and also infallible successor, Shoghi Rabbání.

Translation of Goldziher’s answer:¹² My Honorable Lord, the Most Mighty Branch, cAbbás Effendi cAbdu’l-Bahá from His lowly and poor slave, Professor Ignaz Goldziher, the Hungarian. A thousand greetings and a thousand peace upon our Lord, the Most Mighty Branch cAbbás Effendi cAbdu’l-Bahá, may His power and radiance persist.

Since the raven of separation cawed and Thou decided to depart from our country, proximity has been followed by remoteness, and withdrawal has replaced the fragrance of our togetherness. I have not ceased to remember the meeting with Thy Excellency which God in His charity had destined for me. I do not forget, I have not forgotten, the discussions and conversations that took place between us, nor how much I have borrowed from Thy radiance, drawn from Thy greatness, nor what was granted me as benefit from the manifest essences of Thy expressions concealed in the course of your
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brilliant words. The desire to shake your blessed hands has long prevailed in
my heart. While I plunged into the depths of this desire, Thy noble letter
reached me, taking the place of the remembrance. I thank Thy Excellency for
the sign of Thy affection, the testimony of Thy love borne by the letters of
Thy precious epistle; while reading it, Aṣ-Ṣāhib Ismāʿīl ibn ʿAbbād’s words
to a friend of his came to my mind:

"By God, tell me if this is a paper one writes on, or by God, if you have
dressed it in the mantle of your speech flowing of honey, or have poured
honey onto your speech."

And (I) especially (thank) for the splendid present with which Thou hast
honoured my lowly house. By God, this carpet continues to reflect Thy love,
as it talks of Thy sentiments in the tongue of reality, of the conjunction of
hearts after the separation of bodies, it is a sensual mediator informing about
a spiritual state, a testimony of the present about the absent. I am repeatedly
and permanently grateful to Thee. The reason for the delay of this letter of
mine is no other than my absence from my domicile for a couple of days.
I ask God — Praised and Exalted be He — to renew for me the days
of salvation by meeting Thee, by the connection of unity between friends.

Peace and God’s mercy and His blessings

Budapest, 14 Ramadān of the months of 1331

Thy poor slave

Dr. I. Goldziher

I found no other "Bahá’í letters" among the correspondence of Goldziher,
except a not very exciting one in Arabic, dated August 19th, 1913, the
signature being hard to decipher. The author of this letter — who is probably
identical with that of another one written in French, dated the 18th July
1913 and also presented here, is the Master’s agent and son-in-law, Ahmad
Yazdí of Port Said (1866–1943). This letter thanked Goldziher for the card
he sent and informed him that ʿAbdu’l-Bahá was staying in Alexandria at
the moment. It seems the relationship had, in a formal sense, broken off. In
a report fifty years later, Renée Szántó-Felbermann, the secretary of the
only Bahá’í “Local Spiritual Assembly” that ever existed in Hungary, asserted
that Ignaz Goldziher’s son Karl had received a carpet as a wedding gift from
the Master, but unfortunately, what she wrote was not always the exact
truth. It is very likely that she was talking about the previously mentioned rug.
NOTES


2. The term originates from the Founder of the Faith, Bahá’u’lláh Himself, and means that Ābbád Effendi is His eldest son and His successor at the head of the Movement.

3. A detailed review of Ābdu’l-Bahá’s busy programme in Budapest and of the history of the Bahá’í activities in Hungary in general is soon to be published.

4. Wilhelm Herrigel was one of the first Bahá’ís in Stuttgart. He circulated and translated into German the Bahá’í literature. The "Guardian of the Cause of God", Shoghi Rabbáni called him "our indefatigable and self-sacrificing brother" in 1925, then a few years later He excommunicated him along with others for having questioned His authority. — I found Herrigel’s card among Goldziher’s papers, on the back of it is written that Ābdu’l-Bahá has caught a cold and cannot therefore visit Goldziher. Although there is no date on it, judging by the history of the Masters’s sojourn, this must have happened on 15th or 16th April.

5. Twenty years later, Martha Root related it as follows: "Ābdu’l-Bahá visited Professor Ignatius Goldziher in his home, and he was pleasantly surprised when he saw in his library His Father Bahá’u’lláh’s book, the 'Kitáb-i-Aqdas' in Persian.” (J. E. Esslemont, Baha’u’llah és az új korszak, Budapest, Gergely, 1933, XXI.) — Two observations: 1. It is improbable that the Master was not familiar with the Persian version of the Aqdas, most certainly something else was shown to him. 2. When the Bahá’ís recently published Martha Root’s selected writings, this part concerning Goldziher and the Aqdas had simply been left out of her report on the Master’s visit to Budapest, we do not know why. — Martha Root pp. 367–368.

6. I. Goldziher, Tagebuch, Leiden, Brill, 1978. 11 April 1913; — H. M. Balyuzi – Ābdu’l-Bahá, Oxford, George Ronald, 1971, pp. 385–386 puts the date of the meeting at the afternoon of the 11th. The source is not given, it cannot be the Tagebuch. It can hardly be Zarqání or the Sonne der Wahrheit (see note 8.) We cannot exclude all doubt concerning
Balyuzi’s statement that "Abdu'l-Bahá returned the visits of Professor Ignaz Goldziher..." There might not have been anything to return on the 11th.


Martha Root op. cit., p. 365.


10. The English translation of the three passages runs as follows:

"This morning Abdu'l-Bahá paid me his farewell visit. He exposed his joy at our meeting with exaggerated words. — He said. "I urged me to come and be his guest in Palestine."

"I received a very friendly Arabic letter from Abdu'l-Bahá in which he craves my company. At the same time, he sent me a Persian carpet as a souvenir of our relationship."

"Arabic reply to Abbas Effendi."

11. M. A. Suhráb (1891-1958): Born of a Bahá’í family in Isfahán, he was educated in Teheran and Egypt, was a missionary in America, and later Abdu'l-Bahá’s immediate colleague. He spread the Faith in California at the beginning of the 1920’s and was excommunicated by Shoghi Rabbání in 1930 "for having broken the Covenant". From then on, he was on bad terms with the Movement and later involved in a lawsuit with it in the U. S. A. for the use of the "Bahá’í" trade-mark.
12. The copy of the Arabic original is from the Research Department of the Bahá’í World Centre: BWC RD. All the other documents presented here are from the Oriental Collection of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, except the "Bahá’í group photo" which was taken in front of the Hotel Ritz of Budapest on the 9th April 1913, and appeared in Pesti Tükör, 11. 4. 1913, p. 6. and Tolnai Világlapja, 20. 4. 1913, p. 8.


14. This is especially true for her Rebirth, London, Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 1980, which is unfortunately considered the only source, the only printed volume about the Bahá’í activities in Hungary.
بدرت محمد پورعیس
فصول جميل من الله
والله المستعان

أيها الفاعل الجليل الواجب الاحترام من يوم بؤسهم الفراق وتفسر نار الاحترام بين الظلام والاحشاء أنا أسير الاشعاق للمشاهدة مرة أخرى إن آسرلك وحلاوة المساومة معك ولا زالت في ذوقي ومحركتة لشوقي إلى لك وأفاضة مشاهدة محياك والنشوة من جميلك وانتي بواسطة هذا الخطاب اثبت ممنونيتي لذلك الجنايب وانتظر الجواب مبشرًا برفع حال وتمتيع باعظم الأمل وانا بهذا الإشره وعليه الله بورتسعيد بعد الفياب البعيد وساهمت فيها لكي استريح من التعب واقدم سجادة إيرانية تذكارًا لما مغى وارجو قبولها وعليك التحية والثناء

وداشت بروفسر موسى كلدزكر عليه التحية والثناء

and my understanding of it (2)
To Professor Goldziher

Upon him be greeting and praise!
He is God!

O thou learned scholar worthy of every respect!

From the day that the seven of separation attained to a high degree between veil and altar
and the fire of remoteness blazed forth,
I have experienced the greatest longing
to meet thee another time—so that
I may associate with thee. Verily
the sweetness of thy conversation
is always in thy taste and excites
my yearning to behold thy face,
to look on thy countenance and
to be intoxicated with thy wine.
Therefore through this letter I
express my gratitude and say you and ever expect to receive your
letter conveying the good news
of your happiness and attainment.
to your most great desire. After a long absence, during these days I have reached Port Said. I shall
live here for awhile till I am rested from the fatigue of the journey.

I forward to you a certain sum as a keepsake of our past friendship, and Begg of you to accept it.

May thee be greeting his peace.

(Sig) Abdul Baba Abbas

Trans by Miya Ahmad Saheb
July 2nd 1913 Port Said, Egypt

Address:
Abdul Baba Abbas
To Ahmad Yazdi
Port Said
Egypt

Suhrâb's "translation" of the "Tablet" (3)
Ahmed Yazdi’s letter in French about the rug (4)
Abbul Bahá Abbásh, a perzsa vallásos bábista-szekta apostola (a padon ülő aggasyán), aki európai körutjában Budapestről érkezett és itt pénteken előadást tartott. Az örökké volt, aki emberszeretetet hirdeti körutjában. Több perzsa híve is velük járt. Jelenleg hetvenhárom éves.

The "True Exemplar" and His escort in Budapest: Siyyid Asadu'lláh-i-Qúmí, Siyyid Ahmad Khamsí Baqiroff (?), Mirzá Ahmad Suhráb and Mirzá Mahmúd Zarqání (left to right) (5)
جناة سيدنا اللى فيت الامام
عباس أحمد عبد السلام
على المفكر الغنائم
الاستاذ اغناط غولدميجر
الجري
فوق
التي تطهدي والف سلام إلى صديقنا الرفيق الأعظم
عباس الأندلسي عبد الله دام عزه ونوره
نود أن نسب السلاسل هم صاحب غرث البيب فعضهم
الرحيل إلى بلدنا
وأ갑ك التنانى بدلاً من تدينا
وزاد عن طيب لقائنا تجاينا
ما نلت ذكر ملاقاة سعادكم التي كان لها
ضوء الله بلطفة وما أنسي لها أن أنثر العواونات
والذكريات التي وقعت بيننا وكتبت ما تشبه
مت نوركم واستغرت محتوكم وما تر
لى أن استفده مع الحقائق الظاهرة في
الفاظكم والتصرفي في غفوة عباركم
الخائر، فالضالو غلب على نوايا الإثبات
لمصافحة البلدك المباركة فيها ما مستغرق
في ليلة الاستياع إذ بلغت رسالتكم الشرفة
نائبة مقام البلدك فاستكر لمعادكم على
علاقتك مودتك ونعتزعة محبتكم المحبوبة في
الدحش مرتقبكم الكريم الذي عينت قراءتي بله في ذهن قوام العامل انعم من عباد الاهب الرحمن يُهديه القائد، ان تؤمن الهمام يتيمة، ان تؤمن العاقلة، ان تؤمن العائدة، ان تؤمن عشاقنة. 

ولا تتبا علي الهدية المجلدة التي شرفتم بها منزلية التغيير والله ان تلك السيارة لم تبرع معرفت من مكمل ناطقة لسانات الحالين مواظفكم واجتماع القلوب، بعد اقتران الابدات وفي كوسيلة عينة تبنى من احوال معينة شعورة الخاطر على الغائب نفكر بتكرار التشكر على مستنفرنا، ولا استنفط، مكليي هذا نصيبه غيري في مستنفرى بضع أيام لا غير فادعو الله سجاته وفالى ان ي прид لابامي الام التي في مفاصل وجه العمل بين الاستحباب والإصلاح وسلام راحة الله وبركاته 

العبد الطاهر

Dr. J. Goldziher

Goldziher's epistle to the "Most Mighty Branch" (6)
Presumably Yazdi's card to Goldziher (7)
الى بوداوة

جانب الفاطل الوجيه بروفسور جولديفيز المحترم

إدام الله وجوده المطلق

بعد ابدياه التحية والثناء أشكركم على كارتكم اللطيف

الذي تخبرون عن وصول مكتوبي والإمانة

اما الدرس سيدى ومولى سامحتو افتيام عبد البهاء عباس افتيام

فكون بواطتيا اني سماحتى مشكروه الان بالرمل الإكتردية

محظة مظلوم باشا

هذا راتبوا احتراماتي الفائقة ودمتم

dاعي

and my understanding of it (8)
BYZANTINE INTERFERENCE IN YEMEN:
A STUDY IN MOTIVES.

ABDEL-MONEIM MOUKHTAR

The south parts of the Arabian Peninsula have been and object of the western forces since Rome came to power, as this international passage played an important role in oriental trade. The policy of the western powers always was to hold these parts in firm hands. As force and military expeditions since Aelius Gallus had failed to fulfill that policy, a new form of conquest was begun by the missions with religion. An important mediator entered the struggle with this western power, that being the Ethiopian kingdom which stood beside the Byzantine Empire's interest in this locality. The religious bonds were important in fulfilling the Byzantine policy, and from the beginning of the fourth century the Empire began to spread through this territory using religious means.

After many attempts, Nero resumed a commercial policy. Its aim was to secure the control of two trade routes which brought to the Roman markets the products of India and China. These trade routes — the south-eastern sea route, which was exploited by the southern Arabs, and the north-eastern land route — were both in the hands of middlemen. The south-eastern route was under the control of the Axumite kingdom, so he dispatched an exploratory expedition to Ethiopia in the autumn of 61 AD. As the Sabean-Himyarite state was weak and under the domination of the Axumite kingdom, Rome concluded a treaty of friendship and alliance with it and on the basis of this treaty occupied Aden. Rome also secured indirect control of the Island of Socotra, which was leased by the king of Hadramût and was doubtless leased to a syndicate of Roman traders from Egypt. The control of Socotra and the occupation of Aden led naturally to the opening of direct intercourse by sea between Egypt and India. The Ethiopian expedition was to complete this South Arabian Policy.¹
That was the attitude of the western powers towards South Arabia. Through the following ages one could not arrive at a firm conclusion about the conditions of that relationship, but the Sabaeans-Himyarite state began to regain its power. The state penetrated deeply into the states of South Arabia, and at the close of the fourth century, all the south was dominated by the Himyarite state.

Our Arabic narrations present to us unimaginable stories about the history of that state, but one cannot depend on these narrations. The first well known king of the dynasty was Samr Yahr who was, according to the Arabic narrations, the conqueror of the world. However, one can extract from these narrations and from the Himyarite texts that this king was responsible about the unification of the small southern state.

In 340 A. D. the Yemenite state was conquered by the Ethiopians, and their occupation lasted 38 years. The stages of that occupation, are not known but the text of Axum presented the fact of the Ethiopian occupation of the whole Arabian south. At this time the country was very weak, as they had lost control of the oriental trade. Of course the Roman policy, called the South-eastern trade policy, was responsible for the fate of that state, as the interior state of Yemen was very weak and the government could not keep up the Ma’rib dam which was destroyed. The state was also so weak that it could not secure its borders against the attacks of the northern tribes. It is not sure that the Empire was responsible for these attacks, but Rome had no objection and was not opposing this policy as one found that Imru’ I-Qays b. Amr, who was attached to the Roman service, arrived at the walls of Na’grān, city of Šammar in 328 A. D. One can guess that the Ethiopian occupation was a result of Roman instigation because the Yemenite state was beginning to revive its power and that action was dangerous to Roman interests.

Economic forces and the nomadic ravens waging on the state were the main motives which encouraged the Ethiopians to attack Yemen. This occupation did not last, however, as they were obliged to forfeit their control of Yemen because of the revolts of the people of Middle Nile e. g. Pagga Kassū and some other African people. Thus king Abū Karb Yaha’man was able to expel them from his country. Up to that time, Yemen had not formed a part of any Roman policy, but the Yemenite territories were mapped by the Missions during the reign of Aeolianas, the Ethiopian king, who had good relations with the Emperor Constantine the Great. To the
Emperor Theodosianus, the circular of 356 A. D. was attributed in which Himyarite and Axumite were mentioned as localities for traders. One could not say that this occupation was led by the forces of Christianity, as the Ethiopian were not at that time Christians. The forces of this occupation were economic.

Monotheistic elements began to take official form in the state as a result of foreign missionaries. Abū Karb Yaha'īman dedicated a temple to the god of the Sky in 378 A.D. and forsook the gods of his fathers. Abū Karb As'ad, the new king united the rest of the states, and thus he had authority over Saba', Dū Riyād, Ḥaḍramūt, Yemen, the Arabs of the highlands, and Tuhāma. He also placed the trade routes over the continent under his control and fortified these routes. In the reign of his successor, Ṣurahbīl Ya'fur, the monotheistic current increased. As a result of the economical refreshment, he was able to reconstruct the Dam.

Religious policy was responsible for the events which took place during the reign of his successor King Ābū Kalāl who was appointed king as a result of a revolution against the previously governing dynasty. This revolution was encouraged by the Ethiopians because the new king was Christian. This fact strengthened Christianity in the country although he did not reign for more than five years (455–460 A.D.). He was followed by some kings whose reigns were a field of prevalent revolts. Up to that time, the religious policy of the Byzantine Empire did not threaten the country’s independence. But the coming years were to be the most dangerous, as the Empire was occupied with the Persian and Barbarian wars, and with internal problems. Now came the time which the Empire had postponed.

The reign of Dū Nuwās was the point of alteration in the relationship between the East and the West. Because of the Christian interference in the affairs of Yemen, the kings began a new policy towards the religious groups which were embracing a faith contrary of the local creeds and which were spiritually tied to foreign authorities especially because they were paying money to Ethiopia. Thus they were treated severely and were under the states’ religious persecution. The reign of Dū Nuwās was the terminal stage of the struggle between the East and Byzantium, and was followed by events which placed the country under the foreign yoke. The attitude of Dū Nuwās towards the Christians was not to submit to any religious element as the king was not Jewish but and idolater. Such cases of persecution made the Chris-
tians ask for the help of their companions in faith. Some of the Christians escaped to the king of Ethiopia and to the Byzantines. Arabic reference books give names of these people, among them Dū Ḥaṭibān and Gabbār b. Fayyād. According to these writings, an invasion was prepared and the country was surrendered to the Ethiopians.

One has to discuss the elements of that conquest to know whether it was dictated by the aim of helping the Christians or of fulfilling Byzantine policy in that territory. The Arab historians give us a long tale of this invasion, but Yemenite documents present for us a contradicting text which is called the text of Ḥisn al-Ġurāb (Rep. Epog. 2633). This text informs us that the Ethiopians conquered the land of Himyar and killed its king. But the name of the king is not mentioned. The text relates to the year 640 of the Himyarit calendar, which agrees with the year 525 A.D.

Winckler explained this text in an unimaginable way. That Dū Nuwās began that war and he attacked Ethiopia. He was accompanied by al-Samīfa and his sons, but he did not succeed in the invasion. So the Ethiopians invaded Yemen and put their hands upon it. Al-Samīfa Aṣū and his sons retired and went to the fort of Māwya to take shelter. They stayed there until the Ethiopians controlled the entire country and as they had been obliged to attend this war without personal motives, the Ethiopians agreed with al-Samīfa Aṣū and he was appointed king of Yemen.

If this tale is true, it presents a clear fact which contradicts all our reference books and the theory that this occupation was dictated by Byzantine policy. To reach the real motives of this aggression one has to decide if the motives of this aggression were forwarded against the persecution of the Christians by the Jews. If the above mentioned theory is true, it is a very weak addition, as our references dictate contradictory facts and show that Byzantine policy was responsible for the war. One has to go further back to discuss if the Jews were stronger in Yemen and if King Dū Nuwās was a Jew.

Procopius, in his narrations of the conquest, did not mention if the king of Homeritae was a Jew. He mentioned that the Ethiopian king was a Christian and a defender of Christianity. The King was informed that the Homeritae were persecuting the Christians, and then he appointed a Christian Homeritae king. Procopius also mentioned that many of the Homeritae were Jews, and many of them also believed in the Hellenic (idolatry) creed. He mentioned also that the king was killed but did not mention whether he
was a Jew or idolater. Though Philostorgius was not contemporaneous with that event, he gave us some facts about the creed of the Homeritaes. He said that they were following the Abrahamic custom concerning the sacredness of Saturday. They were also sacrificing to the sun and the moon and to their local idols. He mentioned that some of them were Jews, and that they opposed Theophilus who was sent: by the Emperor Constantinus to preach among the Homeritaes. Theodoros lector mentioned that the Homeritaes were Jews in origin, as they embraced Judaism at the time of their queen, then they became idolators. During the reign of Emperor Anastasius (491–518) they embraced Christianity. He did not mention if Judaism was flourishing there in his time. He and Philostorgius did not mention anything about the kings and if they were Jews. The Axumite narrations mention that the majority of the people of Saba' were idolaters and among them there were some Jews. The persecution of the Jews by the Emperors Vespasianus and Titus made many Jews emigrate to Hiğaz, where they settled in many localities. From Hiğaz they found their way to Yemen where they settled in Saba' and preached among the natives. After examining these narrations, one can believe that the kings of Homeritaes were not Jews and the Romans were trying to spread Christianity in this territory.

The arabic narrations made the king of Himyar a Jew. But the reference of this narration was to Tabari who referred to Ibn Ishāq and Ibn Hišām. It is a clear fact, that Ibn Ishāq took his narrations from some persons who were of Jewish origin such as Abū Malik b. Ta'labah b. Abī Malik al-Qarzī and Wahb b. Minabba and also from some narrations of al-Madīna who had some relations with the Jews.

The holy Qur'ān handled the problem of Dū Nuwās, and considered the people who committed the persecutions as infidels, while considering the Christians as believers. The Jewish creed, according to Islam, is a fidel creed like Christianity. The Qur'ān knew Judaism very well, so if Qur'ān narrated that the people who committed the persecution were infidel, that means that the kings of Himyar were idolaters.

The Ancient south arabian texts and sources did not assure that the kings of Himyar were Jews. The Classical references also did not mention anything about the kings being Jews. The narrations which mentioned this motto came only from untrustworthy narrators and from those of Jewish origin.

Muslim and Christian historians refer to these narrations about the spread
of Christianity in Yemen. One was brought to us by Ibn Ishāq who quoted from Waḥb b. Minabba, a muslim narrator of Jewish origin. His narration went side by side with Christian references. It was said that Christianity entered Nağrān through Phemion in 500 A. D.26 The Islamic narrations quoted that Christianity came to Nağrān by a stranger who came from Syria.27

As the Empire had some coveted interest in those parts, the idea of spreading Christianity there was a highly distinguished consideration. Religious bonds between the Empire and Yemen would be able to separate this territory from Persian influence. Many missions succeeded in their work and three churches were established, in Zīfār, Aden and Hormoz.28

The motive of Constantine in sending Theophilus Indus in 354 A. D. as a delegate to the king of the Homeritaes could not be described as innocent. It seemed to have been both economical and political. Theophilus succeeded in constructing these three churches and in making Zīfār, in 356 A. D., the residence of an archbishop who commanded from there the affairs of the Christians in Nağrān, Hormoz and Socotra.29

According to some Christian narrations, one can understand the real motives of the Emperor. The aim of the delegation of Theophilus was to clarify the situation of Axum and Himyar and to bind them with a confederation or at least to keep these territories neutral during the struggle with Persia.30

The reign of Anastasius was a time of active christianization, with missionaries moving southward to Yemen and Axum through Syria.31 In reality, such missions and the spreading of Christianity had not religious but political aims. The unclear relation between the Christians and the Byzantine Empire made the kings of Yemen suspicious of their motives. They therefore persecuted the Christians who were considered as rebels and heretics unloyal to their country, as they were accustomed to sending gifts and loyalties to Axum.32 Such attitudes did not satisfy the kings as they carried the emblem of Ethiopian interference in local affairs, and besides it was considered an illegal relation with the enemy.33

The Persians did not stop with galled hands but rather entered the running struggle by helping to spread the transgressing creeds which were persecuted by the Byzantines, such as the Nestorian creed, etc. Of course, such creeds, would never be appreciated by the Byzantines, and the believers could not be
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on the Byzantine side. Such enmity between the Christians in the Byzantine and non-Byzantine territories would strengthen the hatred of the Christians of Yemen towards the Byzantine Empire. In 570 A.D. King Chosroes protected the Nestorians in Yemen. As both creeds had found a fertile field in Yemen, this helped to inflame the enmity among the people of Yemen. Besides, the anti-semitic policy carried by the Empire was one of the most important elements increasing the carnage. The cruel persecution and savage oppression made the Jews collaborate with the enemies of the Empire, as the Persians were for some time lenient with them. This policy supported the interest of the Persians. The Jewish problems and the support given to the Nestorians were the means of furthering this policy. The height of this enmity was during the reign of Dū Nuwās. The Jews and the officials won some victories over the Christians, and the carnage took place.

It is not fair to support the theory which made the carnage a result of Jewish influence. Such persecution could be attributed to the growing interest and interference of the Byzantines and Ethiopians in the local affairs of Christians considered Yemenian citizens. Such action made the ruling class there consider these people guilty, unfaithful, and traitors. As a result of this attitude, the country lost its independence. Foreign aggression, carrying the motto "Rescue the Christians", subdued the country.

Anyhow, the country lost its independence and became subject to Ethiopia. It is not important to discuss the stages of military struggle as it resulted in a fulfillment of the motives for aggression. The Ethiopian king Ela Isbaha (Helletheaeus) conquered Dū Nuwās (Damianus) and appointed al-Samīfa (Esimiphaeus) as king demanding of him an annual royalty. This was in 525 A.D. The classical narrators, though they failed to give the correct date of the events, presented the main and true reasons for the aggression. It was clear that economic forces were the motives behind the attitude of Dū Nuwās towards Byzantine traders in the Indian Ocean. This fact was clarified and affirmed by a Syrian narration which gave the same reasons for the Ethiopian aggression.

The economic motive for the aggression wandered amidst the uproar and clamours which rose as a result of the carnage. These economic motives were hidden under the motto of saving the Christians. The fact was that the attitude of Dū Nuwās threatened Byzantine maritime interests and was dangerous to the Byzantines. So, the Empire seized the opportunity of the
running carnage and cooked the matter to fit her motto.

In pursuance of the causes and motives of the aggression, it is important to follow the theme of saving the Christians. This held some elements which supported the real motive. The carnage of Nağran aroused in the Christian world sidewaves of displeasure. The special envoy commissioned by the Emperor Justinianus to al-Mundir in Hira, which aimed for the release of two generals, and to make peace by ting him to a confederation, received the news of the carnage on 23 January 524 A. D. 39

Simon of Beit Arsam, one of the ecclesiatic mediators accompanying the envoy, directed many messages to the Byzantine bishops and the patriarch of Alexandria asking them to mediate with the Ethiopians help for the Christians of Yemen.

It was said that Mundir received an envoy from Dū Nuwās asking him to treat the Christians in his country in the same way as in Yemen. The Byzantine envoy also had the aim of convincing Mundir to compel the Monophysists to change their creed. The two envoys were not interested in the same theme, as the Yemenites aimed at the non-Monophysists who were used by the Byzantines against Yemen, meanwhile the Byzantine envoy aimed at the Empire’s religious enemies: the Monophysists who were supported by the Persians and the Yemenites. 40 Because of this fact, it can be said that the carnage was among the non-Monophysists.

Soon the Empire began its policy. Justinianus aimed to tie the Ethiopians and the subjected Himyar in a confederation against Persia. Thus, he commissioned Julianus as special envoy to Kāleb Ela Aṣbaḥa and to al-Samīfa Aṣū to convince them to confederate with the Empire forming a united front against the Persians. 41

As a result of a revolt in Yemen, Abraha, the Ethiopian was able to lay his hand upon the state and come to power after killing Artaḥ (Aritas), the military ruler of the country. 42

This theory is supported by a classical narration 43, which the Arabic narrations agreed with, stating that Abraha usurped the sovereignty in Yemen, and obliged the Ethiopian king to acknowledge his sovereignty and power all over the country. 44

It could be attributed to the narrations of Theophanes and Cedrenus, who mentioned a second Ethiopian invasion of Homeritae in the 15th year of Justinianus, because of Homeritae agression against Byzantine traders. These
events took place during the revolts against Ethiopian sovereignty. The 15th year of Justinianus's reign could be the year 541–42. It means that these events took place during the attempts of Abraha to subdue the country. Of course, this invasion was not against Dū Nuwās, who was not alive at this time, but was against some revolting native chiefs.

An echo of this narration, the text of Abraha which was written after the reconstruction of Ma'rib Dam, was a self-affirmation of the main causes of the revolts. It presents some facts among which are the revolts of the chiefs (aqyāl) of the tribes. It describes Abraha as the real ruler of the country and attributes to him also all the titles of the Saba'ian kings.

As it seems, the revolt of 542 A.D. was against the reign of Abraha and Ethiopian influence. The revolt, which was a huge and totally national movement, was forwarded by the ancient aristocracy in Saba'.

We can infer from the names of the rebellious tribes, that the revolt was located in the southern parts of the country. The leader of the revolt, Yazīd b. Kabša was supported by the chiefs of Saba', Dū Ṣahar, Murra, Tamāma, Martad, Hanīf, Ḥanāṣ, Dū Ḥa'il, Yazan and the sons of the late king al-Samīra. An army was sent by Abraha to subdue this revolt, but was defeated, and the revolt spread to Ḥadramūt. So Abraha, in the summer of 542, was obliged to command his army to subdue the revolt. When he arrived at the center of the revolt, Yazīd surrendered and begged pardon without any resistance. However, this action was not enough to subdue the revolt, as many chiefs were still fighting against Abraha.

The motives of the revolts were given by the attitudes of the aristocracy, who were divided into two parallel sides, the majority of the less profitable side being responsible for the rebellion. Of course, economic causes were the main motives for the revolt, as this was the motive for their aggressive attitude towards the Byzantine traders. This attitude was dictated by their loss of income from the Eastern trade which was a direct result of the Ethiopian invasion.

The local aristocracy tried to regain its class interests through this revolt. Classical narrations give the main aims of the revolt. Owing to Abraha's stay in Ma'rib where he was to reconstruct the dam, he received six delegations envoyed to him by the fighting powers of that time. The protocol of the text presented some facts which explain his attitude towards the delegations. The nominating order of the delegations in the text clarified his policy towards
current events. The synonyms of the word "delegation" used in the text also presented the same impression. The Ethiopian and Byzantine delegations were called: MḤŠKT ʿNGŠYN and MḤŠKT MLK RMN while the Persian delegation was called TNBLT MLK FRS. Mahšakīt in the south Arabian language, is a synonym for a friendly and kind envoy, while tanbalīt means only a deputation. Thus the Persian delegation was not a favourite delegation of Abraha and this was according to political traditions that the Persian envoy was not wanted.

At the same time, three other delegations, those of al-Mundir of Ḥira — a subject of Persia —, al-Ḥārit b. Gabala the Gassanide, a subject of the Empire, and Abū Kārī b. Gabala, chief of the upper Arabian tribes, and also a subject of the Byzantine Empire, were all called as "RSL", a word which carried the meaning of messenger.

The purpose of these delegations was not to congratulate or to present some courtesies, but was of course far deeper. The delegations aimed to tie him to this camp or that, to suffocate trade on the Red Sea or to give it more freedom and security. Of course these actions would have caused a catastrophe for the Byzantine colonies there, a grievous loss to imperial commerce, and would have increased the gain. For a long time the policy of the Empire had been to place the peninsula under Byzantine rule and to isolate Persia from this territory. Meanwhile the Persians made attempts to destroy any front which might be inclined to their enemies. The Persians also prevented them from trading with the Arabs and their ships from sailing in the Indian ocean. The two competitor camps used means of propaganda to fulfill their plans. The Byzantine Empire tried its best to spread Christianity and to delegate missionaries. It also persuaded the Ethiopians to support this action by interfering in the local affairs of Yemen. While this action was taking place on one stage, the Persians made efforts to spread contradicting creeds which stood in enmity towards the Byzantine Empire and also to gain the support of the Jews.

The Byzantine Empire tried for a second time to be on good relations with the ruler of Yemen, as it had before, with the delegation of Julianus to al-Samīfa. The aim of the second delegation was to use Christianity as the main organ of their policy. Of course, these elements might enlarge their influence in the East. One finds that the delegations of confederate Arabs, who were tied to both big powers, had the same purpose. The delegation of
Abū Karb b. Gabala (Abochorabas) who was appointed by Justinianus as Phylarch of the Saracens’ of Palæstine was authorized to clarify the Byzantine policy concerning the territories inhabited by the tribe of MaCd. These territories seemed to be important to the Empire, as this was the second delegation to argue this problem, i.e. Julianus had previously been envoy to al-SamīTaC.51

After the submission of South Arabia, the Empire spiritually watched over the peninsula, and the Empire’s greediness and ambitions were almost fulfilled. Hijāz, by its central position, stood as a great and huge obstacle in their way. Hijāz could also be very dangerous if used by a foreign power. The control of this area was a great task as it would replace the lost conjecture to reach the ”Arabia Felix”

The invasion of Mecca by Abraha was dictated by this fact, as the motives for the invasion could not have been religious.52 The failure which accompanied the Ethiopian expedition, reminds one of the failure of Aelius Gallus six centuries before. The Empire lost forever her last hope with the failure of the expedition to Mecca. It was clear that the motives of Ethiopia, supported by the Empire, were not at all religious or even dealing with humanity, but was rather dictated and directed by imperial policy and formed the last chapter of the struggle which was compiled and composed in Byzantum and Axum. It also turned the page of wide spread propaganda concealed under the motto of saving Christianity.53

The last threads of hope for which the Empire was looking attentively, were cut and lost when the aristocracy in the country revolted again and succeeded in overthrowing the former sovereignty. In 575, the Persians interfered in the field of struggle and helped the representative of the aristocracy throw off the Ethiopian yoke. Sayf b. Dī Yazan was appointed king of the entire country.54

Soon, this national sovereign was subdued, the country again placed under a foreign yoke and her freedom lost for ever.
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AN UNKNOWN POEM BY AVICENNA

ISTVÁN ORMOS

Over a period of time, a number of private collections has been acquired by the Oriental Collection of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, either through purchase or by donation. By far the most important and interesting of these is the Kaufmann Collection, brought together with excellent taste by David Kaufmann. Following both his and his wife’s untimely death, his mother-in-law donated it to the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1905. In addition to numerous excellent and highly valuable Hebrew manuscripts and printed books, the Kaufmann Collection contains about six hundred manuscripts and manuscript fragments from the Ezra Synagogue in Old Cairo, and this latter part of the Collection is usually referred to as the Kaufmann Geniza.

Ahmad ibn Tulûn, who ruled Egypt from 868 until 884, ordered Michael, the Coptic Patriarch, to pay a contribution of 20,000 dinars to the military expenses of the state. In order to be able to raise such an enormous amount of money, the Patriarch was forced to sell off immovable properties owned by the church: mortmains (waqf), for example, and a landed estate in Ethiopian possession; this is also why the Church of Saint Michael in Fustat, which according to contemporary descriptions, stood in the vicinity of the MuCallaqa Church, passed into Jewish hands. This took place in 882. The church was soon transformed into a synagogue and has been in use ever since under the name of the Ezra Synagogue. Modern visitors to the synagogue are shown the traditional site in its vicinity where Pharaoh’s daughter found the child Moses in the reeds on the bank of the Nile.

It was from the geniza of this synagogue (this is the name of the room where impaired scrolls, and writings containing the name of God, are stored until they can be buried to ensure they are not defiled) that perhaps the most important manuscript find of the last few centuries came to light:
towards the end of the last century, about 250,000 manuscripts and
manuscript fragments passed from here into various collections around the
world. Roughly half of this material is kept at Cambridge, while the rest is
scattered all over the world in libraries from Cairo to Leningrad and from
New York to Strasbourg. 5 David Kaufmann acquired about 600 items. 6

The importance of the documents found in the geniza can hardly be over-
estimated: in addition to important writings pertaining to the Old Testament
and the history of Judaism, they contain, amongst other things, private letters,
bills, contracts, book-lists, poems, and works dealing with grammar, philo-
sophy, medicine and mathematics, as well as amulets. The earliest known
example of Jewish musical notation was discovered in the geniza material,
too. The language of the manuscripts is mainly Hebrew. However, numerous
writings in Aramaic, Syriac, Coptic and Greek are to be found among them,
and a large number of documents is in Arabic but written in Hebrew
characters; these latter texts are extremely important, not only in terms of
their content, but also as regards research into the history of the Arabic
language. 7 It is not clear according to what principles the material in the
Cairo geniza was brought together: some think that these writings were flung
haphazardly into the geniza and it was merely by chance that the entire ma-
terial was not destroyed. Others, however, think that the geniza was, in fact,
nothing less than the archives of an important commercial and cultural centre
where documents regarded as important were kept. In any case, were in not
for the arid climate of Egypt, the geniza material would certainly not have
come down to us, but would have long since disintegrated.

Not long ago, when I examined the material of the Kaufmann Geniza, Ms.
205 fell into my hands; its envelope contained a mackle bearing the following
remark, in Goldziher's characteristic handwriting: "Poems by Ibn Sinā, Šīhāb
al-Suhrawardī and others (in Jewish characters)". The material upon which
the manuscript is written is paper, its size is 13.5 x 17.5 cm, and it is paginated
in pencil: 205 a-d. Obviously, the person paginating the manuscript must have
been ignorant of Hebrew, because he paginated it upside down and in the
wrong direction. Generally speaking, the manuscript is in good condition. The
text is written in ink, which has become brown in the course of time, and the
paper itself has acquired a brownish hue. The manuscript shows traces of
three former folds one vertical and two horizontal, along which the text is
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slightly damaged.

On page 3 of the manuscript is a poem by Şihāb al-Dīn al-Suhrawardī in fine, quadratic writing and on the last page there is a poem of 5 lines by Avicenna in the same writing. There are short poems and doxologies in a different hand on pages 1 and 2, as well as below the poem by Avicenna on page 4. This quadratic script is smaller in size, less beautiful, rather careless and written in a different ink. While the poems by Suhrawardī and Avicenna are in one column, these latter short poems and doxologies are arranged in two. On page 3 below the poem by Suhrawardī in the left corner there is a remark of four lines in a third script. I could not find any connection between the various parts of the manuscript. One could add that, in view of the condition of the present folding line, it seems probable that the present state is secondary; originally the manuscript may have been folded in just the opposite way and then the poem by Suhrawardī may have been on page 1 and the one by Avicenna on page 2.

In all probability, our manuscript dates from the second half of the 12th century. This can be deduced by the fact that the style of the fine quadratic writing in which the poems by both Suhrawardī and Avicenna are written is completely identical to the type of writing in which the autographed letter by Maimonides is written which has been published by Scheiber under signature No. 123a. The two writings evidently come from different people, but the shape of nearly every letter is identical. Consequently, we may state with great probability that they come from the same period. The two other writings in our manuscript are later than the first, because it is clear that they were used to fill the empty space left after the first two poems by Suhrawardī and Avicenna were finished.

The Avicenna poem in question is written in a fine, quadratic Hebrew script. It gives the Arabic text in a true, literal transliteration. However, in view of the fact that the phonemic system of Arabic is richer in consonants than that of Hebrew, it also employs letters with diacritical marks:

\[(\text{e.g., } \mathcal{F} - \mathcal{F} ; \mathcal{B} - \mathcal{B})\]

Diacritical marks, however, are not always used, and consequently the text was meant for people with absolute command of the language. (Contemporary Arabic manuscripts frequently omit diacritical marks.) The coupling of sounds and letters of identical origin and pronunciation serves as basis for transliteration (e.g., \[\mathcal{B} - \mathcal{B} ; \mathcal{D} - \mathcal{T}\]). Should, however, origin and actual pronunciation differ greatly, then the latter will overrule the former (e.g., \[\mathcal{H} - \mathcal{H} ; \mathcal{H} - \mathcal{H}\]). Hamza is never indicated but its carrier appears in each case. One ligature appears in two varieties: \[\mathcal{C} \text{ and } \mathcal{D} \text{ for}

Hebrew vowel punctuation is not employed, whereas ḡamma appears at the end of each line in order to indicate the vowel of the rhyme. In one case, the nunation ending -in is indicated by two kasras, and, in another, the similar ending -an is indicated by two fathas and an ālefc, respectively, whereas in two other cases the latter is indicated by ālefs only. In one case madda appears: ḳন for ḳא. .decoder is met with, too, while tā' marbūṭa invariably appears as ṭ without diacritical marks.

The poem is in kāmil metre. Each verse consists of two hemistichs. Each hemistich comprises three feet, with the exception of the third verse, the first hemistich of which consists of two feet only; this lack, however, is balanced effectively by the parallelismus membrorum. Various irregularities occur in the feet: ḫ∪mūr, ḫḥāb, qat C, tarfīl. In two places the kasra of the genitive is replaced by ḡamma under the constraint of the rhyme.
לחלשך זריזך יבש עלי בנסחתי
רצה שבילה ענה

שהנקעל נפש מערר כי חורר
פי פרעה זארכך אתה מספר
Јנש תשבך גזמה וחיה שחר
ימתי מכ לאשתי. חצותיה
שלצרניך תאכר קוסמה
ולא אסכים קוסמה נורתי
ולא דרולה עלי ר涿ך וירושלים
וזר כליך זרה ביבנה
அסך ערסת צאנ קוסא יבמה
אברתיך מר דימך לעברו ז"ל גוריה
Here follows the text of the poem in transliteration:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{li-l-\textsuperscript{\textregistered}ay\text{\textregistered} al-ra'\text{\textregistered}is Ab\text{\textregistered} c\text{\textregistered}Al\text{\textregistered} ibn S\text{\textregistered}n\text{\textregistered} ra\text{\textregistered}iya L\text{\textregistered}ahu c\text{\textregistered}anhu} \\
\text{\textsuperscript{\textregistered}an c\text{\textregistered}al\text{\textregistered} gasad\textsuperscript{\textregistered}in mu\text{\textregistered}affar fi l-\textsuperscript{\textregistered}tar\text{\textregistered} fi qab\text{\textregistered}dat\textsuperscript{\textregistered}i l-\textsuperscript{\textregistered}ark\text{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered}i anta as\textsuperscript{\textregistered}u} \\
\text{al-n\textsuperscript{\textregistered}u ta\text{\textregistered}hu\text{\textregistered}u gu\text{\textregistered}z\textsuperscript{\textregistered}ah\text{\textregistered} wa-tara l-haw\text{\textregistered} wa-yam\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\text{\textregistered}su min\text{\textregistered}a la\text{\textregistered}fat\textsuperscript{\textregistered}a l-\textsuperscript{\textregistered}ta\text{\textregistered}tir\textsuperscript{\textregistered}u} \\
\text{wa-l-\textsuperscript{\textregistered}ard\textsuperscript{\textregistered}u ta\text{\textregistered}hu\text{\textregistered}u qis\text{\textregistered}ah\text{\textregistered} wa-l-m\text{\textregistered}u ya\text{\textregistered}hu\text{\textregistered}u qismahu wa-yag\text{\textregistered}u\text{\textregistered}u} \\
\text{wa-la-qad c\text{\textregistered}adalta c\text{\textregistered}an i l-rif\text{\textregistered}q\text{\textregistered} wa-c\text{\textregistered}arrasu} \\
\text{wa-saraw bi-lay\textsuperscript{\textregistered}in wa-l-dal\text{\textregistered}u h\text{\textregistered}ab\text{\textregistered}u\text{\textregistered}u} \\
\text{fa-la-in c\text{\textregistered}arafta l-\text{\textregistered}an\text{\textregistered} qis\text{\textregistered}an h\text{\textregistered}amis\text{\textregistered}an} \\
\text{abs\text{\textregistered}arta min dal\text{\textregistered}i l-\text{\textregistered}al\text{\textregistered}m il\text{\textregistered}a l-nur\text{\textregistered}u}
\end{align*}
\]

Here is an English translation of the text of the poem:

- Oh, alas for the body mouldering in the earth!

  You are a prisoner in the hands of the elements!

- Fire takes its part away, the rich air draws the fine influence out of you.

- Earth, too, takes its portion away, water, too, takes its allotted part and oozes away.

- You have already parted company with your comrades; they alighted for a night-rest, but travelled on in the night with an experienced guide.

- And if you, groping in the dark, knew a fifth component, you would behold the light!
A number of poems in Arabic and Persian are in circulation under the name of Avicenna. Most scholars share the opinion that at least some, if not all of them, are apocryphal, whereas others maintain that even "some of the famous quatrains of Umar Khayyām are really his; and were introduced into the collection of Umar by anthologists." The above poem does not appear in editions of Avicenna's poetry. It seems difficult to exclude Avicenna's authorship, but it seems just as impossible to prove it beyond doubt. In our opinion, nothing in this poem is inconsistent with Avicenna's ideas as they are known to us: the four elements — well-known from antique and mediaeval medicine — constitute the centre of the poem; they were dealt with extensively by Avicenna in his Canon and elsewhere, a fact that seems to support Avicenna's authorship. In any case, our playful poem, which is pervaded by a feeling of sadness about the ephemeral nature of human life, and by a touch of mysticism, comes from a person in whose system of ideas this scientific concept played a central role. This person may well have been Avicenna.
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Siwa is one of the numerous green islands in the immense sand sea of the greatest desert on earth, the Sahara. The oases of the western Egyptian desert have much in common. All of their inhabitants speak the Arabic language as their mother tongue and most of their customs and traditions are similar to those of the people who live at certain points in the Nile valley. And yet every oasis has its own peculiar features with which the course of history has stamped it. But there are manifold differences between Siwa and the other Egyptian oases. Although largely independent and isolated during the middle of the Second Millennium B. C. the oasis inhabitants had come principally and increasingly under the influence of the pharaonic empires. In the Ptolemaic and Roman period the Siwans were completely Egyptianized, had the same beliefs, and used the same burial customs as the people of the Nile valley.¹

But to what race did the Siwans belong? According to Merry who studied many skulls and bones found in the tombs of Siwa, Siwans in Ptolemaic and Roman times were not exactly like the Egyptians but were in many respects closer to the European stock than to the African.² "The physical differences between the Siwans, the Egyptians of the Nile valley, the inhabitants of the other oases and Beduins still exist."³ In fact, the original inhabitants of Siwa belonged to one of the branches of the Berber group from the tribes of Zanatah who mixed with Arab Beduins from different tribes of the West. In the Middle Ages, Siwa was one of the important stations for Caravans and a negro-slave trademarket. Consequently, we find a mixture of negro blood among the inhabitants.⁴ Siwan is one of the dialects of Berber, and although the Siwans speak Arabic well, they speak it as a second language. Up to this day many of the older people, and especially the women, do not understand Arabic at all.⁵

Above all, none of the other oases can boast of such a fascinating history as Siwa, a past that can be traced back into antiquity. Under the name of
Amonium, Siwa enjoyed world — fame as the location of a renowned oracle of the ancients. The oracle of Amun in Siwa was already famous throughout the Mediterranean countries at the beginning of the 26th Dynasty. In the year 331 B.C. Alexander the Great, came to Siwa after he laid the foundations of Alexandria; in order to consult the oracle Amun. It is not only the most famous visit in Siwa's ancient history but is also the important one which immortalized the name of Siwa for all time. 

Towards the end of the Ptolemaic period, Rome and Roman Culture ruled supreme, and new methods of fortune-telling spread. Thus the oracles in general lost much of their old prestige, and very few people cared to go and consult them. Siwa was no exception.

In the year 160 B.C. Bausanias made the last account concerning Siwa. After that spectacular events were discontinued and Siwa again became engulfed in anonymity. There is not any trustworthy data of Siwa's further destiny in the first millenium. By studying the remains of chapels and sepulchres it can be said that Christianity did reach Siwa. But we know from the ancient authors that Libyans worshipped Amun as the setting sun, and thus we can say that very probably the worship of Amun continued in Siwa until the introduction of Islam in the 12th century, although it might have existed there side by side with Christianity.

It becomes evident from earlier accounts that the inhabitants of the double hill "Siwa" had been split into two frequently warring hostile camps which had separated themselves in settling also. The stronger fraction, the Liffayd, or the "eastern" people, inhabited the eastern hill, while the Tachsib, or "western" people, occupied the remaining, smaller part of the dwelling fortress. General suppositions have been made concerning the origin of this animosity; the reason probably lies in their settling. However, in the event of an attack from outside, the old quarrels were forgotten and both fractions confronted the enemy in unity.

As early as the 12th century, the Siwans were converted to Islam and in the second half of the 19th century two Islamic sects had appeared in Siwa. "Atarīka al-Madaniyya", founded in 1825 by Şayḫ Zafr al-Madani, is followed chiefly by the Eastern Siwans. The second religious brotherhood, "Atarīka Asenūssiyā", founded in 1843, is followed by the Western Siwans.

This historic background is important to follow and understand the festival "Tigrhit—Tisyaḥit" which the author watched and recorded during the period 1969–1970, and as far as the author can tell, this is the first
published account of it. However, many questions are still open, and further research is still needed.

The followers of the al-Madania sect hold their ritual feast, called Tigrit-tisyaahit, in the first days of October every year, that is, directly before the harvest of dates, olives and citrus fruit. According to their interpretation, the Tigrit-tisyaahit means "march to the open." The author does not accept the interpretation of the 'mukaddim' march into the realm of Allah.

It is decided at the beginning of every September which day the ceremony should begin. The agreed term is announced by the Mukaddim, the local Shayh of the Madania sect. The celebration must occur in the first days of October while there is a full moon, that is, always at the middle of the Moslem month. Of course, corrections are sometimes necessary. For the exact execution of the rituals, it is also required that no Friday occur during the feast. The dedication to the full moon is quite understandable, because this way there would be natural illumination over Dakhur Hill at night. (This also may be survival of moon worship). The evasion of Friday is certainly due to the widespread belief among Moslems that Fridays carry misfortune. According to the Siwans, it is necessary because the Friday prayer may only be held in the city, in the mosque, while the place of the ceremony is Dakhur Hill.

The Siwan settlement contains smaller units, that is houseblocks and streets. The center of every unit is a mosque or Zawiya. Each mosque has a wakil. Before the ritual the wakil of each mosque prepares a list of the family heads and the members of their families belonging to the mosque or Zawiya. In 1969 the family head had to pay ten Piasters for himself and each of his family members. Every family also has to offer bigger cooking pots, bowls and wooden spoons as well as fuel: palm branches, fire-wood, corn-cobs and buffalo manure. For every head five to seven pieces of bread are required and every household gives a settled quantity of rice and onions. Elders and outstanding personalities contribute with a considerable quantity of food to the material need of the celebration, according to their wealth and social status. The necessities so collected are in the custody of the mosque or of the Zawiya until the beginning of the feast. In the meantime every mosque and every Zawiya organizes work teams for the different needs occurring during the celebrations: cooking, water-carrying, maintenance of order, fuel supply, etc. The most important role among the teams goes to the cooks and their helpers, theirs being the work of taking care of the food for
approximately two and a half to three thousand people through three full days. The cash collected is used for buying a suitable number of camels and sheep. Their number may differ according to the possibilities, however, in 1969 seven camels were bought and this was perhaps motivated by the magic value of the number seven.

On the preliminary day, that is before people go to the hill — and this is the first day of the ritual, — the camels are taken to Dakrūr Hill. Here palm mats are spread on a rocky place and the camels are slaughtered on them. The slaughter is accomplished by cutting the neck of the animal from underneath, while the people shout three times: Bismi Ilah, Allahakbar! The animal has to be completely bled since Islam forbids the consumption of blood as well as carcasses or pork. Next the cooks begin to prepare the slaughtered animals, starting by cutting the meat into as many pieces as there are participants expected for the rituals. As for the heads and legs of the camels, they are sold on the next day, the first day of the feast in an open auction. The money thus earned is used for the acquisition of other items necessary for the celebration. Here it should be noted that the marrow of the leg bones of the camels was used in the lamps of mosques until the beginning of the last century, and the left foreleg was given to the muezzin.

On the first day of the feast the men, boys and girls under ten years of age go up to Dakrūr Hill. For this journey they use karusa, the traditional Siwan vehicle, which is a twowheeled waggon behind a jackass, ornamented with brightly coloured head shawls. The travellers take along their food contribution in the wagons: tea, sugar, cakes, groundnuts, lemons and oranges, muscat melons, watermelons etc. On the top of the hill every group settles at the place set aside for them through many years, and dwell in a plain hut built from mud and palm leaves. The hut of the Muḥaddim, the local leader of the Madania sect, is at the highest point in the area. The feast begins with the distribution of the barakīya; which happens in this way: after cooking the chopped up camel meat in salted water, the cooks stick the pieces to palm-thorns. This is called "barakīya", showing that a piece of meat prepared in this way has special value for fertility, health, etc. This happens directly before noon. Each participant, i.e. each Siwan, adult or child, even women and children who are absent are silently called by name from the list by the notary, and repeated loudly by the head cook. The barakīya is accepted by
the head of each family in the name of his wives and children. Those who participate directly in the event consume their cooked meat in situ while the share of the wives and girls over ten is taken home. The barakîya of the infants are preserved with salt and fastened to the necks of the infants. (A very similar communal feast takes place in cases of cholera or smallpox epidemics.)

The meat is stuck to palm thorns because it must not be touched by hands. The presentation of "barakîya" is followed by good wishes to the receiver: long life, good health until the next meeting in the following year, etc. After finishing the distribution the auction of the heads and legs of the camels begins. The aim of the auction, where the practically valueless pieces are sold at conspicuous prices, is to declare the social prestige of the Sayîs of the Madani sect and that of the heads of families. At the end of the ceremony the time for the noon prayer arrives, and the participants say their prayer, with the exception of the cooks and the very young children not yet used to praying. The cooks in the meantime continue to work preparing lunch. The prayer finished, the participants settle to the ground in circles of nine to twelve, generally according to the teams that came to the hill in one cart. The cooks and their helpers take the food of bread, rice and cooked onions, the marak, to the groups in huge wooden bowls. According to the traditions no one may touch or even look at the meal distribution until everybody has his food and the head cook gives the sign to begin eating. The sign is a shout: Hala 'shâbil, repeated thrice. After lunch every team goes to their hut and chooses a leader, called sultân. It will be his task to arrange matters for the group, to maintain order, and to direct tea making, which happens after lunch three times in succession. Tea is served in small cups, beginning with the person sitting to the right of the sultân. As is customary, the tea is spiced with green mint which has a cooling effect. In the meantime interaction begins among the groups: chatting, delivery of the latest information, mutual visits, etc. After a rest, the ritual washing follows, preliminary to the afternoon prayer. The children help the adults by distributing water. The afternoon prayer finished, the participants return to their lodgings, where they eat cakes and groundnuts from small mats where everybody puts the contribution he brought along. If in the meantime, the group needs
something, the sultān denominates the wealthiest member of the group to buy the item in question. They accomplish the prescribed prayer exactly at sunset, then they participate in a common dinner in the same manner as at noon. As for the šayhs and the prominent members of the society, lunch and dinner are considerably different. They have a heavily burdened table in the lodgings of the mukaddim where they can eat fried lambs, stuffed turkeys and other delicacies as they wish.

After dinner they perfect the evening prayer and this is followed by the religious dikr. The people form a huge circle and begin to recite the first Sūra of the Koran, then they repeat the formula "Lā ilāh ā illā llāh" 99 times, the enthusiastic tension growing all the time. Slowly they begin to dance, following the movements of the šayh, who stands at his place moving only his torso in circles while everybody shouts "Allāh, Allāh". From time to time the mukaddim or the šayh says "Midad, midad!" by which he invokes the help of the supreme being or of Imām Husayn. The movement and the rhythmical shouting lead to a peak of religious extasy, at which they collapse and sit still in extasy for five to ten minutes. Finally, already calmed down, they begin to recite the epitheton ornants of Allāh (al-asma‘ al-ḥusnā), that is the 99 names of God. At the second name (al-rahīm) they rest, repeating "yā rahīm". The mukaddim performs the enumeration of the holy names with the help of the Moslem rosary. The chaplet contains 99 beads and is composed of three parts, separated by the sign called da‘il. (By the way, a rosary of the best quality is made of santal wood or sea shells, but even pieces made of more common material may be of at least the same value if they are bought in Mekka or at the graves of the saints of Cairo, Alexandria, Benghazi or Tripoli. These latter have the strength of amulets, or are amulets themselves. This kind of amulet is most frequently used to cure children who have difficulties in urinating).

At the end of the dikr gathering circling the mukaddim, the next ceremony begins: the mukaddim and the participants take each other’s hands, mutually kissing them, after which the act is repeated with friend and close acquaintances. The mukaddim also gives his blessings to all who come to him. The handkiss and its ritual is a remnant of the ritual with which ancient Libyan tribes consecrated treaties. Herodotus (IV, 300) mentions that among the Libyan tribes, parties to perfect contracts or treaties drank water from each other’s hand, or in lack of water, licked sand.
The communal religious singing and dancing have a very strong impact on the brains and psyche of the participants through exhaustion and mass extasy. As a result, the muḥaddim and the šayḥ of the sect are able to submit the participant to their wishes during the dikr. The believers describe this state as that of a corpse in the hands of a body-washer. Thus it is quite natural that personal differences and problems in the community are settled by the muḥaddim in this state, that is, after the religious preparation of the dikr.

Beside the reconciliatory negotiations, jurisdiction also takes place. This is done by a temporary body, raised only for the term of the ceremonies. This court scrutinize the crimes against the rules of the community. It consists of 12 muḥaddims who have to reach a unanimous decision and judgement. The punishment is generally no more than that the culprit has to put down his turban, and then has to go to the hut of every group confessing his faults and repentance on his knees. Also he has to pay some money which is used for the further needs of the ceremony. However, these payments are frequently distributed among the muḥaddims and šayḥs themselves. A "strange" practice also occurs when an ass desecrates the ritual by hee-hawing. Its master is punished by being forced to pay a smaller sum. This is rather profitable for the court, since asses, following their masters during the dikr shouting, bray quite frequently.

The second day of the ceremony is not different from the first, but on the third day, after the afternoon prayer, the nafha is collected. The nafha is a voluntary present of food from the quantity the participants brought along. In the course of the act an outstanding man of the community together with two negro children (or at least children of negro descent) carry big baskets, going around the huts, collecting from the offerings the suitable items. Then the collection is spread on a huge carpet, and everybody stands around it to take what he wishes. This seems to be a rather original communal event. After consuming the nafha, the leading muḥaddim announces that the young lads should work gratis the next day at the farmstead of one of the šayḥs. With this act the ceremony achieves one of its important purposes in accordance with the interest of the šayḥs. After the collection of the nafha, the kaskūl arrives. A kaskūl is a person disguised in the rags of a Moroccan pilgrim. Generally there are two of them and their aim is to make people laugh! The Siwan also call them ṣahhātīn, that is, beggars, thus showing the Siwan opinion of Moroccan pilgrims. The kaskūl walks around to all the huts begging for
food.

After the afternoon prayer, before sunset a procession brings out the ceremonial banner of the Madani sect which is generally kept in the Zāwiyah of Sīdī Sīmān ibn al-ʿĀmir, the patron of Siwa. The banner has two inscriptions "lā ilāh illā ʿlāh Muḥammad rasūl Allāh" on green background. The banner is stationed before the tent of the muḥaddim. After a very short dikr the participants slowly start toward the sacred grave of Sīdī ʿAlī ibn Ḥalīl, some 15 kilometres distant. The muḥaddim leads the procession, the banner being carried before him by a boy. According to the Siwan, Sīdī ʿAlī ibn Ḥalīl was one of the companions of the Prophet. By Siwan tradition this saint left his grave to greet with a handtouch Zāfir al-Madani ṣayḥ, the founder of the Madani sect, when he walked about there some 180 years ago. ʿAlī ibn Ḥalīl is also the patron saint of herders. Herders in the desert call ʿAlī ibn Ḥalīl for help when in distress and the saint appears and helps them. According to a belief this saint burns the ʿṣayṭān who lie in wait for men, and the signs in the sky like a comet are in fact ʿṣayṭān burned by the saint. Those who are ill or too old and cannot walk so far, remain on the hill and recite the Koran, generally the last sūras (100–114).

When the muḥaddim returns from the grave, a big dikr begins and lasts until midnight. On the fourth day of the rituals people return from the hill. The procession with the children in the donkey carts starts as early as 7 o'clock in the morning. The procession itself, led by the muḥaddim again, consists only of men. The procession was led by the honourable old ʿAlī Yūsuf ṣayḥ as muḥaddim. He was followed by the lesser muḥaddims, with Miftāḥ al-Madani ṣayḥ, who was the descendant and political spiritual heir of the founder of the sect, in the middle. They were followed by the leaders of the community and the elders of the families. The procession was supervised by the ṣāwūṣi, the officials maintaining order. Everybody wore white garments. The muḥaddim recited: "Innani bi-iṣāwī ʾāʾī ʿāʾī" and the crowd replied: "Allah, Allah, Allah"

\[m. \text{Ansikuni min hawāhum} \]
\[c. \text{Allah, Allah, Allah} \]
\[m. \text{Wa ṣayyiib al-nasī ṣayyānī!} \]
\[c. \text{Allah, Allah, Allah} \]
\[m. \text{Kam ṣandī lahum min ṣukkīn wa-ʾṣuhudīn la tudānīn} \]
\[c. \text{Allah, Allah, Allah} \]
\[m. \text{Awdaʾuḥū wa-ʾl-kamūḥā} \]
The text of Sufi inspiration expresses the desire to unite with God:

"How I desire
Allah, Allah, Allah
Allow me to smell the incense of the
saints, the good smell revived me,
Allah, Allah, Allah
How much I owe them, and how many wonderful
promise,
Allah, Allah, Allah
(Promises) they took from me...
"

It is clear on first sight that the procession follows an ancient tradition, and this notion is strengthened by the organized, faultless execution of mass singing, even though the procession gradually grows as new participants join at the skirts.

In the meantime women burn incense behind the windows and blow the smoke towards the street while making a sharp sound accompanied by the rapid movement of their tongues. Viewing this ceremonial procession one cannot escape the thought that it is hardly different from what an Amon procession in Siwah could be, with the Amon priest carrying the symbols of God and with the accompanying maidens in white garments.

The procession reached Sidi Slimane's, the patron of Siwa, Zāwiya after about one and a half hours. At the grave the procession dissolved and made a huge circle. The banner was erected in the middle and the ḍikr began, led by ʿulī Yūsuf šayḥ. Half an hour later after the ḍikr, the procession recommenced with considerably fewer participants, more or less only the outstanding men, leaving Siwa for the Zāwiya of Sidi Miftāh. This was the final act of the ceremony: Sidi Miftāh stopped at the gate of the Zāwiya, with ʿAlī Yūsuf muḥaddim and other muḥaddims by his side. Water was brought to šayḥ Miftāh in a metal cup and he recited over it the first sūra of the Koran, then murmured unintelligibly and spat into the cup several times. Next ʿAlī Yūsuf šayḥ took the cup and sprinkled the participants with the contents. (Spitting as a magical act was used by several saints-and-rulers, with the aim of curing cf. Mk 7:33, 8:22; Jn 9:6; cf., also the description by Suetonius of Caesar Vespasianus who returned the gift of sight to a man in this way, cf. also the usage of spitting against snake poison among the Libyan tribes). Finally šayḥ Miftāh, ʿAlī Yūsuf and the other muḥaddims bade farewell to the rest of the participants by the ritual of the
hand touch and hand-kiss, and by this act the ceremonies were concluded.

The Moslem religious cover of the ceremony must not mislead us. This is basically a pagan harvest ritual. Under an overwhelming Islam influence the Siwan people, willingly or involuntarily, had to modify their rituals in order to adopt the wishes and possibilities rendered by the stronger, conquering cultural influence. According to a Siwan manuscript the ceremony proceeded as follows: "It is a custom of the Siwan that every year they assemble at a place called ʿAdah where men dance with men and women with women." (The partition of the sexes by the anonymous author was probably due to the fact that he studied at the Azhar, and thus tried to veil the licentious character of the ceremony.) The manuscript continues: "Everybody brought his own food, which contained bread stuffed with knotweed and some kind of beans. Knotweed is sometimes cooked with lentil, and this is called igayrin in Siwa. This meal is kept in the custody of trusted men until the celebration begins." One finds the same phenomenon occurring during the preparations for the tisyahit, and the naf ha. They are manifestations of the collective character of the ritual ("The women eat together with the women, and the men with the men"). This continues through the whole day and even at night; they eat, dance and then return home.\(^{12}\)

The main event of the ceremony consisted of extinguishing all lights and was followed by promiscuous intercourse. According to Bates,\(^{13}\) in spite of its barbaric nature this event had the religious aim of ensuring fertility. Comparing these rituals one may be convinced that they are basically harvest ceremonies. In spite of its brevity and biassed character, the interesting text of the manuscript is important for the understanding of the Siwan ethnopsychological and behavioral patterns. By studying historical reports which mention similar phenomena and the Siwan manuscript it becomes clear that this feast is an original pagan ritual which has never disappeared from the life of the Siwan people, it has appeared again and again with different names. We may also trace it in the details of the āṣūrā ceremony.

\textit{The Āṣūrā}

According to the Siwan manuscript, the āṣūrā ceremony was initiated by men working at oil presses. The ceremony went this way: An old rag was submerged in olive oil. When saturated, it was wrapped around an olive stick three yards long and lighted when night fall. The people carried this torch around the village the entire night while they drummed and played flutes. This continued through seven days.\(^{14}\)
The participants spend much money for sheep and fermented palm sap, and many give away all the money saved during the previous year. At the end of the seventh day each person sticks his torch into the ground, and sings and dances around it. Today the Siwan women still know and sing a song belonging to this event.

\[ \text{CIdi, CIdi, yā Cammūdi!} \]
\[ "\text{Come back, come back, day of the feast!}" \]

It is hardly plausible that the Siwan women, now closed in their houses, not allowed to mix with foreign men in any way, and completely veiled outdoors, did not participate in such a celebration or at least that their grandmothers did not.

Though the \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \] appears today as an event of Islamic origin, it has its roots in Jewish antecedents. The Moslem year begins on the 10th day of the month Muḥarram. This date coincides — by chance — with the martyrdom of the Imām Ḥusayn, son of \[ \text{CAlī} \], grandson of Muḥammad, who died on this day on the field of Karbalā’ on October 10, 680. A. D. This memorial ceremony gained importance in North-Africa under the Fātimid Empire.

With the collapse of the Fātimides the importance of the \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \] lessened but it still maintained an outstanding role among its. The \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \] was originally introduced by the prophet Muḥammad, hoping that Jews would incline to his doctrines, since the \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \] was the ritual of the Tent, the 10th day of the month Tišrin in the Jewish calendar. In addition, this day, the 10th of Muḥarram, is exceptionally sacred in the Moslem belief because this was the day on which Adam and Eve first met after their expulsion from Paradise. On this day Arabs of ḡāhiliyya, the age before Muḥammad, fasted under Jewish influence.

It is a widespread belief among Egyptians that the first ten days of Muḥarram are especially sacred, and any religious Moslem fasts these days. On the 10th day they cook wheat previously soaked for two days. The husked, cooked wheat is mixed with milk and sugar, and is a very much preferred meal. According to some traditions this was the day when Muḥammad showed special attention to his family, so in the Islam world men try to copy him on this day.

Fertility ceremony behind the \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \]

Some days before the \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \], children ornament the roofs of the houses with palm leaves. They fasten a rag saturated with olive oil to every palm branch. On the vigil of the \[ \text{Cāšūrā'} \] the rags are lighted, so the whole village
is brilliantly illuminated. Then, on the morning of the ceremony, children come out of the houses with palm branches in hand which are ornamented with the fruits of the season (citrus, pomegranate, dates etc.) and they gayly exchange the fruits (cf. the nature of the ritual, connected with harvest, and the manifestations of communality.) The importance of fire and smoke needs further investigations.
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